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Abstract  

Crystal Structure Prediction (CSP) is used by the pharmaceutical industry to 

assess whether other polymorphs of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) 

might cause problems during manufacturing processes. In the 7th Blind Test of 

CSP, organized by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), one of 

the targets (XXX) was to predict the possible stoichiometries of two co−crystals 

of cannabinol (CBN) and tetramethylpyrazine (TMP). This thesis describes the 

methodology used for the submission of predicted structures of these 

co−crystals, concluding that the likely stoichiometries were 1CBN:1TMP and 

1CBN:2TMP, as these were more stable than the component structures and had 

plausible crystal packings. 

 

Following submission, this thesis analysed the crystal structures of TMP and have 

proposed starting points for the crystal structure refinement of a structure 

(MPYRAZ03) on the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) that has no atomic 

coordinates. The CBN search failed to find the Z’=2 experimental crystal structure 

(CANNOL) that is on the CSD, which has a high energy molecular conformation. 

This failure was found to be due to the limits on the structure generation program 

(Sobol sequence and density setting) and was exacerbated by the point charge 

model failing to model the CANNOL hydrogen bonding adequately. Alternative 

strategies to find the experimental structure were proposed, but they were 

deemed too expensive to run a full search. 

 

As this thesis was being completed, experimental co−crystal structures were 

provided by CCDC. After comparing with experimental structures, there was no 

experimental co−crystal structure in co−crystal CSP searches used in this thesis. 

This problem was caused by the folded pentane tail instead of the hydroxyl group. 
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Impact Statement 

The engineering of co−crystals can change many properties, such as stability in 

humid conditions, compared to the pure active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) 

without making and/or breaking covalent bonds to change the API molecule. 

Forming a co−crystal with a non−toxic conformer (another molecule) may be a 

route to finding a good solid form of the API to use in the pharmaceutical product. 

Many experimental co−crystal structures have been found in the laboratory and 

co−crystals are very common in industry, so co−crystal structure prediction is 

very important. Co−crystals have more components and more atoms than pure 

crystals, thus, it is more demanding to attempt to predict the existence and 

structure of co−crystals than the pure API crystal structure. 

Since 1999 the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre has held Crystal 

Structure Prediction Blind Tests to bring together scientists and advance methods 

in this field. In these Blind Tests, the molecular diagrams are given to the groups 

involved in developing CSP methods, with the challenge of predicting the crystal 

structures of the molecule, by submitting their predictions by a strict deadline. The 

predictions are then compared with the experimental structures (which have been 

kept secret) so that everyone can see whether the CSP methods work. In 

industrial pharmaceutical development, time and cost are important. It is hoped 

that CSP can help industry reduce the risk in the drug development stage that 

the solid form experimental work has not identified all important polymorphs. 

There are multiple companies whose business is to provide CSP services to 

industry, who are participating in the current Blind Test, and so the CCDC tests 

have commercial as well as academic significance.   

In the 7th Blind test, one of the challenges was to predict the stoichiometries and 

structures of two co−crystals of tetramethyl−pyrazine (TMP) and cannabinol 

(CBN). This thesis describes how I tackled this co−crystal challenge. It revealed 

that the methodology for CSP that was used in this thesis was not adequate for 

even predicting the crystal structure of CBN. The reason has been found for this 

and proposed a variation on the CSP approach.  

The CCDC have already released the preliminary result that no group predicted 

one of the co−crystal structures successfully. There will be considerable 
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discussion of the results of the 7th Blind Test, which will eventually lead to a 

publication, but it is clear that there are still limitations on the ability of CSP to 

predict drug co−crystal structures. The importance of co−crystals as a way of 

delivering APIs to patients means that there will be further work on developing 

CSP methods. 
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Cannabinol (CBN)) with the atomic numbering used in this work. In the co−crystal 

CSP work, the numbering starts with the CBN molecules and then TMP and 

follows the same sequence. 

Figure 2 The grid used in packing coefficient calculation and voids space 

calculation. Black points are the crystal components molecules occupied space. 

Blue point is any point that is more than a certain distance (usually it is the water 

molecular radius) from the edges of the molecules, and green points are within 

this probe radius distance of such a point included too. 

Figure 3 The thermodynamic cycle used to calculate co−crystal formation and 

co−crystallization energy, which is adapted from reference24. 

Figure 4 Left figure is the molecular overlay of MPYRAZ02 (light green) and gas 

phase conformation (cyan) for TMP (RMSD1=0.0604 Å with hydrogen atoms and 

0.0175 Å without hydrogen atoms) and the torsion angles shown in follow table. 

Figure 5 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus cell density for TMP 

from Z’=1 search after DMACRYS rigid refinement with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The 

second lowest lattice energy structure orthorhombic polymorph is depicted by the 

red diamond, which is equal to lattice energy minimum starting from MPYRAZ02 

with same optimization method (DMACRYS). The global minimum structure 

monoclinic depicted by a red circle is approximately a supercell of monoclinic 

MPYRAZ03. 

Figure 6 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus packing coefficient 

for TMP from Z’=1 search after DMACRYS rigid refinement with 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The second lowest lattice energy structure orthorhombic 

polymorph is depicted by the red diamond, which is equal to lattice energy 

minimum starting from MPYRAZ02 with same optimization method (DMACRYS). 

The global minimum structure monoclinic depicted by a red circle is 

approximately a supercell of monoclinic MPYRAZ03. 

Figure 7 Left figure is the overlay (RMSD15=0.172 Å) of the experimental structure 

MPYRAZ02 and generated structure T131 optimized by DMACRYS using PBE0 
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6−31G(d,p), which is the second lowest lattice energy structure. Right figure is 

the overlay (RMSD15=0.103 Å) for MPYRAZ02 optimized by DMACRYS using 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p) and generated structure T131 (second lowest lattice energy 

structure) optimized by DMACRYS using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) shows that they are 

equivalent structures and the experimental orthorhombic polymorph has been 

found in this search. 

Figure 8 Symmetry elements for generated T11 optimized by DMACRYS using 

PBE0 6−31G(d,p) (left) and symmetry elements for optimized T11 with symmetry 

improved by PLATON (middle) and symmetry elements for MPYRAZ03 (right) 

collected from CSD. 

Figure 9 Diagram packing conformation of CBN experimental structure 

(CANNOL) showing the hydrogen atoms positions added between two oxygens 

(left) where added hydrogen atoms is coloured white, and oxygen atoms are 

coloured red. In experimental structure (CANNOL in CSD), there are two 

molecules in the asymmetric unit with different conformations (right). 

Figure 10 Relaxed conformational energy scans of CBN for hydroxyl group (OH) 

torsion angle at various levels of theory. Basis set: 6−31G(d,p). The inset 

diagrams show the CBN conformations with torsion H26_O2_C6_C7 = 50° (mol 

1in CANNOL), 200°, 360° (mol 2 in CANNOL). The angles in the experimental 

structure of CANNOL are indicated by black diamonds. 

Figure 11 Relaxed conformational energy scans of CBN for the pentane tail at 

different computational methods with 6−31G(d,p). The inset diagrams show the 

CBN conformations with torsion C15_C14_C8_C7 = 0, 90, 180, 270, 0/360 (°), 

with two minimum points for 90° and 270°. 

Figure 12 Relaxed conformational energy scans of CBN for the pentane tail at 

different DFT functional with 6−31G(d,p). The insert diagrams show the CBN 

conformations with torsion C17_C16_C15_C14 = 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 (°). 

Figure 13 CSD Conformer Generator analysis for the pentane tail 

(C15_C14_C8_C7 and C17_C16_C15_C14) in CBN mol1, which matches the 

conformation energy scan results. C17_C16_C15_C14 is focused on 180° and 

60° and 300°; C17_C16_C15_C14 is focusing on 90° and 270° but caused by the 
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small energy barrier, there are large half peak width around those two minimum 

point. C15_C14_C8_C7 is different from others as C7 and C8 are in the ring. 

Figure 14 Fragments analyzed for CBN pentane tail shows that 

C17_C16_C15_C14 is focused on 90° and 270° but caused by the small energy 

barrier, there are large half peak width around those two minimum point, which is 

similar to the Conformation Generator analysis and conformation energy scan 

analysis; C17_C16_C15_C14, C18_C17_C16_C15, and C16_C15_C14_C8 

have the similar distribution to each other, which is focused on the 140°−220°. 

Figure 15 Left figure is the overlay of the experimental structure CANNOL (green) 

and experimental structure optimized using CrystalOptimizer with PBE0 

6−31G(d,p) and FIT potential for hydroxyl group, pentane tail and ring discussed 

in the last part. RMSD15 is 0.17 Å. The middle and right figures are the overlay of 

CBN experimental conformations and optimized conformations using 

CrystalOptimizer with PBE0 6−31G(d,p) and FIT potential for hydroxyl group, 

pentane tail and ring discussed in the last part. RMSD1 for mol1 is 0.0922 Å and 

RMSD1 for mol2 is 0.116 Å without hydrogen atoms. 

Figure 16 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus cell density for 

CBN from Z’=2 search after optimized using CrystalOptimizer with 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The lattice energy minimum starting from CANNOL with the 

same methodology is denoted as E1. 

Figure 17 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus packing 

coefficient for CBN from Z’=2 search after optimized using CrystalOptimizer with 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p).  The lattice energy minimum stating from CANNOL with the 

same methodology is denoted as E1 

Figure 18 Generated CBN crystal structure (C5 (P21/c) shown in the appendix) 

formed by C1,1(6) a D1,1(2) b D3,3(9) >b>a<b hydrogen bond which is same to 

experimental structure, but their crystal structure are totally different and the 

hydrogen bond between mol1 and mol2 is too large (3.250 Å). 

Figure 19 Comparing C5 to experimental structure. The left is the comparison of 

the chain; the right is the comparison of the asymmetry unit. CANNOL is coloured 

by elements, and C5 is coloured by blue and green with Z’=2. 
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Figure 20 Lattice energy landscape (density) for co−crystal 1CBN:1TMP search. 

Blue line: E(CBN,exp,opt)+E(TMP,matching exp,rig)= −214.499 kJ/mol, the sum 

of experimental CBN and TMP lattice energy after CrystalOptimizer. 

Figure 21 Lattice energy landscape (packing coefficient) for co−crystal 

1CBN:1TMP search. Blue line: E(CBN,exp,opt)+E(TMP,matching exp,rig) 

=−214.499 kJ/mol, the sum of experimental CBN and TMP lattice energy after 

CrystalOptimizer. 

Figure 22 Lattice energy landscape (density) for co−crystal 1CBN:2TMP search. 

Blue line: 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−288.399 kJ/mol, the 

sum of experimental CBN and 2 TMP lattice energy after CrystalOptimizer.  

Figure 23 Lattice energy landscape (packing coefficient) for co−crystal 

1CBN:2TMP search. Blue line: 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) 

=−288.399 kJ/mol. Blue line is the sum of experimental CBN and 2 TMP lattice 

energy after CrystalOptimizer. 

Figure 24 Lattice energy landscape (density) for co−crystal 2CBN:1TMP search. 

The line is not drawn like 1CBN:1TMP and 1CBN:2TMP co−crystal searches, 

because all of those structures are higher than this cutoff energy, which is Cutoff 

= 2E(TMP,matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−354.948 kJ/mol. 

Figure 25 Lattice energy landscape (packing coefficient) for co−crystal 

2CBN:1TMP search. The line is not drawn like 1CBN:1TMP and 1CBN:2TMP 

co−crystal searches, because all of those structures are higher than this cutoff 

energy, which is Cutoff = 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) 

=−354.948 kJ/mol. 

Figure 26 Crystal cell and voids for the lowest energy 1CBN: 2TMP co−crystal 

structures. The lowest structure contains H−bond and π−π stacking. 

Figure 27 1CBN:2TMP GM structure with the hydrogen bond and π−π stacking. 

The distance of hydrogen bond is 2.8 Ǻ, hydroxyl group torsion angle is −6.99°, 

which is near to 0 in the ring plane. 

Figure 28 Relaxed conformational energy scan of one methyl group in TMP 

(H2_C5_C2_C1) at PBE0 6−31G(d,p). The black line shows that there is very 
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little molecular energy difference (no more than 0.5 kJ/mol) between the 

conformations with the methyl dihedral between 50° ~ 70°. 

Figure 29 The torsion angles of the TMP CH3 groups (H7_C7_C3_C4, 

H10_C8_C4_C3 H1_C5_C2_C1, H4_C6_C1_C2,) for generated structures after 

the CrystalPredictor flexible search and are optimized using point charge + FIT. 

The black arrows denote the conformation in the rigid search. 

Figure 30 Workflow for comparing TMP rigid search (chapter 3) optimized by 

CrystalOptimizer for flexible methyl groups and DMACRYS with rigid methyl 

groups. 

Figure 31 Lattice energy landscape summary plot for TMP from Z’=1 rigid 

molecule search after CrystalOptimizer (left) and after DMACRYS rigid 

refinement (right). The orthorhombic polymorph is depicted by the orange 

diamond, which is lattice energy minimum structure form MPYRAZ02, and the 

GM structure with monoclinic polymorph is depicted by orange round, which is 

approximately a supercell of MPYRAZ03. 

Figure 32  RMSD15 and RMSD1 between the generated structures matching the 

experimental structures optimized by CrystalOptimizer with 4 methyl groups and 

DMACRYS. 

Figure 33 The comparison among A362 and experimental structure optimized by 

CASTEP with PBE−TS and CrystalOptimizer with PBE0/6−31G(d,p) +FIT 

potential. 

Figure 34 pXRD of MPYRAZ02 (which has atomic coordinates) and MPYRAZ02 

optimized by different methods. The major peaks are labelled by the lattice 

planes. 

Figure 35 pXRD of generated structure matching the monoclinic MPYRAZ03 

optimized by different methods. The major peaks are labelled by the lattice 

planes. 

Figure 36 Workflow for rigid CBN search with experimental conformations and 

experimental structure. 
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Figure 37 Figures from left to right are CANNOL, CANNOL optimized by 

FIT+point charge with non−polar hydrogen atomic potential parameters, 

CANNOL optimized by FIT + point charge with Beyer polar hydrogen atomic 

potential parameters respectively. The hydrogen bond contact distance is defined 

as smaller than the vdW radii (defaults in Mercury). 

Figure 38 3 workflows for a CBN CSP search. Workflow 1 is the original search, 

and it is used in the co°−crystal search. Workflow 2 and Workflow 3 are 

investigated new CSP workflows using DFTB3−D3 based on the workflow1 and 

aiming to correct the problem caused by the point charge model. 

Figure 39 Workflow of testing sensitivity to potential model in DMACRYS with 

different basis sets, functional, and potential parameters. The colours of the 

rectangles match the colours of the arrows in Figure 41. 

Figure 40 Dispersion−repulsion potential for hydroxyl group (grey) along a 

non−polar hydrogen (AHH=11971 kJ/mol, BHH=3.74 Å−1, CHH= 136.4 kJmol−1Å), 

compared to that along Coombes polar H(orange) (AHH=5029.68 kJ/mol, 

BHH=4.66 Å−1, CHH= 21.50 kJmol−1Å) and Beyer polar hydrogen model (blue)  

(AHH=2263.3 kJ/mol, BHH=4.66 Å−1, CHH= 21.50 kJmol−1Å). Black arrows highlight 

the O…H bond distance in the hydrogen bonds in the experimental structure 

CANNOL. This shows the experimental hydrogen bond repulsion and dispersion 

energy is sensitive to the different hydrogen parameters. 

Figure 41 Energy comparison among 5 structures using different methods. Green 

arrow meaning the single point calculation using Beyer potential shown in Figure 

39. Red arrow means the single point calculation using 6−31G(d,p) shown in 

Figure 39. Blue arrow means the single point calculation using MP2 shown in 

Figure 39. 

Figure 42 The CBN molecule with black curved arrows qualitatively indicates the 

range of the flexible group torsions used in the CSP searches (Table 3). 
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cry   Crystal modelling approach based on electronic structure of 

crystals  

mol   Crystal modeling approach based on electronic structure of 

molecule  

LAM   Local approximate model  

Z’  The number of molecules in the asymmetry unit 

Elatt   Lattice energy 

ΔEintra   Intramolecular energy relative to gas phase  

Uinter   Intermolecular energy 

ΔEcc  Co−crystallization relative to components  

GM  Global minimum structure 

RMSDn Root−mean−square deviation for n molecules 
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1 Introduction  

The original reason why it is necessary to predict crystal structures is to design 

new materials with desired physical properties1, e.g. porous materials2. Crystal 

Structure Prediction (CSP) is now used in industrial pharmaceutical 

development3, because of polymorphism. Polymorphs describe the existence of 

a molecule in more than one crystal possible structure. Polymorphs formed by 

the same molecules will have the same solution and melt structure4. 

Polymorphism is of practical relevance to pharmaceuticals, explosives, pigments, 

agrochemicals, dyestuffs, and foods5. A polymorphic transition is "A reversible 

transition of a solid crystalline phase at a certain temperature and pressure (the 

inversion point) to another phase of the same chemical composition with a 

different crystal structure."5. However, as many polymorphs do not undergo a 

solid−state transformation, some metastable crystals usually appear to be stable. 

In drug development, active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) solid form 

screening is critical. Drugs not only can form a variety of polymorphs but also can 

crystallize with variety of solvent molecules to form variety of solvates and 

crystallize with various of other molecules to form a variety of co−crystals. They 

can exhibit different physicochemical properties to the solid form selected for 

development. Therefore, in the pharmaceutical industry, the use of computational 

methods to predict the solvates6, co−crystals, and polymorphs will be valuable.  

The pharmaceutical industry is very interested in drug crystal forms because they 

need a high degree of control over the physicochemical properties of their 

products (most in tablets) that affect the performance, quality, and safety of 

pharmaceutical products, as well as their intellectual property value. McCrone4 

has claimed that "Each compound has different polymorphic forms, and in 

general, the number of known forms is directly proportional to the time and money 

spent studying the compound". It is less clear to what extent molecules have been 

screened to find important crystal forms. Awareness of the polymorphism 

prevalence has increased for the industry, with regulators expecting solid form 

properties of drugs to be well understood and controlled, and a strong desire to 

minimise the risk of sudden delayed emergence of crystalline forms that could 

threaten market availability, e.g. ritonavir7 and rotigotine8. CSP combining other 

computational modelling methods e.g. Mercury (section 2.1.3) can infer not only 
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polymorphic propensity, but also extrapolate the calculation of solid−state 

properties related to drug product performance. 

The most likely crystal structure should be the global minimum point in the free 

energy surface defined by the geometry of the unit cell and the position, 

orientation, and conformation of the molecules in the unit cell. Ostwald's rule9,10 

of stage states that metastable crystal structures usually are kinetically 

advantaged, so they are easier to crystallize than thermal stable structures in 

solution. Metastable structures should transform into thermal stable structures, 

but the timescale sometime could be too large. Thus, it has been claimed11 that 

predicting the metastable and thermal stable structure can help show whether 

there is a more stable form that has yet to be found. Late appearing forms and 

disappearing polymorphic events have been observed in the past12,13.  However, 

the proportion of compounds estimated to be at risk of late appearing, more stable 

forms may be much larger than most crystallization scientists expected. It has 

been estimated11 that as to all small−molecule drugs on the market currently, 

between 15 and 45% of them are not the thermodynamically most stable crystal 

structure. These results imply that the most stable crystal structures of these 

small−molecule drugs are kinetically hindered. Nucleation kinetics depend on the 

catalysts, templates, solvents, cooling rate, and so on. It is important to note that 

experimental observations will always greatly underestimate the proportion of 

missing polymorphs. Many drugs on the market may simply not have been used 

and crystallized long enough to allow a proper empirical understanding of the 

scope of the phenomenon.  

However, due to the cost of calculation, most current CSP methods are used to 

calculate the lattice energy instead of free energy. An approach (mol) that 

combines anisotropic atom−atom intermolecular potential models with density 

functional theory intramolecular energies was used in a computational study14 of 

508 polymorphic organic molecules and their 1061 experimentally determined 

crystal structures. Using lattice dynamics calculations to estimate the contribution 

of vibrations to free energy showed the polymorphic energy differences were 

generally very small: more than half of the polymorphic pairs were separated by 

less than 2 kJ/mol, while in only 5% of the cases the energy differences exceeded 

7.2 kJ/mol14. The relatively small vibrational free energy contributions are large 
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enough to cause polymorphic stability reordering for 9% of polymorphic pairs 

below or at room temperature14.  

Currently, how to predict organic crystals accurately is still a challenge, especially 

for big organic molecules and multi−component co−crystal systems. The 

intermolecular interactions between organic molecules are very complex. 

Modelling the dispersion is very important for organics. The relationship between 

the dispersion energy and electron correlation means that highly accurate and 

expensive electronic structure theory methods will be required. 

Current computational methods for co−formers selection can be divided as 

follows15: knowledge−based (structural informatics and thermodynamics), 

physics−based (surface site interaction points, Hansen solubility parameters, 

synthesis engineering, CSP and COSMO−RS), and ML (machine learning) 

methods. Furthermore, ML+COSMO−RS16, which is a combined physics and 

ML−based method, was recently proposed. ML+COSMO−RS was better than 

COSMO−RS and ML. Most virtual interpolymer screening methods lack the 

long−range order (crystallinity) contribution of co−crystals. This limitation was 

successfully solved15 by virtual co−former screening calculations based on CSP 

to guide co−crystal design. Co−former screening based on CSP significantly 

improved the prediction of challenging indomethacin and paracetamol co−crystal 

cases15.  

Sugden proposes a high−throughput and systematic computational approach17 

aimed to identify API/co−former pairs that are difficult to be observed in 

experiments. Building on the well−established CSP method, the proposed 

method17 achieves its efficiency without any expensive quantum mechanical 

calculations. This computational program17 is used to perform co−crystal 

screening of a given API against a panel of potential co−formers. The energy 

difference between the sum the most stable pure constituents lattice energies 

and the most stable co−crystal lattice energy is used to assess the stabilization 

of the co−crystal formation. The most stable co−crystal forms were determined 

by Ab initio CSP methods.  

CrystalPredictor18,19 and CrystalOptimizer20, which are approaches used in this 

thesis, have advantages for co−crystals, as the same LAM databases can be 
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used for all the searches. This can be extended to investigate a variety of 

co−formers efficiently. There have been many discussions about CSP being 

suitable for co−crystals15, and the 7th Blind Test target XXX21 tests the current 

reliability of the available methods. 

1.1 Co−crystals 

Co−crystals22, 23 are single−phase crystals composed of different compounds in 

a stoichiometric ratio. Co−crystals are multicomponent solids that are neither 

solvates nor simple salts.  

1.1.1 The importance of co−crystals  

The co−crystal can change properties compared to the pure API24. As many drug 

candidates are eliminated due to their low solubility25, 26, the ability to form a 

co−crystal with a non−toxic conformer (other molecules) may be a route to finding 

a better solid form of the API to use in the pharmaceutical product22,27. 

Pharmaceutical co−crystals have different properties from pure APIs without 

breaking or making covalent bonds28.  

The co−crystals engineering makes the most favourable conditions using 

advantages of the specific properties of each co−former29. The principal idea28 is 

to develop superior physic−chemical properties of the API while keeping the 

medical properties of the drug molecule itself constant. The co−crystal former can 

also be used solely in the purification and isolation of the API30,31. Many 

co−crystals experimental structures have been found in the laboratory23. 

Co−crystals are very common in the industry, so co−crystal structure prediction 

is very important.  

1.1.2 Why is CSP for co−crystals more difficult than single components 

There are additional variables defining the relative position of the components in 

the asymmetric unit cell for co−crystal structures prediction, which is significantly 

different from the single component crystal structures prediction. Z’ is the number 

of molecules in the asymmetry unit. Co−crystals, solvates, and Z > 1 polymorphs 

have additional variables of the relative position of the component molecules. 

Thus, the components will be put in the asymmetry units, and then generate the 

crystal cell through the symmetry.  
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The issue of co−crystal prediction is similar to that of solvate prediction. There 

are two important challenges6 in solvate prediction. A survey6 of approximately 

12,000 drug−like molecular solvates, that are extracted from the Cambridge 

Structural Database (CSD, which will be introduced in 2.1.2), revealed6 that most 

of them have stoichiometric and asymmetric unit numbers of components that 

are commonly available by CSP. Quantum mechanical calculations on a subset 

of these drug−like molecular solvates show that6 thermodynamics generally drive 

their formation. 

1.2 Blind Test 

To bring together scientists in this field and advance methods, the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC)32 has held CSP Blind Tests since 1999.33 

In these Blind Tests33, the molecular diagrams are given to the groups involved 

in developing CSP methods, with the challenge of predicting the crystal structures 

of the molecule. All participating groups are required to submit their predictions 

by a strict deadline. The predictions are then compared with the experimental 

structures (which have been kept a secret) so that everyone can see whether the 

CSP methods work. CSP methods are developed by using known crystal 

structures.  

Now that there are multiple companies whose business is to provide CSP 

services to industries. Some of them are participating in the current Blind Test, 

so the CCDC tests have commercial as well as academic interest. There are lots 

of commercial CSP software. For industry CSP, both time and cost are important. 

For example, Xtalpi34, GRACE35, which uses cloud technology to greatly improve 

computing speed and computing cost, and OpenEye Scientific Software36 which 

performs computational crystal structure prediction on rigid molecules. It is very 

expensive to do a commercial CSP, but CSP can help industries reduce the risk 

in the drug development stage by finding other polymorphs. 

1.2.1 Previous Blind Tests 

In the 6th Blind Test37, there were 5 target systems: a chloride salt hydrate, a 

polymorphic former drug candidate, a small nearly rigid molecule, a co−crystal 

and a bulky flexible molecule.  
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It was clear that37 sufficiently accurate calculation of lattice energies was so 

expensive that almost all methods had a hierarchical approach: requiring an 

easily evaluated potential energy model to generate the millions of possible 

crystal structures and then one of more methods of evaluating the lattice energy 

with increasing accuracy. The structure generation stage (section 2.4.1) often 

uses a force field which is an analytical expression for the energy in terms of the 

atomic positions. CSP started with rigid molecules when the lattice energy was 

assumed as only the intermolecular energy. Many force fields were developed by 

fitting to organic crystal structures of rigid molecules, such as the 2001 Williams 

potential38 or the FIT potential85,86,87, which combines earlier potentials by 

Williams and parameters for polar hydrogens.  

The 4th Blind Test40 was the first in which periodic density function calculations 

were used, and this method predicted all four targets within the three predictions 

allowed. This was the first time that any method has been successful for all 

targets. The earlier Blind Tests had a low success rate, despite being on small 

molecules. 

Notably, there was a great increase in industrial interest in CSP after the 5th Blind 

Test41, which was the first successful prediction with a target XX 

(benzyl−(4−(4−methyl−5−(p−tolylsulfonyl)−1,3−thiazol−2−yl) phenyl) that was 

more typical of small molecules in pharmaceutical development. Two groups 

successfully predicted this structure as the globe minimum structure42. Both 

groups used the mol method (section 2.3.2) and reduced the search space to a 

manageable level. The use of mol method with multipoles and empirical 

potentials performed is better than cry method (section 2.3.1) with DFT−D in this 

case42.  

1.2.2 XXX target in 7th Blind Test  

In the 7th Blind Test21, the organic molecules are larger than previous Blind Tests 

and include: an optoelectronic molecule containing Si and I, a metal organic 

containing Cu, small organic, a co−crystal, and three pharmaceutical or 

agrochemical molecules, including ones containing S and F, and an organic salt.   
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In this project, our research group participated the 7th Blind Test held by 

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre32. This thesis mainly focuses on target 

XXX which is a co−crystal challenge. 

The 7th Blind Test target XXX is aiming to identify the stoichiometries of the two 

experimentally known co−crystal forms, with different stoichiometries. By 

29/06/2021, participants should submit a list containing landscapes of up to 1500 

and a list of one hundred structures in total ranked in order of likelihood of 

observation and a statement outlining the most likely observed stoichiometries of 

the system (justifying if this differs to that of the first two stoichiometries within the 

ranked list). 

 

Figure 1 Co−formers of XXX target (right: Tetramethylpyrazine (TMP) left: Cannabinol (CBN)) with the atomic 

numbering used in this work. In the co−crystal CSP work, the numbering starts with the CBN molecules and 

then TMP and follows the same sequence.  

Figure 1 shows the molecular structural formulas of two co−formers given by 7th 

Blind Test target XXX21. First, the spatial structure of each molecule needs to be 

considered, including the flexible groups. Those molecular structural formulas 

can be used to search in the CSD32 (section 2.1.2 The Cambridge Structural 

Database (CSD)), which is helpful to understand CBN and TMP experimental 

structures. CSP search results on TMP and CBN are in chapter 3 and chapter 4. 

1.3 Thesis structure  

In thesis, Chapter 2 introduces the background theory used in this thesis. In this 

thesis, most of the search used the mol method, but there are some crys 

calculations to compare them and assess if the mol method is good enough. 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are the CSP searches for the conformers (TMP and 

CBN), which helped me decide how to predict the co−crystal. In Chapter 3, the 

TMP experimental structures are found, which improve the confidence in 
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co−crystal prediction and making sure that the PBE0/6−31G(d,p) in 

CrystalPredictor18,19 and CrystalOptimizer20 is suitable for TMP. Chapter 5 is the 

co−crystal structure prediction, which is the target XXX in 7th Blind Test. Chapter 

6 is the analysis of the assumptions made in the Blind Test submission (Chapters 

3−5) including the assumptions about the flexibility of the molecules, and whether 

the search method was appropriate for CBN as in Chapter 4, and why the CSP 

did not find the CBN experimental structure. The point−charge model used in the 

structure generation program is not adequate for modelling the conformational 

changes in CBN hydroxyl group when the hydrogen bonds are formed. A variant 

on the CrystalPredictor is proposed. It can model the CBN experimental structure, 

unlike the point charge model.  
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2 Theoretical background to Crystal Structure Prediction (CSP) 

2.1 Introduction  

The crystal is a solid whose constituents are arranged in a highly ordered 

microscopic structure and extended in all directions. The particles in the internal 

structure of the crystal are regularly and periodically repeated in the 

three−dimensional space, forming a lattice. Crystallization or solidification is the 

processes of crystal formation. Organic crystals are crystals formed by organic 

molecules, including organic ions. 

The symmetry of the crystal is manifested in the shape of the crystal. This 

depends on its regular lattice structure. The symmetry of the crystal is not only 

manifested in the external shape, but also its internal structure is also 

symmetrical. It is the embodiment of its periodic repetition in three−dimensional 

space. 

In the crystal structure43,44, the space lattice represents the symmetry related to 

translation. It can also contain symmetry related to reflection, rotation, and 

inversion. It can be reflected on the macroscopic level, which is called 

macroscopic symmetry. The crystal structure must coexist with the spatial lattice 

and restrain each other. So: (1) Only 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 symmetry axes can exist in 

the crystal structure. (2) The spatial lattice can only be of 14 possible types of 

Bravais lattice. The basic rotation operation of the n−th symmetry axis is a rotation 

of 360°/n.  (3) There are only 230 space groups for crystals. Space groups are 

generated from 14 Bravais lattices and 32 crystallographic point groups, each of 

which belongs to one of 7 lattice systems.  

The properties of crystals include43,44: 1. Long−range order: the atoms regular 

arrangement within the crystal at least in the micrometre range. 2. Uniformity: the 

macroscopic properties of each part inside the crystal are the same. 3. 

Anisotropy: different directions in a crystal have different physical properties. 4. 

Symmetry: both the internal structure and the ideal external shape of the crystal 

have specific symmetry. 5. Self−limiting: crystals have the property of 

spontaneously forming closed geometric polyhedral. 6. Cleavage: the crystal has 

the property of splitting along certain oriented crystal planes. 7. Crystal plane 
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angle conservation: the angle between two corresponding crystal planes 

belonging to the same crystal is constant. 

Crystal defects43,45 are locations where the structural integrity of a crystal is 

damaged. There are point defects, line defects and surface defects. In the 0 K, 

the ideal crystal will not have any crystal defects, but with temperature increase, 

crystal defects can reduce the free energy through reducing the entropy. Lattice 

modelling in this thesis assumes a perfect infinite crystal.   

2.1.1 Definition of crystal internal structure by diffraction  

Atoms in the crystal coherently scatter X−rays46,47. The total number of 

scatterings of all electrons in an atom can be considered as scattering from one 

scattering centre of the atom. These scatterings interfere with each other in 

space, resulting in a diffraction maximum in a certain direction. Each crystalline 

substance has its specific crystal structure and lattice parameters, so crystals of 

two different polymorphs will usually give different X−ray diffraction patterns, that 

is, give different diffraction beam directions and intensities. The diffraction pattern 

reflects the lattice structure characteristics of the atomic arrangement in the 

crystal (such as the coordination of atoms, lattice constants, structural symmetry, 

crystal internal defects, etc.). Therefore, on the one hand, the crystal can be used 

as a grating to observe the X−ray diffraction phenomenon; on the other hand, the 

spatial structure of the crystal can be deduced from the diffraction pattern. This 

is an important method in modern materials research. 

Crystals are solids composed of atoms arranged periodically in 

three−dimensional space. The periodicity of the spatial distribution of crystalline 

substances can be represented by the law of spatial lattice node distribution. The 

nodes of a spatial lattice are abstractions of identical points in a crystal with 

identical surroundings and identical material content. 

Analysis of the spatial lattice model shows that the same node appears 

repeatedly in three directions in space with periods a, b, and c, and the entire 

spatial lattice can be established. The basis vectors of the lattice are the three 

repeating periods a, b, and c. The unit cell of the lattice is the parallelepiped 

formed by the basis vectors. The spatial lattice can be formed by the translation 

of this parallelepiped in the three fundamental directions. 
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XRD refers to X−ray diffraction. Bragg's law: X−rays irradiate the particles in the 

crystal to cause diffraction, and the diffracted beams interfere with each other to 

produce interference fringes. The generation of interference fringes is related to 

the crystal structure and the X−ray incident angle. Bragg's law is expressed as: 

2dsinθ=nλ (λ is the wavelength of the incident wave, n is an integer multiple of 

the wavelength, d is the distance between parallel atomic planes, and θ is the 

angle between the crystal plane and the incident light). Thus, it is the fingerprint 

of crystals. Single crystal diffraction can be used to solve a crystal structure. The 

hydrogen atomic positions are poorly determined by single crystal X−ray 

diffraction but can be located by neutron diffraction. The hydrogen atomic 

positions determined by X−rays can be standardized by elongating the bonds to 

hydrogen to the lengths given by the neutron method.  

Single crystals are sometimes difficult to grow, so powder X−ray diffraction 

(Powder Diffraction Pattern Cumulative Intensity, pXRD) is used, but this 

averages over the orientation of the powder crystals. When X−rays are incident 

to a tiny crystal, the diffraction rays will be diffused and broadened. With the 

crystal grains smaller and smaller, the X−ray diffraction band is broadened. The 

relationship between the half−width of the diffraction peak and the grain size is 

described by Scherrer equation. The output from CSP can help solve a crystal 

structure measured by pXRD. 

2.1.2 The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)  

The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)32 was established in 1965. The CSD 

is the world's database of metal−organic and small−molecule organic crystal 

structures. CSD is a trusted resource containing over one million structures from 

neutron diffraction and X−ray analysis. Every entry added to the database is 

automatically checked and manually managed by CSD experts. Each entry 

contains a chemical representation, as well as physical and chemical property 

information, such as colour and morphology that is in the publication. 

This rich data resource, along with the visualization, advanced search and 

analysis software provided by CCDC through CSD−Enterprise32, provides tools 

to leverage this data for further research. CCDC's free access structure service 

can be used to retrieve and view the individual structures in the CSD. 2D; 3D 
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datasets, and basic information about structures can be viewed and downloaded 

using Access Structures.  

2.1.3 Mercury   

Mercury48 provides comprehensive tools for 3D structure visualization, statistical 

analysis, and crystal packing exploration of CSD search data. There is a wide 

range of options to aid in the study of crystal structures, which can be used to: 1. 

Define and visualize Miller planes, and slice through crystals in any orientation, 

generate packing diagrams. 2. Build and explore intermolecular contact 

networks. 3. Show space group symmetry elements. 4. Calculate and display 

voids (free spaces in the crystal structure) based on solvent accessible surfaces 

or contact surfaces. 5.  Display, for example, the strongest interactions in the 

crystal structure, assuming an intermolecular potential model.  

Sophisticated data analysis tools in Mercury provide statistics, analysis, and 3D 

structural visualization and charting and plotting options. This integration enables 

powerful visualization and analysis of ConQuest49 (Crystal Structure directory tool 

for CSD) substructure searches, where geometric parameters have been defined 

in the query. As to statistical tools, there is a range of advanced features specific 

to structural data, including principal component analysis, cone angle correction 

in hydrogen bond analysis, and the ability to handle topological symmetries within 

molecular search fragments. Hence, it is possible to do the fragments analysed 

for CBN hydrocarbon pentane tail shown in section 4.2.1. 

Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) is the quadratic mean of differences 

between the calculated value and real value. In Mercury, RMSDn is used to 

calculate the distances (differences) between corresponding atoms to compare 

the similarity between different crystal structures and n is the number of the 

molecules used to compare.  

Hydrogen bond graph set50 method is based on the graph theory. This method is 

based on the topological nodes of molecules and lines of hydrogen bonds. It is 

used to categorize hydrogen bond motifs. This method can code and decode 

hydrogen bonds systematically and consistently. Using this method, a few 

parameters can be used to define the hydrogen bond. For example, a hydrogen 

bond graph set Ga,b,(c) G includes: C which means chain; D which means 
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noncyclic dimers and other finite hydrogen bond sets; R which means ring. a, b 

are the number of acceptors and donors. 

Mercury has several options for display settings. The crystal structures or 3D 

images can be saved and exported by Mercury in many common formats. 

Mercury has been used to produce most images in this thesis. 

2.1.4 PLATON 

The PLATON program51 is designed to be a multipurpose crystallography tool. It 

includes tools used as part of single crystal structure determination. The check 

CIF function in PLATON forms part of the small molecule crystal structure 

verification tool. PLATON can be used for the detection of possibly missed 

additional symmetry in each coordinate set. Hence, in this thesis, PLATON is 

used to find more symmetries in the crystal and check the true symmetry of CSP 

generated structures. Furthermore, PLATON can be used to calculate the voids 

and packing coefficients which is shown in section 2.1.5. 

2.1.5 Packing Coefficients 

In crystallography, the atomic packing factor (APF)43,52, (or packing coefficient) is 

the volume fraction of a crystal structure occupied by constituent particles. The 

fill fraction is mathematically expressed as: 

𝐴𝑃𝐹 =
𝑉

𝑉  
 

where 𝑉  is the volume of particles in a unit cell, and 𝑉   is the volume 

occupied by a unit cell. It is a dimensionless quantity, and it is always less than 

one. 

Mathematically it can be proved that the APF of the densest atomic arrangement 

is about 0.74 for the one−component hard−sphere structure. For 

multi−component structures such as organic crystals, the APF can exceed 0.74 

but it is usually between 0.65 and 0.70. 

Both CCDC32 software and PLATON51 use the same method to calculate the fill 

factor. The centre position of each atom, as well as the kind of atom, is known, 

and a model of the molecule can be generated. 
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Figure 2 The grid used in packing coefficient calculation and voids space calculation. Black points are the 
crystal components molecules occupied space. Blue point is any point that is more than a certain distance 
(usually it is the water molecular radius) from the edges of the molecules, and green points are within this 
probe radius distance of such a point included too.52 

Shown in Figure 2, to calculate the packing coefficient, firstly, a grid is generated 

with a spacing that is defined in the CCDC software or 0.2 Å in PLATON51. There 

is a distinction between points inside and outside the molecular sphere. The 

percentage of intramolecular dots (black points) is the packing coefficient.  

PLATON includes additional steps where any points that are more than a certain 

distance (usually it is the water molecular radius) from the edge of the crystal 

component molecule (blue points), and those that are within the detection radius 

distance of that point are also included (green), shown in the Figure 2. The blue 

and green points will include the limits of any solvent molecule that might fit.53 In 

other words black points include the crystal components (solute); the blue and 

green points will include the limits of any solvent molecule that might fit; the red 

points do not include any solute or solvent molecules. Counting the number of 

blue points can be used to calculate the voids, which means how much other 

molecules (usually it is water molecules) can be put in this crystal. Voids 

calculation is important for crystals. For example, there are sometimes some 

channels in the crystal. In this case, the crystal formed with the solvent in the 

channel will be more stable than the pure crystal.  

The atomic radius is calculated by Gavezzotti54 for the Mercury software (Mercury 

is introduced in 2.1.3), and the atomic radius is calculated by Bondi55 for PLATON 

(section2.1.4). 
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2.1.6 Lattice energy and temperature effects  

The lattice energy is defined as the energy change when an infinite static perfect 

lattice of the molecules is separated into infinitely separated molecules in the 

lowest energy conformation. Elatt=Uinter+ΔEintra where the Elatt is the lattice energy, 

Uinter is the intermolecular interaction energy and the ΔEintra is the intramolecular 

energy relative to the gas phase. If the molecular conformation in the crystal 

phase is assumed to be the same as the gas phase of the isolated molecule 

(ΔEintra=0), then the lattice energy can be the sum of all the intermolecular 

interactions in the lattice. 

Free energy can be converted into external work during a certain thermodynamic 

process. Free energy is the reduced system−internal energy. It measures the 

“useful energy” that the system can output to the outside during a specific 

thermodynamic process. The Helmholtz free energy is defined for constant 

volume and the Gibbs free energy for constant pressure. 

Helmholtz free energy: F=U−TS and Gibbs free energy: G =U−TS + pV =H−TS 

S is the entropy; T is the temperature and U, in the case of crystals is the lattice 

energy. H (enthalpy) is equal to U+pV. 

2.1.7 Co−crystal and co−crystallization energy 

 

Figure 3 The thermodynamic cycle used to calculate co−crystal formation and co−crystallization 

energy, which is adapted from reference24. 𝐸  means the lattice energy. ∆𝐸  means the 

co−crystallization energy. 

In crystal structure prediction, the lattice energy of the co−crystal should be lower 

than the pure component crystal structure for the co−crystal to exist. In other 
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words, the co−crystal should be more stable than the pure component’s crystal 

structure. The co−crystallization growth process can be considered equivalent to 

the sublimation thermodynamic cycle56 shown in Figure 3, for a co−crystal 

mA:nCCF, where A is the drug; CCF is the co−former; m:n is the stoichiometry. 

As shown in Figure 3, the co−crystal forming process and co−crystallization 

energy calculation can be divided into two processes:1. Co−formers sublimate to 

the gas phase. 2. Gas phase co−formers form the co−crystal together. The 

thermodynamic method being used to estimate the thermodynamic driving force 

for co−crystallization is illustrated in Figure 3, which by approximating the free 

energies by lattice energies, gives that, the co−crystallization lattice energy can 

be calculated by: 

Equation 1  ∆𝐸 =
( ) ( )

− 𝐸 (𝐴) 

Where the A is the API and CCF means the co−former of the co−crystal. 

Whether the co−crystal is formed can be justified by whether the 

co−crystallization lattice energy, ΔEcc,  is lower than zero. The lower the 

co−crystallization energy, the easier the co−crystal can be formed. In a study24, 

although co−crystallization energies of some co−crystals are 8 kJ/mol when they 

use CSP results for co−crystal and drugs, co−crystals are still formed. As to the 

co−formers, there is not too much difference between the CSP co−former results 

and experimental results. But most co−crystallization energies are below 0. 

2.2 Quantum chemistry 

Quantum chemistry57,58 is a basic science. It applies the basic principles and 

methods of quantum mechanics to solve chemical problems. The main methods 

of quantum chemistry used in this project are molecular orbital (MO) based 

methods and Density Functional Theory (DFT).  

Ab initio is a first−principles calculation in a narrow sense. It refers to quantum 

calculations that do not use any empirical parameters and only use fundamental 

constants such as Planck constant, elementary charge and so on. But this type 

of calculation is very slow, so there are some semi−empirical methods where 

some empirical parameters are used to greatly speed up the calculation, but of 

course, it will inevitably sacrifice the accuracy of the calculation results.  
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All approaches use Born−Oppenheimer approximation (BO approximation)58 i.e. 

assume that, as to the molecule, the energy and wavefunction of nuclei and 

electrons can be calculated separately, because the nuclei are heavier than the 

electron too much.  

2.2.1 Wavefunction based methods (HF, MP2) 

The molecular orbital method is the generalization of atomic orbitals to molecules. 

In other words, it is assumed that in the molecule, each electron moves in the 

average potential field. A single electron function (the electron's coordinate 

function) can be used to represent each electron motion state, which is the 

single−electron function molecular orbital. The wavefunction of the entire 

molecule is composed of molecular orbitals of all electrons in the molecule. 

The Hartree−Fock equation (HF equation)58, is an equation that calculates the 

wave function of the multi−electron system. Hartree−Fock approximation58, also 

known as a molecular orbital approximation or single determinant approximation, 

considers that the single Slater determinant, which is constructed by the 

molecular orbital wavefunction, can be used to represent the wave function of a 

multi−electron system. The HF equation is a one−electron eigen equation in form. 

The obtained eigenstate is a one−electron wave function, that is, a molecular 

orbital.  

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory59,60 is based on molecular orbital theory and 

it is an advanced quantum chemical calculation method. Møller–Plesset 

perturbation theory is based on the self−consistent field solution of the 

Hartree−Fock equation, and the approximate solution of the multi−electron 

system considering the correlation energy is obtained by applying the 

perturbation theory. MP2 (Møller–Plesset perturbation theory with 2nd correction) 

is the many−body perturbation theory with secondary correction. MP2 corrects 

HF for electron correlation. The electron correlation effects include the 

intermolecular dispersion term. 

2.2.2 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

Density functional theory61,62 is used to study the electronic structure in 

multielectron systems. There are some classical methods of electronic structure 

theory including Hartree−Fock method and MP2 (post−Hartree−Fock methods) 
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and so on. Complex multi−electron wavefunctions are the basement for these 

classical methods of electronic structure theory. DFT theory uses electron density 

as the fundamental quantity of research to replace the wavefunction. The electron 

density is a function only relevant to three variables but there are 3N variables (N 

is the number of electrons) for the multi−electron wavefunction. Thus, it is 

conceptually and practically more convenient to deal with multi−electron systems. 

Local density approximation (LDA)61,62 is an approximation that is used to 

calculate the contribution of the exchange−correlation (XC) energy functional in 

DFT. It starts from the non−interacting uniform electron gas (or non−interacting 

homogeneous electron gas), which can be used to calculate the exchange energy 

of the system, and the relevant energy contribution is processed by fitting the free 

electron gas. This method is not suitable for molecules and organic crystals as 

the electron density vary considerably. More suitable methods of modelling the 

exchange energy are described in 2.2.2.1. 

DFT concept originated from the Thomas−Fermi model, but until the 

Hohenberg−Kohn theorem63,64 using the inhomogeneous electron gas model, 

there was no solid theoretical basis. In the first Hohenberg−Kohn theorem, the 

ground state energy is only an electron density functional. As to the second 

Hohenberg−Kohn theorem, minimizing the system energy with the ground state 

density as the variable is used to calculate the ground state energy.    

The original theory only applies to ground states where no magnetic field exists, 

although it has now been generalized63,64. It is in these exact correspondences 

that there are approximations (this theory can be generalized to the 

time−dependent domain, and thus used to calculate the properties of excited 

states). 

2.2.2.1 Functionals (PBE and PBE0) commonly used in organic solid 

There is an extension for LDA treating different electrons based on their spin 

projections, which is named local spin density approximation (LSDA). LDA is 

based on the non−interacting homogeneous electron gas. If the inhomogeneity 

of the charge distribution is considered, especially in some systems with localized 

electrons, the gradient of the charge density should be calculated, which is 
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Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). To the exchange−correlation 

energy, GGA is used to improve the LSDA.  

Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof proposed a simple GGA where all parameters 

(except those in LSD) are fundamental constants65. There is a linear response of 

the uniform electron gas. It includes the correct behaviour at uniform scaling and 

smoother potentials. This functional is named PBE (Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof)65. 

PBE066 is the hybrid functional that mixes the Hartree–Fock exchange energy 

and Perdew–Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange energy in a set 1:3 ratio, along 

with the full PBE correlation energy, which is expressed as: 

𝐸 =
1

4
𝐸 +

3

4
𝐸 + 𝐸  

2.2.3 Semi−empirical periodic methods e.g., Density Functional Tight−Binding (DFTB) 

DFTB67 can be extended to Density Functional Tight−Binding which is the 

tight−binding model based on density functional. It is an approximate model for 

periodic solid systems. This model uses "repulsive potential + orbital energy" to 

represent total energy. It obtains empirical parameters by fitting advanced 

calculation results. This model is very timesaving for molecular system 

calculations, but there are too large errors for the heat of formation, bond length, 

and other properties. Further increasing the parametric potential function can be 

used to improve it. SCC−DFTB is a self−consistent charge based on DFTB. 

SCC−DFTB adds a polynomial to the energy expression of the original DFTB. In 

this model, Taylor’s expansion of the atomic charge is used to correct the error 

on the correlation effects and exchange terms.  

LCAO (Linear−combination−of−atomic−orbitals) is the basement of the DFTB. It 

is that every one−electron wavefunction 𝜙   can be expressed as a linear 

combination of atomic orbitals 𝜂  with linear parameters 𝑐 ; 𝜙 = ∑ 𝑐 𝜂 . It is 

also the basement of DFTB with the formalism uses the local−density 

approximation. The model charge density and potential68 can be used to calculate 

Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements in DFTB method. Initial charge density 

is constructed from the library of atomic DFT densities. Then it is used in DFTB 

method which is the zero−order calculation of spheres. Parametrization includes 
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the repulsive parameters (fitted to atomization energy) and electronic parameters 

(angular momentum−spin−polarization)69. 

The calculation of the Hamilton in DFT will require a lot of computational 

resources. But using LCAO approximation, let the eigenfunctions of Hamilton 

assumed as the LCAO basis set, the DFTB Hamilton matrix elements can be 

calculated, which is the non−SCC (self−consistent charge) DFTB Hamiltonian. 

Therefore, the main computational cost of DFTB is the solution of the 

diagonalization of the Hamilton matrix. Furthermore, saving the atoms DFT 

results as the parameters can save more time.  

There is no spin contribution and SCC contribution in the non−SCC70 

(self−consistent charge) DFTB Hamiltonian (zeroth−order). When the 

ground−state charge density is close to the reference charge density 𝜌 , because 

of the LCAO approximation, the non−SCC DFTB will not lead to much error. 

There is no charge flow among atoms in non−SCC DFTB method, which will lead 

to the solution being different from the atomic−like densities assumed. The 

molecular charge density will be also changed. These errors need to be 

corrected.   

SCC70 uses the spherical neutral atoms as the start charge density. Then the 

monopole approximation and spherical neutral atoms will be used to calculate the 

first order and second−order terms. The high multipole terms will be the first term 

or ignored. SCC−DFTB correction extends the energy depending on the charge 

density change. Then the non−SCC result is corrected by second order (DFTB2), 

third order (DFTB3) correction. 2nd correction is the chemical hardness, Mulliken 

charges, and charge fluctuation. 3rd correction is the change in chemical 

hardness. 

SCC−DFTB treats the input charge density fluctuations using the perturbation 

method. it is important when there are so many charges for atoms. The second 

critical approximation includes the second interaction among the electrons. 

However, it is not suitable for all situations. Then there is no extra change 

requirement for the third critical approximation term and higher terms, which are 

not necessary for many systems. Many organic and biological systems require 

the second approximation perturbation theory. Because of the self−consistent 
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solution of the eigenvalue, SCC method requires more time than non−SCC 

method. Furthermore, parametrizations are required in SCC−DFTB71. 

There are some semi−empirical methods to save the calculation cost. 1) SCC 

calculation requires the integral among atomic wavefunctions in atom pairs, 

which can be saved as the data source. 2) The valence electrons are calculated 

by the smallest basis set and then corrected.  

Generally, linear−combination−of−atomic−orbitals (LCAO) assumption can let 

the DFT Hamilton solution chapter but not accurately, furthermore, saving the 

atoms DFT results as the parameters can save more time. But obviously, it is not 

self−consistent, adding the SCC correction can improve the accuracy of DFTB 

results. DFTB3 is the SCC−DFTB method with the third order correction, which 

improves proton affinity, hydrogen transfer barrier, and hydrogen binding 

energy69.  

2.2.4 Basis sets for molecules and plane waves (with pseudopotential for periodic) 

In quantum chemistry, a basis set is a set of mathematical functions used to 

describe the wave function of a system57. Gaussian−Type Orbital (GTO) refers 

to using a Gaussian−type function to simulate atomic orbitals. For example, as to 

6−31G, a linear combination of 6 Gaussian functions forms each inner electron 

orbital, and each valence electron orbital is split into two basis functions, each 

consisting of 3 and 1 linear combination of a Gaussian function. The 6−31G(d) 

basis set adds a d polarization function for heavy atoms (i.e. not hydrogen or 

helium) on the basis of split−valence basis set 6−31G, (6−31G(d) is equivalent to 

6−31G*). The 6−31G(d,p) basis set adds a d polarization function for heavy 

atoms on the basis of split−valence basis set 6−31G, and adds a p polarization 

function for light atoms (hydrogen and helium atoms) (6−31G(d,p) is equivalent 

to 6−31G**). 6−31+G(d,p) is equivalent to adding a diffuse function for heavy 

atoms to the basis set 6−31G(d,p). 6−31++G(d,p) is equivalent to adding a diffuse 

function for heavy atoms and light atoms (helium and hydrogen atoms) to the 

basis set 6−31G(d,p).  

2.2.5 Dispersion term 

Due to the constant movement of nuclei and electrons in the molecule, the 

electron distribution of the molecule will always be changing. There is an 
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instantaneous relative displacement between the nucleus and electrons. A 

multipole generated through the displacement has interactions with other 

instantaneous multipoles72. This is the origin of the dispersion energy, a 

non−classical stabilising interaction. The DFT and DFTB67 functionals used in 

periodic crystal calculations do not include the dispersion effects which operate 

at long range because of the approximate treatment of electron correlation. DFT 

methods could only be used for organic crystals once dispersion corrections were 

introduced by Neumann and Perrin73, as part of their development of CSP 

methods. In this study73, a parameterized hybrid approach provides high 

precision for optimizing structure and ordering energy of molecular crystals by 

combining empirical van der Waals corrections and high−level DFT. The 

difference between calculated and experimental unit cells is about 1% on 

average. 

Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS)74 is a method used to describe an accurate 

long−range van der Waals interactions determination from the mean−field 

electronic structure.  

𝐸 = −
1

2
𝑓 (𝑅

,

, 𝑅 , 𝑅 )𝐶 𝑅  

Where 𝑅  and 𝑅  are the vdW radii;  𝑅  is the distance between 

atoms A and B; and 𝐶  is the corresponding 𝐶  coefficient. The 𝑅  singularity 

at small distances is eliminated by the short−ranged damping 

function 𝑓 (𝑅 , 𝑅 , 𝑅 ).  

𝐶 =
2𝐶 𝐶

[
𝛼

𝛼
𝐶 +

𝛼

𝛼
𝐶 ]

 

𝑓 (𝑅 , 𝑅 ) =
1

1 + exp [−𝑑(
𝑅

𝑠 𝑅
− 1)] 

 

Where d and 𝑠  are free parameters and 𝑅 = 𝑅 +𝑅 . The d parameter adjusts 

the damping function steepness. 
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All dispersion terms in D2 and TS are displayed as 𝑓 , (𝑟 ) term with the 

different 𝑓 , (𝑟 ) for TS and D2, 

𝑓 , (𝑟 ) =
1

1 + 𝑒 ( )
 

Where r is the sum of atomic vdW radii, and d is the experimental parameter. 

D3 dispersion correction sums two− ( 𝐸( ) ) and three−body ( 𝐸( ) ) dispersion 

energies.  

𝐸 = 𝐸( ) + 𝐸( ) 

There is a damping function with the damping cut−off72 to avoid double−counting 

effects of correlation at the intermediate distance and near singularities for small 

𝑟 .  

In D3 the two−body term is shown as75: 

 𝐸( ) = ∑ ∑ 𝑠 𝑓 , (𝑟 ), , ,…..     

Where 𝐶 = ∫ 𝑎 (𝑖𝜔)𝑎 (𝑖𝜔)𝑑𝜔 

𝐶 = 3𝐶 𝑄 𝑄     𝐶 = 𝐶 ( )  

The  𝐶  denotes the averaged (isotropic) 6th,8th,10th, …. dispersion coefficient 

for atoms A and B; ∑  means over all atom pairs in the system, and 𝑟  is their 

internuclear distance. Global scaling factors 𝑠  are free fit parameters and 

adjusted only for n > 6 to ensure asymptotic exactness72. 𝑄 = 𝑠 √𝑍   

where heavier elements √𝑍  is necessary to get consistent interaction energies 

and < 𝑟 > and < 𝑟 > are simple multipole−type expectation values which are 

from atomic densities; 𝑠 = 1 and n = 6,8. The Becke–Johnson−damping function 

used in this report is: 

 𝑓 , (𝑟 ) =
( , ) 

   

𝛼 , 𝛼  are the free fit parameters. 
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D2 dispersion does not have the three−body term dispersion correction. 

Three−body term dispersion correction of D3(BJ) for the atoms a b c can be 

expressed as72:  

 𝐸( ) =
( )

( )
    

𝐶 =
3

𝜋
𝑎 (𝑖𝜔)𝑎 (𝑖𝜔)𝑎 (𝑖𝜔)𝑑𝜔 

Because of the small three−body term dispersion correction, 𝐶  can be 

approximated to: 𝐶 = − 𝐶 𝐶 𝐶  

In general, two−body term in D3 dispersion is different from D2 and TS 

dispersion. Furthermore, in D3 there is the three−body term correction that is 

usually used in the big system. 

2.3 Electronic structure methods and codes used in this work 

2.3.1 Periodic electronic structure (cry) methods 

Periodic electronic structure methods were introduced in the 4th Blind Test, by 

Neumann and Perrin. As each crystal structure is optimized at the electronic level, 

this approach is termed cry. Such calculations are very expensive with computer 

resources. They have the advantage that the optimization allows the lattice 

parameters and positions of all atoms in the asymmetric unit cell to vary to find 

the minimum in the lattice energy, this crystal structure relaxed all atoms.  

2.3.1.1 CASTEP   Plane waves, pseudopotential  

CASTEP76 is based on first−principles quantum mechanical descriptions for 

nuclei and electrons. It is a fully functional materials modeling code. It uses a 

robust method of plane wave basis sets and pseudopotentials. The code is 

developed by the CASTEP Developers Group of all UK academics. In this thesis, 

CASTEP version 21.1.1 is used. 

In the plane wave method, the energy eigenstates of a single electron are 

calculated from the Schrödinger equation in a periodic potential. 

Pseudopotentials are needed for plane waves. CASTEP uses pseudopotentials 

to represent interactions between core and valence electrons. CASTEP supports 

norm conservation and Ultrasoft pseudopotentials. Pseudopotentials can be read 
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from files in various formats. CASTEP also has its own built−in generator that 

calculates the potential "on the fly" during the calculation process. There is a 

built−in database of well−tested potential. In particular, it is possible to generate 

high−precision semi−core pseudopotentials that have been used in 

high−pressure studies. 

2.3.1.2 CRYSTAL14 and DFTB+ 

The high cost of CASTEP ab initio periodic density functional methods means 

that it is very costly to apply such calculations on hundreds of crystal structures, 

as needed in the early stages of a CSP study. Semi−empirical periodic electronic 

structure codes are much cheaper and can be used to optimise large numbers of 

structures. 

A new Fortran95 implementation of the DFTB67 method has been developed, 

which exploits the sparsity of the DFTB system of equations77. Stored matrices 

are true for both periodic and aperiodic computations. Many operations during 

DFTB computation can be evaluated directly in this sparse format, resulting in 

significant speed improvements. Furthermore, there are many operations on 

aperiodic and periodic systems to be treated the same, so most routines do not 

need to consider the boundary conditions of the system.  

DFTB+77 is an open−source software package that provides a fast and efficient 

way to perform atomic quantum mechanical simulations. It is capable of 

simulating large systems and long−time scales reasonably by implementing 

various approaches to approximate DFT, such as extended tight−binding 

methods and DFTB. It is much faster in terms of the corresponding ab initio 

method. It also provides approximate versions of various DFT extensions based 

on the DFTB framework, including electron transport using non−equilibrium 

Green's functions, time−dependent forms for handling excited systems, hybrid 

functionals, and so on. DFTB+ can also be used as a stand−alone application 

and it can be embedded in other software packages as a library. 

DFTB+ is an atomic quantum mechanics simulation package that allows 

long−term fast and efficient simulation of large systems. It can be used either as 

a library or as a standalone application and has been linked to several other 

emulation packages. 
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Crystal1478 is an ab initio code using Gaussian basis sets: that allows the use of 

pseudopotentials and all−electron strategies. A variety of density functionals are 

available. A mixture of various properties can be used (global, range−separated, 

dual). In particular, very efficient implementations of hybrid DFT functionals allow 

performing such computations at relatively low computational costs. The program 

can handle zero−, one−, two−, and three−dimensional systems (molecules, 

polymers, plates, crystals) on the same basis. When plane waves are used as 

basis sets, spurious 3D periodicity is not required for low−dimensional systems. 

Crystal14 can be used to perform the geometry steps and call the DFTB+ code. 

2.3.2 Molecular (mol) method of modelling organic crystal structures 

The CSP modeling approach based on the molecular electronic structure is called 

a (mol) method. It is an approach that originated for CSP studies on rigid 

molecules, where the molecular conformation and charge in the crystal is that of 

the isolated molecule in the gas phase to a good approximation. mol approach 

uses the molecular wave function calculation results as the input for atomistic 

crystal modeling codes such as DMACRYS39. 

The thermodynamic stability structure is determined by the lattice energy 

calculation. The lattice energy can be calculated by the sum of the intermolecular 

energy Uinter and the energy of the molecular conformation relevant to the most 

stable conformation (gas phase conformation) Eintra. The charge density of 

single molecules is calculated by GAUSSIAN79. The charge density is subjected 

to a distributed multipole analysis (DMA) using GDMA80,81 to obtain a 

representation in terms of atomic multipoles. Then, the intermolecular energy can 

be calculated by DMACRYS39 using the multipoles and a repulsion−dispersion 

potential. As the atomic dipoles and quadrupoles are important for modelling the 

directionality of …  interactions and hydrogen bonding, CSP studies using 

distributed multipoles are more successful than those using just atomic 

charges82. 

2.3.2.1 Codes used in modeling organic crystals by GAUSSIAN, GDMA & point charge models 

GAUSSIAN79 is a powerful comprehensive package for molecular quantum 

chemistry. The executable program of GAUSSIAN can run on different models of 

personal computers and supercomputers and has different versions accordingly. 
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GAUSSIAN can be used to calculate the molecular charge density using DFT 

and wavefunction methods. 

For mol atomistic modelling of organic crystal, DMACRYS39 is started from the 

code NEIGHCRYS88 to form the input file. NEIGHCRYS extracts the molecule 

conformation from crystal defined by cell parameters, symmetry operations, and 

fractional atomic coordinates. In this thesis, DMA80,81 (distributed multipole 

analysis)  is calculated by GDMA program80,81. GDMA calculate DMA starting 

from the charge density calculation, and then the DMA will be calculated following 

the coordinate definition (it has been proved that different direction of the DMA 

will not lead to much error in lattice energy calculation). Originally, the distributed 

multipoles were calculated using the Gaussian that corresponds to every pair of 

Gaussian atomic orbitals in the basis set. However, for basis sets that include 

diffuse functions, a method that partitions the charge density into atomic densities 

and then integrates converges better.80,81  

The best point atomic charge models18,19 of a molecular charge are those 

calculated by fitting the atomic charges to the electrostatic potential on a grid of 

points outside the molecule in the region where other molecules could be. 

Reference the CHELG method in Gaussian that is used to provide the atomic 

charges in CrystalPredictor18,19. 

2.3.2.1.1 Intermolecular lattice energy calculation in DMACRYS 

The lattice energy is calculated by the sum of intermolecular energies for a rigid 

molecule and intramolecular energies relevant to the gas phase conformation 

Eintra, if the conformation in the gas phase is in crystal.  

DMACRYS39 performs the lattice sums over the electrostatic interaction 

energy83,84 using 

Equation 2    𝑈 = ∑ ∑ 𝑄 𝑇 𝑄   

𝑄  refers to the multipoles t on the atomic site a of molecule m; 𝑄  refers to the 

multipoles u on the atomic site b of molecule n; 𝑇  is the interaction matrix, and 

the non−electrostatic interaction39 is: 

Equation 3 𝑈 = ∑ 𝐴𝜏𝜏𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝜏𝜏 𝑅 − 𝜏𝜏

∈ , ∈  
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where 𝑅𝑎𝑏  refers to the distance between atom a and atom b; A,B,C are 

parameters for atom a, b of type τ, κ in molecule m, n. 𝐴𝑖𝑖𝐴𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
𝐵𝑖𝑖+𝐵𝑘𝑘

2
𝑅ab  

is the repulsive term and the 
𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝑘𝑘

𝑅ab
6

 is the dispersion term. The 

repulsion−dispersion parameters in  Equation 3 are those of the FIT85,86,87 or 

W9938 potential. 

FIT potential85,86,87 has evolved through using Williams parameterisations38. It 

had each element in conjunction with carbon and hydrogen only. Furthermore, 

Coombes86 and Beyer87 develop the FIT potential to make it adequate for 

hydrogen bonds forming with different hydrogen (N−H86 and O−H87). The 

hydrogen nuclei are at the interaction sites. Both empirical FIT potentials 

effectively model the total intermolecular potential by removing the electrostatic 

component and sampling it in the crystal structure used for verification and fitting. 

The results can be very poor for atypical short contacts and can be sensitive to 

the electrostatic model. Because they are based on the experiment, the choice 

of which potential and parameters to use should be made by empirical testing of 

the relevant crystal structures. 

2.4 Crystal Structure Prediction Two steps method (General methodology) 

Since the lattice energy surface shows many local minima, CSP is often very 

sensitive to the lattice energy calculation accuracy. Therefore, the CSP method 

is divided into two steps: (1) Global search phase (Structure generation). This 

requires generating plausible crystal structures usually involving a relatively 

crude lattice energy optimisation. (2) The structure optimization stage (Energy 

evaluation and ranking), at this stage, the more computationally expensive but 

more accurate lattice energy models are used to correctly identify which of the 

generated structures are lowest in energy. This can be hierarchical, involving 

increasingly more accurate calculations on smaller numbers of crystal structures 

at each step. 

The structure generation step is critical to ensure that there is none of the low 

energy and experimental structures are missed in the first step. It is also vital that 

none of the lattice energy minimisation models are so crude that the important 
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structures have a high energy above the cut−off used for going on to the next 

stage. The first stage usually needs to generate one hundred thousand to one 

million or more crystal structures. The more accurate the calculation, the more 

expensive computer time is. So, the balance between accuracy and cost should 

be considered. At the same time, although the first step will generate one hundred 

thousand or one million structures, many of these will be duplicates when relaxed 

with a crude energy model, so they can be clustered by comparing the lattice 

structures and removing duplicates. 

2.4.1 Global search phase (Structure generation) 

In the 5th Blind Test41, the successful prediction team adopted these two steps. 

In the structure generation step, GRACE, UPACK, and CrystalPredictor18,19 are 

used. In addition, MOLPAK, and methods based on genetic algorithms can also 

be used for structure generation. In the 6th Blind Test37, MC simulated annealing 

CSD analogues, quasi−random search. Grid search and random search, random 

generation, genetic algorithm, MC parallel tempering, and evolutionary algorithm, 

were all used to generate a wide range of crystal structures.  

In this project, the CrystalPredictor program is used to generate structures, which 

will be introduced in the next section. 

2.4.1.1 CrystalPredictor 

The CrystalPredictor program18,19 is based on using crystallographic symmetry. 

It is only necessary to generate the asymmetry unit (which may contain more than 

one molecule) and use the space group symmetry to produce possible structures. 

Analysis of organic crystal structures in the CSD32 shows that most organic 

structures are found in just 61 space groups. Thus, in this thesis crystal structures 

are only generated in these 61 space groups, weighted by the frequency of 

observation in the CSD (unless otherwise specified).  

(Most probable 61 space groups for organic crystals used in this thesis CSP: P1 

P−1 P21 P21/c P212121 Pna21 Pbca C2/c Cc Pnma P21212 Pca21 Pbcn C2 Pc Cm 

P21/m C2/m P2/c C2221 Pmn21 Cmc21 Aba2 Fdd2 Iba2 Pnna Pccn Pbcm Pnnm 

Pmmn Cmcm Cmca Fddd Ibam P41 P43 I−4 P4/n P42/n I4/m I41/a P41212 P43212 

P−421c I−42d P31 P32 R3 P−3 R−3 P3121   P3221 R3c R−3c P61 P63 P63/m P213 

Pa−3 P2221 Pba2) 
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For flexible molecules, the range of possible values of each of the N flexible 

torsion angles is chosen, and a N dimensional grid of molecular conformations is 

set up. At each point on the grid, an ab initio calculation is run to generate a LAM 

(local approximate model) point18. These LAMs make up the database that 

describes the intramolecular energy surface ΔEintra and forces. Additional 

intermediate points can be calculated (where the energy difference is above a 

certain threshold) and make the database non−uniform. At each LAM point, the 

atomic point charges for the conformation are also stored.  

CrystalPredictor program uses random numbers generated by low−discrepancy 

Sobol sequences to generate crystal structures. The numbers generated are 

used to determine: the space group and the allowed lattice parameters, the 

values of the flexible torsion angles, position and orientation of each molecule. If 

the first search is incomplete and it is necessary to continue the search based on 

the first search, the Sobol sequence can be continued. 

Density is used within Crystal Predictor to remove unfeasible structures, with two 

methods. In Chapter 3,4,5, the upper limit of density was set to 300 kg/m3 and 

any generated structures that were denser than this were rejected, as the 

molecules may be overlapping. This approach had a problem when the specified 

ranges of lattice parameters are not suitable for some of the higher symmetry 

space groups, leading to too many structures being rejected. An improved 

method within CrystalPredictor, used in Chapter 6, uses a density range. If the 

generated crystal structures have a density below the lower bound, the lattice 

lengths are decreased until this limit is reached. Conversely, structures with a 

density above the upper bound are expanded.  

In the CrystalPredictor program the next step is called MINIMISE, which crudely 

optimises the structure to a minimum in the total lattice energy. The FIT 

potential85,86,87 is used for the repulsion dispersion, and the point charges from 

the weighted−average LAM points19 in the database to model the electrostatic in 

the intermolecular lattice energy. The intramolecular energy contribution is 

calculated by weighted−average LAM points19 in the database, this method is not 

accurate enough but can screen out the impossible structure with high energy to 

reduce the output crystal structure candidates effectively. It could be seen as the 
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first step in the hierarchy of optimization lattice energy optimisations. After this 

optimisation, Crystal Predictor has a step called ANALYSE which removes 

duplicate structures based on the interatomic distance matrix for each structure, 

thereby removing both duplicates and structures with alternative lattice settings. 

ANALYSE also can be used to check if the search is completed through how 

many times the global minimum structure has been found.  

2.4.2 Structure optimization stage (Energy evaluation and ranking) 

DMACRYS39 is accurate but it is used for rigid molecules shown in section 

2.3.2.1.1, In order to model the molecular conformation in the crystal affected by 

the intermolecular forces, it needs to be combined with the intramolecular energy 

calculation model to calculate lattice energy and optimize the crystal structures. 

CrystalOptimiser20 is used in this step in this thesis, which combines 

GAUSSIAN79, GDMA80,81, DFTB67, NEIGHCRYS88 and DMACRYS codes.  

2.4.2.1 CrystalOptimizer 

For flexible molecules, the intramolecular energy ΔEintra and the atomic charge 

density will change when the molecular conformation changes. In order to reduce 

the load of the computer and save calculating resources, the choice is made as 

to which molecular bond angles and torsion angles are likely to be affected. The 

intermolecular lattice energy is particularly sensitive to the molecular torsion 

angles that define the position of the protons involved in hydrogen bonding such 

as NH2 and OH89.  

Thus, when the charge density is calculated the first time, the distributed 

multipoles of each atom will be calculated. Each atom is assigned a local axis 

system using two directly connected atoms once the distributed multipoles of 

each atom have been calculated for a reference molecular conformation, and 

then the multipoles will be put in this atomic axis system. When the 

conformational structure changes limited, the multipole for this conformational 

structure will be calculated through the tensor algebra,  in other words, the 

multipoles of each atom will not change in the atomic axis system, but this axis 

system moves.20 

As to NH2 and OH that have electron lone pairs, the multiples of the atoms having 

the electron lone pairs will be directly influenced by the position of the electron 
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lone pairs which cannot be described accurately by the analytical rotation of the 

atomic multipole moments. Thus, as to the atoms containing the electron lone 

pairs, the linear correction using first−order Taylor expansion is applied.20   

CrystalOptimizer20 calculations become quite efficient by reusing the results of 

the QM mol calculations when optimising different crystal structures. A LAM/QM 

Database is constructed and reused as the thousands of different crystal 

structures in a CSP study are optimised20. In this database, the rotation matrix 

and the atomic matrix for the special molecule will be saved, which can be used 

in the optimization of the same molecule with different crystal structures. 

In this project, the crystal structure is optimized using CrystalOptimizer to refine 

the crystal structure candidates to the lowest energy. (CrystalOptimizer switches 

between GAUSSIAN79 runs and DMACRYS39 runs. GAUSSIAN calculates the 

intramolecular energy penalty and multipoles for the conformation. DMACRYS 

calculates the intermolecular lattice energy.) However, there will be many 

repeated structures, thus similar structures are clustered with similar energy to 

reduce the results. Finally, landscapes and possible structures will be listed. 

2.5 Conclusion  

In general, cry method is accurate but expensive, so it is limited in PBE−D with 

the use of  PBE090 being limited to a small number of structures, and is mainly 

used by commercial CSP companies with large clusters or using cloud 

computing. The mol method is cheaper and can use better quality molecular 

charge densities than can be used in crys calculations. Hence mol is used in 

chapter 3, 4, 5 to predict the crystal structures.  

However, CrystalOptimizer20 requires the choice of which torsion angles, angles, 

and bond lengths should be changed and optimized. If some angles should be 

optimized but were not optimized, or could not for cost, such as CBN in chapter 

4, then the molecules will not pack as densely, and the hydrogen bonds could be 

longer than in the experiment. The cry optimization relaxes all atoms and so may 

be more accurate than mol method and you do not need to think about the choice. 

Thus, the periodic electronic structure method can help analyze if there is 

something missed in the molecular conformation optimization in crystal.  
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The lattice energy modelling used on CSP structures to rank their thermodynamic 

stability is far less accurate than the state−of−the−art methods that can be 

applied to a few crystal structures. Currently the prediction of the phase diagram 

of methanol91 using fragment−based hybrid many−body interaction model,92 

using the highest level of theory currently applied and very high quality electronic 

structure methods, was still not completely accurate. CSP needs methods that 

can be applied to hundreds of crystal structures, not just the known polymorphs. 

Indeed, CSP and polymorph phase diagrams depend on relative energies and so 

benefit from the cancellation of errors. Progress with absolute lattice energies, as 

will be needed for predicting solubility are less advanced. A fragment based 

method was the first to prove that they had calculated the lattice energy of 

benzene to within 1 kJ/mol accuracy.93 
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3 CSP of tetramethyl pyrazine (TMP) 

3.1 Methodology  

A CSD search for tetramethyl pyrazine crystal structures showed the two 

experimental crystal structures: monoclinic polymorph (MPYRAZ03 with no 

atomic coordinates, P21/c, Z=2 Z’=0.5) and orthorhombic polymorph (MPYRAZ, 

MPYRAZ01, MPYRAZ02, Pbca, Z=4 Z’=0.5). The orthorhombic form 

determination MPYRAZ was measured in 195194 with a larger error than 

MPYRAZ02(100K) and MPYRAZ01(300K) measured in 198195. The MPYRAZ02 

experimental structure will be used as the orthorhombic form, because with 

temperature increasing, methyl groups libration will be increased, which will lead 

to thermal expansion. MPYRAZ03, a monoclinic polymorph, was found during 

hydrolysis at room temperature in an inert environment as an organic fragment 

when this group characterizes the product96. The information in MPYRAZ03 is 

limited to cell parameters.  

In the CSD, there are some co−crystals of TMP, such as XUYHUW, whose 

hydrogen bond donor hydroxyl group is the same as the hydrogen bond donor in 

CBN. The nitrogen atoms are involved in hydrogen bonding to other co−former. 

Thus, in the co−crystal structure formed by CBN and TMP, there may be a 

hydrogen bond to the nitrogen atoms in TMP. 

3.1.1 CSP methodology 

In this chapter, a rigid model is used to predict TMP crystal structures to 

correspond to the methodology in co−crystal prediction. When the number of 

flexible degrees of freedom increases, the cost will increase drastically. All 

searches in this thesis must use the same assumption and methodology for the 

co−crystallization energies to be comparable. A search considering the methyl 

groups as flexible can be found in Chapter 6.1, for assessing the rigid TMP 

approximation. 

3.1.2 Generation and optimization of crystal structures 

The TMP molecular geometry was extracted from experimental structure 

MPYRAZ02, and optimized by GAUSSIAN0979 using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) 

methodology. This optimized molecular geometry was used as the input file for 

CrystalPredictor18,19. The PBE0/6−31G(d,p) method was used to calculate the 
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charge density in GAUSSIAN09 for TMP which was used to obtain the CHELPG 

potential−derived point charges for CrystalPredictor. The exp−6 FIT 

repulsion−dispersion potential85,86,87 was used to complete the intermolecular 

potential model in CrystalPredictor. 

This study used CrystalPredictor2.4.3.2 to generate crystal structures for TMP for 

the 61 default space groups. The crystal parameter ranges are considered as: 

cell angles: 50−130°, cell lengths: 3−40 Å, minimum cell density: 300 kg/m3, 

maximum intermolecular and intramolecular energies: 20 kJ/mol, region of 

polymorphism: 15 kJ/mol, structures generated: 100,000. After ANALYSE 

removed duplicate structures, the GM structure has been found many times and 

the number of unique crystal structures is reduced to 502, so this search is 

completed.  

Before the ranking of the generated structures using a more accurate but 

expensive method, there is a clustering step to avoid duplicate calculations. In 

this step, structures were considered as duplicates when: energy difference 

<1.00 kJ/mol, density difference < 0.005 g/cm3; RMSD30 < 0.1 Å. This reduced 

the number of structures from 502 to 438. 

The intermolecular lattice energy model was improved to the accurate but 

expensive model. The distributed atomic multipoles up to hexadecapole 

calculated by GDMA2.280,81 with PBE0/6−31G(d,p) were used in DMACRYS39 to 

model the electrostatic component of the intermolecular lattice energy. An 

atom−atom exp−6 repulsion−dispersion potential with the FIT parameters was 

used to calculate other terms in the intermolecular energies. In the last clustering 

step, structures were considered as duplicates when: energy difference < 0.50 

kJ/mol, density difference < 0.01 g/cm3; pXRD similarity > 0.9; RMSD30 < 0.25 Å. 

This further reduced the number of crystal structures to 377. 

3.2 Results  

3.2.1 TMP conformation and its symmetry  

In Figure 4, experimental conformation is collected from CSD MPYRAZ02 crystal 

using Mercury. The collected structure is optimized using GAUSSIAN0979 with 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p) shown in 3.1. Figure 4 shows that there is not too much 

difference between experimental conformation and gas phase (RMSD1=0.0604 
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Å with hydrogen atoms and 0.0175 Å without hydrogen atoms), which will not 

lead to much energy difference in the inter− and intra− molecular interaction. 

Thus, the rigid search is applied to TMP search to save time. 

Rotation of 

CH3 

Exp (light 

green) 

Gas phase 

(Cyan) 

 

Upper left 175.56° −179.97° 

Lower left 174.83° 179.95° 

Lower 

right 

175.56° 179.96° 

Upper 

right 

−174.83° 180° 

Figure 4 Left figure is the molecular overlay of MPYRAZ02 (light green) and gas phase conformation (cyan) 
for TMP (RMSD1=0.0604 Å with hydrogen atoms and 0.0175 Å without hydrogen atoms) and the torsion 
angles shown in follow the table.  

There is a high symmetry of the TMP, which is shown in the CSD as the Z’=0.5 

for the MPYRAZ02. Another half molecule must be added when TMP molecule 

is extracted. With the methyl conformations shown in Figure 4, there are 3 

approximate symmetry planes (difference no more than 1°) and 1 inversion centre 

for the molecular structure.  

After optimization by GAUSSIAN09, there is not too many changes for TMP apart 

from the hydrogen atoms, shown in Figure 4. As to the location of hydrogen atoms 

and methyl orientations, after optimization, rotation angles of methyl groups are 

changed a little, but the symmetry of methyl group is changed a little no more 

than 5°. MPYRAZ02 is measured at 100K by XRD, but the conformation is 

affected by the packing forces and may be affected by the libration or the 

measurement errors. Thus, using optimised TMP molecular structure as rigid in 

CSP avoids any bias to a particular packing. 
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3.2.2 TMP rigid search optimized by DMACRYS with rigid methyl groups 

 

Figure 5 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus cell density for TMP from Z’=1 search after 
DMACRYS rigid refinement with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The second lowest lattice energy structure orthorhombic 
polymorph is depicted by the red diamond, which is equal to lattice energy minimum starting from 
MPYRAZ02 with same optimization method (DMACRYS). The global minimum structure monoclinic 
depicted by a red circle is approximately a supercell of monoclinic MPYRAZ03. 

The results of rigid molecules CSP for TMP are summarized in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6. In this search, the experimental structure, the orthorhombic 

MPYRAZ02, has been found as the second lowest energy structure labeled as 

T131 (The generated structured are numbered by the rank after point charge+FIT 

optimized by CrystalPredictor) with E(TMP,matching exp,rig)= −73.95 kJ/mol. As 

can be seen in Figure 7, the RMSD15 between MPYRAZ02 and T131 optimized 

by DMACRYS39 using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) is 0.172 Å, which means they are 

equivalent structures. The full list of structures is in Appendix to Chapter 3, also 

has the MPYRAZ02 after optimisation with the experimental confirmation held 

rigid which has a sufficient energy difference from the T131 that the effect of 

methyl group flexibility is considered in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 6 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus packing coefficient for TMP from Z’=1 search 
after DMACRYS rigid refinement with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The second lowest lattice energy structure 
orthorhombic polymorph is depicted by the red diamond, which is equal to lattice energy minimum starting 
from MPYRAZ02 with same optimization method (DMACRYS). The global minimum structure monoclinic 
depicted by a red circle is approximately a supercell of monoclinic MPYRAZ03. 

3.2.3 Use of CSP to suggest atomic coordinates for monoclinic polymorph  

  

Figure 7 Left figure is the overlay (RMSD15=0.172 Å) of the experimental structure MPYRAZ02 and 
generated structure T131 optimized by DMACRYS using PBE0 6−31G(d,p), which is the second lowest 
lattice energy structure. Right figure is the overlay (RMSD15=0.103 Å) for MPYRAZ02 optimized by 
DMACRYS using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) and generated structure T131 (second lowest lattice energy structure) 
optimized by DMACRYS using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) shows that they are equivalent structures and the 
experimental orthorhombic polymorph has been found in this search. 
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As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, GM structure is labeled as T11 with 

E(TMP,GM,rig)= −75.06 kJ/mol. As can be seen from Table 1, there are similar 

b, c, α, β, γ, and the same space group between T11 and MPYRAZ03. 

Furthermore, the a parameter of T11 is twice the length of MPYRAZ03. There are 

no MPYRAZ03 coordinates in CSD with Z’=0.5, and TMP is a very symmetric 

molecule. T11 with Z’=1 possible will match MPYRAZ03 with higher symmetric 

structure(Z’=0.5).  

Table 1 Cell parameters for T11 after DMACRYS refinement using PBE0 6−31G(d,p), and cell parameters 

for optimized T11 with symmetry improved by PLATON, and cell parameters of  MPYRAZ03 collected from 

CSD whose atomic coordinates do not in the CSD. 

 Space 

group 

Z’ a/Å b/Å c/Å α/° β/° γ/° 

MPYRAZ03 P21/c 0.5 5.481(2) 6.936(3) 10.302(3) 90 99.90(3) 90 

T11 after opt P21/c 1 11.2077      6.8098    10.4740 90 98.0346   90 

T11 after opt 

and PLATON 

P21/c 0.5 5.6537 6.8098    10.4740 90 98.0346   90 

  

Figure 8 Symmetry elements for generated T11 optimized by DMACRYS using PBE0 6−31G(d,p) (left) and 
symmetry elements for optimized T11 with symmetry improved by PLATON (middle) and symmetry elements 
for MPYRAZ03 (right) collected from CSD.  

After PLATON51 calculation, a new symmetry has been found in T11, which 

causes the new crystal parameters shown in Table 1. Comparing those two 

symmetry elements and cell parameters in Table 1 and Figure 8 shows that they 

are equivalent crystal structures, and the monoclinic polymorph has been found 

in this search. The centre of TMP is in the centre of the cell and an inversion 

symmetry point, which can be used to explain a parameter in T11 is twice 

MPYRAZ03. 
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Whether an even better match to the cell parameters of MPYRAZ03 can be 

obtained by allowing methyl group flexibility will be investigated further with the 

flexible TMP model in Chapter 6. 

3.3 Conclusion  

The rigid body CSP for TMP is successful in that the orthorhombic form was found 

as the 2nd lowest energy structure. The lowest energy structure looks like a 

possible starting point for structure solution for the monoclinic polymorph if a 

powder X ray diffraction pattern could be obtained for the monoclinic form, as 

further discussed in section 6.1. However, using a rigid TMP molecule in a search 

with PBE0/6−31G(d,p) DMA80,81 and FIT exp−6 potential85,86,87 is adequate for 

the co−crystal CSP. 

This is close to the ideal CSP outcome, as the global minimum structure is 

probably an observed polymorph, and the second lowest energy structure is the 

orthorhombic structure. 

3.3.1 Lattice energies for comparisons for predicting co−crystal formation and 

stoichiometry  

As this rigid TMP model and potential is used in the co−crystal search (chap 5), 

the lattice energy that is used in evaluating the co−crystallization energy is the 

orthorhombic polymorph form (2nd lowest lattice energy structure matching 

experimental structure) of E(TMP,matching exp,rig)= −73.95 kJ/mol, because it 

matches the experimental structure with the atomic coordinate. Although T11 is 

the GM structure and probably matches monoclinic experimental structure, it still 

cannot make sure about it.  
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Appendix of Chapter 3 

Table 2 The lowest TMP crystal structures generated by rigid search and experimental structure (MPYRAZ02) optimized by DMACRYS with PBE0 6−31G(d,p). The generated 
structured are numbered by the rank after point charge + FIT optimized by CrystalPredictor. MPYRAZ02 opt is the lattice energy minimum using same potential model starting 
from the MPYRAZ02 structure using the experimental conformation held rigid. 

Label Space 
Group 

a /Å b /Å c /Å a /° ß /° γ /° Density /gcm−3 Lattice Energy 
/kJmol−1 

MPYRAZ03 P21/c  5.481(2) 6.936(3) 10.302(3) 90 99.90(3) 90   

T11 P21/c  11.3075 6.7404 10.5452 90 82.881 90 1.1343 −75.06 

MPYRAZ02 P 21 21 21 8.331 9.225 10.148 90 90 90   

MPYRAZ02 opt P 21 21 21 8.5816 9.1758 10.2507 90 90 90 1.1207 −77.2096 * 

T131 Pca21  10.107 9.2944 8.7085 90 90 90 1.1058 −73.95 

T372 Cc  11.8368 13.0753 7.0259 90 48.767 90 1.1062 −73.74 

T19 P21/c  11.6811 10.9055 6.2681 90 83.736 90 1.1397 −73.43 

T20 Pna21  20.9653 5.7528 6.6404 90 90 90 1.1295 −73.31 

T1 Pbcn  6.9611 18.5039 12.7166 90 90 90 1.1045 −73.22 

T24 P21/c  5.6925 6.7804 20.7957 90 82.823 90 1.1359 −73.22 

T374 P212121  5.6836 6.7937 20.7661 90 90 90 1.1282 −72.77 

T13 P21/c  8.9871 10.8072 8.2144 90 84.677 90 1.1388 −72.71 

T208 P−1  5.5734 16.3541 8.5216 63.183 53.773 39.602 1.1325 −72.64 

T64 P21/c  8.9921 7.5376 12.4525 90 74.144 90 1.1142 −72.52 

T31 P21  6.9397 5.651 10.2821 90 89.689 90 1.1218 −72.43 

T14 P21/n  6.3324 22.1745 5.7174 90 82.755 90 1.1359 −72.32 

T32 Pbca  18.0894 10.6484 8.3976 90 90 90 1.1185 −72.24 

*Minimum with the experimental conformation does not include the conformational energy penalty. 
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4 CSP of Cannabinol (CBN)  

There is only one CBN experimental crystal structure in CSD, which is CANNOL 

(Z=8 Z’=2, P21/c) without any hydrogen atoms located. 

4.1 Adding hydrogen atom positions to experimental structure 

 

Figure 9 Diagram packing conformation of CBN experimental structure (CANNOL) showing the hydrogen 

atoms positions added between two oxygens (left) where added hydrogen atoms is coloured white, and 

oxygen atoms are coloured red. In experimental structure (CANNOL in CSD), there are two molecules in the 

asymmetric unit with different conformations (right).  

As shown in Figure 9 left, molecule 1 (mol1) forms the chain (blue conformation); 

molecule 2 (mol2) forms the branch in the chain (green conformation). However, 

there are O…O (shown in Figure 9 as the red atoms) distances that correspond 

to hydrogen bonds, which implies that it is possible to add the polar (H−O) 

hydrogens as well as the non−polar (H−C) with confidence using Mercury, which 

is shown in Figure 9 left. There are 2 conformations in the asymmetric unit with 

different hydroxyl group and hydrocarbon pentane tail positions shown in Figure 

9 right. In this thesis, mol1 (C1−C22) is the blue conformation and another green 

one is mol2 (C23−C44).  

As can be seen in Figure 1, in CBN molecule, there are some flexible torsion 

angles: H26_O2_C6_C7(OH), C18_C17_C16_C15(dih20 or tail4), 

C17_C16_C15_C14(dih19 or tail3), C16_C15_C14_C8(dih18 or tail2), 

C15_C14_C8_C7(dih17 or tail1) and ring C1_C2_C3_C4_C5_O1. 
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4.2 Methodology  

4.2.1 Molecular flexibility 

  

Figure 10 Relaxed conformational energy scans of CBN for hydroxyl group (OH) torsion angle at various 

levels of theory. Basis set: 6−31G(d,p). The inset diagrams show the CBN conformations with torsion 

H26_O2_C6_C7 = 50° (mol 1in CANNOL), 200°, 360° (mol 2 in CANNOL). The angles in the experimental 

structure of CANNOL are indicated by black diamonds. 

Firstly, the conformation mol1 is extracted from the CBN experimental structure 

CANNOL with added hydrogen atoms by Mercury. Then, it is optimized by 

GAUSSIAN0979 using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) to the gas phase conformation. 

Relaxed conformational energy scans of mol1 in CBN for hydroxyl group torsion 

angle at various levels of theory are shown in Figure 10. There are not too many 

differences among the different levels of the theory shown in Figure 10. 

Shown in Figure 9 right, the hydroxyl group of mol2 in the asymmetry unit is out 

of the plane of the rings and the hydroxyl group in mol1 is in the plane, which has 

been marked in Figure 10. Thus, shown in Figure 10, mol2 in CANNOL is not the 

lowest energy gas phase conformation, and there is an energy penalty between 

8 and 14 kJ/mol with different computational models.  

 

Furthermore, with the hydroxyl group scan the C1_C2_C3_C4_C5_O1 ring flips 

to the alternative conformation when the hydroxyl group is close to the C10_H5. 

After the flipping, there is a mirror symmetry between those two enantiomers. As 

to some space groups with mirror symmetry, both two enantiomers will be used 

to form crystals together. As to some space groups without mirror symmetry, 

although the two crystal structures formed by those two enantiomers are different, 
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they will have the same lattice energy. Thus, one enantiomer only needs to be 

considered in the search. 

Another difference between mol1 and mol2 is the pentane tail (Figure 9), which 

is also very flexible. The conformation mol1 is optimized by GAUSSIAN09 using 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p) to the gas phase conformation. Relaxed conformational 

energy scans for CBN with different pentane tail positions and shapes were 

calculated by GAUSSIAN09 with HF/6−31G(d,p) and PBE0/6−31G(d,p). 

 

 

Figure 11 Relaxed conformational energy scans of CBN for the pentane tail at different computational 
methods with 6−31G(d,p). The inset diagrams show the CBN conformations with torsion C15_C14_C8_C7 
= 0, 90, 180, 270, 0/360 (°), with two minimum points for 90° and 270°.  

As shown in Figure 11, as to the position of the pentane tail (dihedral 

C15_C14_C8_C7), there are two minimum points (90° and 270°). The difference 

between the maximum and minimum points is no more than 4 kJ/mol using PBE0 

or 7 kJ/mol using HF. Thus, considering the intermolecular interaction, all angles 

between 0°−360° are possible. There are two different methods have been used 

to scan, which are HF and PBE0. There is not too much difference between these 

two scan results. 
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Figure 12 Relaxed conformational energy scans of CBN for the pentane tail at different DFT functional with 
6−31G(d,p). The insert diagrams show the CBN conformations with torsion C17_C16_C15_C14 = 0, 60, 
120, 180, 240, 300 (°).  

Within the hydrogen added pentane tail, there are three similar torsion angles 

(C17_C16_C15_C14, C18_C17_C16_C15, and C16_C15_C14_C8) in the 

pentane tail. The scan of C17_C16_C15_C4 has been shown because it is 

representative. As shown in Figure 12, with the pentane tail shape changed, the 

intramolecular energy changed much (about 27 kJ/mol from 0° to 180°). There 

are 3 local minimum points (60°, 300° and 180° (global minimum)). Between 

minimum points, there are about 14 kJ/mol energy barriers using HF or 12 kJ/mol 

using PBE0 at 120° to 240°. In the scan using PBE0/6−31G(d,p), the barrier is 

smaller than the HF, which means that the intramolecular energy of the pentane 

tail is sensitive to the computational method. As PBE0 is a more accurate method 

than HF, it is used for the LAM generation when the LAMs are generated for CSP 

of CBN. Because C17_C16_C15_C14, C18_C17_C16_C15, and 

C16_C15_C14_C8 are far away from the ring, thus they have similar 

conformation energy curves. Based on the conformation energy scan, it should 

be considered that the flexible pentane tail around the 3 local minimum points of 

those 3 rotation angles, which will require a high computational load.  

CSD Conformer Generator97 analysis gives a similar distribution of angles in 

experimental crystal structures as will be expected from the scans. As to 

C17_C16_C15_C14, C18_C17_C16_C15, and C16_C15_C14_C8, most 

conformations are focused around the 3 local minimum points. For 
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C15_C14_C8_C7, where the pentane tail attaches the ring, in searched 

conformations, they are distributed from 0° to 360° which is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 CSD Conformer Generator analysis for the pentane tail (C15_C14_C8_C7 and 
C17_C16_C15_C14) in CBN mol1, which matches the conformation energy scan results. 
C17_C16_C15_C14 is focused on 180° and 60° and 300°; C17_C16_C15_C14 is focusing on 90° and 270° 
but caused by the small energy barrier, there are large half peak width around those two minimum point. 
C15_C14_C8_C7 is different from others as C7 and C8 are in the ring. 

However, torsion angle scans of this pentane tail show that there is a wide range 

of angles with a small energy penalty. This will lead to a massive database of 

LAM points, with a lot of calculation time, and a lot of time needed by 

CrystalPredictor18,19  to find the correct model for each step of the minimizations. 

Hence, it is necessary to look at the CSD to see what this sort of pentane tail 

does in the experimental crystal structures and see if searches can be limited 

somewhat. Thus, Dr. Louise Price did a fragments analysis. 

The fragment in Figure 14 (a) was searched for in the CSD. There were only 60 

hits, but because a number were higher Z’ structures and a number had the 

fragment of interest multiple times, there were 113 fragments analyzed. A script 

was written to use the CCDC Python API, to extract the moiety shown in Figure 

14 (a) and measure the angles of interest, as described in Figure 14. 

As shown in Figure 14, C17_C16_C15_C14 distribution is similar to the 

Conformation Generator analysis and conformation energy scan analysis, but as 

to other 3 pentane tail torsion angles are predominantly 140°−220°. This reflects 

the tendency of hydrocarbon chains to be extended in crystal structures (180°), 

which is missed by the conformer generator (Figure 13). Thus, based on the 

fragments analysis, the ranges of C17_C16_C15_C14, C18_C17_C16_C15, and 

C16_C15_C14_C8 in CrystalPredictor are limited to 140°−220°. This means the 

CSP cannot generate tails conformations corresponding to the local minima in 

Figure 12, which are rarely observed. 
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Figure 14 Fragments analyzed for CBN pentane tail shows that C17_C16_C15_C14 is focused on 90° and 
270° but caused by the small energy barrier, there are large half peak width around those two minimum 
point, which is similar to the Conformation Generator analysis and conformation energy scan analysis; 
C17_C16_C15_C14, C18_C17_C16_C15, and C16_C15_C14_C8 have the similar distribution to each 
other, which is focused on the 140°−220°. 

4.2.1.1 LAM database calculation for CSP of CBN 

CBN is highly flexible, however, all methyl groups were kept fixed to keep the 

calculations feasible. (This approximation is also applied to TMP and discussed 

in chapter 6.) Because the hydroxyl is far away from the pentane tail, these two 

groups can be described by separate LAM databases, which saves the 

calculation resource and time. The LAMS was calculated at PBE0/6−31G(d,p). 
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Table 3 Torsion angle ranges and intervals applied in CrystalPredictor LAM generation 

Torsion angle Start point(°) interval(°) Finish point(°) range 

Torsion group 1     

C18_C17_C16_C15 140.0⁰ 40.0⁰ 220.0⁰ 120⁰−240⁰ 

C17_C16_C15_C14 140.0⁰ 40.0⁰ 220.0⁰ 120⁰−240⁰ 

C16_C15_C14_C8 140.0⁰ 40.0⁰ 220.0⁰ 120⁰−240⁰ 

C15_C14_C8_C7 200.0⁰ 40.0⁰ 520.0⁰ 180⁰−540⁰ 

Torsion group 2     

H26_O2_C6_C7 160.0⁰ 30.0⁰ 430.0⁰ 145⁰−445⁰ 

 

4.2.2 Generation and optimization of crystal structures 

The conformation of mol1 of the CBN experimental structure CANNOL was 

optimised using GAUSSIAN0979 using PBE0/6−31G(d,p) to the gas phase 

conformation. It is used to calculate the CHELPG potential−derived point charges 

which were kept constant in CrystalPredictor18,19. The FIT exp−6 

repulsion−dispersion potential85,86,87 was used to complete the intermolecular 

potential model in CrystalPredictor. 

This study used CrystalPredictor2.4.3.2 to generate Z’=2 crystal structures for 

CBN with 61 default space groups. The cell parameters are as follows: cell 

angles: 50−130°, cell length: 3−40 Å, minimum cell density: 300 kg/m3, maximum 

intermolecular/intramolecular energies: 20 kJ/mol, region of polymorphism: 15 

kJ/mol, structures generated: 2,500. This was far fewer structures than will 

normally be generated, but the LAM database was so large that these 

calculations proved very expensive. The Blind Test deadline meant that using 

these LAMS in the co−crystal CSP (Chapter 6) was the priority. After ANALYSE 

removed duplicate structures, the GM structure has been found 1 time, so this 

search is not completed.  

CrystalOptimizer20 was used to refine structures after generation and optimization 

using point charge model and FIT potential in CrystalPredictor , allowing the 
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torsion angles (hydroxyl group and pentane tail shown in Table 3, and ring 

C5−O1−C1−C2−C3−C4) change. The distributed atomic multipoles up to 

hexadecapole are calculated by GDMA2.280,81 with PBE0/6−31G(d,p), which 

were used in CrystalOptimizer to calculate the electrostatic component of the 

intermolecular lattice energy and the PBE0/6−31G(d,p) ab initio method was also 

used for the intramolecular energy penalty Eintra in GAUSSIAN. Atom−atom 

exp−6 repulsion−dispersion potential with the FIT parameters was used to 

calculate all other terms in the intermolecular energies. Because of the time 

limitation, only 100 structures have been optimized by CrystalOptimizer. The 

initial parameters for CrystalOptimizer are as follows: Intermolecular local 

approximation settings: PBE0/6−31G(d,p), torsion cut off: 5.0°; bond angle cut off 

5.0°; bond length cut off 0.2 Å; intramolecular local approximation settings: 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p), torsion cut off: 5.0°; bond angle cut off 5.0°; bond length cut 

off 0.2 Å; multipole moment derivatives: torsion: 0.2; bond angle 0.2; bond length 

0.01; perturbations for numerical gradients of intermolecular energy with respect 

to flexible degrees of freedom; torsions: 0.5, bond angles: 0.5 and bond lengths: 

0.2.  

In the last clustering step, structures were considered as duplicates when: energy 

difference < 1.00 kJ/mol, density difference < 0.1 g/cm3; pXRD similarity > 0.9; 

RMSD30 < 0.25 Å. 

4.2.2.1 Testing the CrystalOptimizer methodology for CBN on CANNOL 

 

Figure 15 Left figure is the overlay of the experimental structure CANNOL (green) and experimental structure 
optimized using CrystalOptimizer with PBE0 6−31G(d,p) and FIT potential for hydroxyl group, pentane tail 
and ring discussed in the last part. RMSD15 is 0.17 Å. The middle and right figures are the overlay of CBN 
experimental conformations and optimized conformations using CrystalOptimizer with PBE0 6−31G(d,p) and 
FIT potential for hydroxyl group, pentane tail and ring discussed in the last part. RMSD1 for mol1 is 0.0922 
Å and RMSD1 for mol2 is 0.116 Å without hydrogen atoms. 
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To assess whether the choice of degrees of freedom to be refined by 

CrystalOptimizer20 is suitable, it was tested on the CBN experimental structure 

CANNOL. CANNOL is optimized using CrystalOptimizer with the 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p) value of ΔEintra and distributed multipoles with the flexible 

hydrogen carbon pentane tail and hydroxyl group and ring. The resulting lattice 

energy minima had a RMSD15=0.17 Å overlay with CANNOL, excluding the 

hydrogen atoms as calculated in Mercury. Furthermore, the resulting CBN 

conformations minima had RMSD1=0.0922 Å and 0.116 Å separately overlay with 

CANNOL, excluding the hydrogen atoms as calculated in Mercury. Especially for 

the pentane tail and hydroxyl group in each conformation, after the optimization 

they approximately keep their position. This shows that the CrystalOptimizer 

methodology used for CBN in all the CSP studies is suitable for CBN 

experimental structure CANNOL. 

4.3 CBN CSP Results  

 

 

Figure 16 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus cell density for CBN from Z’=2 search after 
optimized using CrystalOptimizer with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The lattice energy minimum starting from CANNOL 
with the same methodology is denoted as E1. 
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CANNOL was not found in this limited search. (The reasons for this are analysed 

in chapter 6.)  

Generated crystal structures are numbered by the rank after point charge + FIT 

potential85,86,87 optimized by CrystalPredictor18,19, for example, C1 is the global 

minimum structure after point charge + FIT optimization. All those total lattice 

energies in this search are higher than the experimental structure lattice energy 

optimized by CrystalOptimizer with the same flexible group to this search 

(E(CBN,exp,opt) = −140.499 kJ/mol). The lattice energy of GM structure (C9 

shown in the appendix of Chapter 4) in this search is −126.381 kJ/mol, shown in 

Figure 16. 

 

Figure 17 Summary plot of the lattice energy landscape versus packing coefficient for CBN from Z’=2 search 
after optimized using CrystalOptimizer with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). The lattice energy minimum starting from 
CANNOL with the same methodology is denoted as E1. 

As shown in Figure 17 and Figure 16, the experimental structure has the 

maximum density and packing coefficient and there is a gap between the 

experimental structure and other generated structures, shown in Table 4 in the 

Appendix of chapter 4. Meanwhile, optimized CANNOL has significantly more 

stable energy. The stability of the experimental structure is caused by the more 

stabilising intermolecular energy. The intramolecular energy for mol1 is 

destabilising, comes pending to the hydroxyl group being out of the plane. The 
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lowest energy structure generated in the search is C9, which has no hydrogen 

bond (defined as Mercury default parameter), but C5 does have a similar 

hydrogen bond system to CANNOL (mol1 form the chain and mol2 form the 

branch), but the relevant position between leads to the long and weak hydrogen 

bond and the low packing coefficient.  

Generated GM structure is formed by the gas phase conformation which is totally 

different from the experimental conformation. Most generated structures are 

formed by the low energy conformation with the hydroxyl group in the plane of 

the ring. Some structures formed a hydrogen bond, but they are different from 

the experimental hydrogen bond system because of the direction of the hydroxyl 

group. Because of the time limitation, the lattice energy calculated with the same 

method as the CSP search start from the experimental structure is used to 

calculate the co−crystallization energy. The issue details of why the experimental 

structure was not found are investigated in chapter 6. 

  

Figure 18 Generated CBN crystal structure (C5 (P21/c) shown in the appendix) formed by C1,1(6) a D1,1(2) 
b D3,3(9) >b>a<b hydrogen bond which is same to experimental structure, but their crystal structure are 
totally different and the hydrogen bond between mol1 and mol2 is too large (3.250 Å).  

C5 has the most similar hydrogen bond structure to the experimental structure 

(CANNOL), which has been highlighted in Table 4. The main difference between 

C5 generated structure and the experimental structure is the relevant position 

among mol1 forming chain, which causes the mol 1 and mol2 far away from each 

other (distance between O(mol1)…O(mol2) is 3.25 Å larger than the experimental 

structure 2.921 Å) shown in Figure 19. More details about hydrogen bond energy 

will be discussed in chapter 6. A reasonable hydrogen bond system can reduce 

the intermolecular energy, but bad packing with high void (Figure 18) and low 
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density (packing coefficient), will reduce the stabilising dispersion. More detail will 

be discussed in limitation chapter 6. 

  

Figure 19 Comparing C5 to experimental structure. The left is the comparison of the chain; the right is the 
comparison of the asymmetry unit. CANNOL is coloured by elements, and C5 is coloured by blue and green 
with Z’=2. 

In general, C5 has a similar hydrogen bond to the experimental structure, but 1) 

bad relative position between mol1 and mol2 (bad packing) leads to mol1 being 

far away from mol2, this hydrogen bond will lead to a higher energy than the 

experimental structure. 2) packing coefficient and density of C5 are lower than 

CANNOL, which shows that CANNOL has better dispersion stabilization than C5. 

4.4 Conclusion  

The Z’=2 experimental crystal structure of CBN (−140.499 kJ/mol) was 

significantly lower in energy than the lowest energy structure (−126.381 kJ/mol) 

generated in a small CrystalPredictor18,19 search. A full Z’=2 search will be very 

resource−intensive and was not a good use of resources given the timetable of 

the Blind Test submission for XXX. The reason why the CBN experimental 

structure was not found in this search is investigated in chapter 6. 

Furthermore, the model used in CrystalOptimizer20 is adequate for the balance 

between intramolecular energy and intermolecular interactions and it is  adequate 

for reproducing the experimental structure CANNOL with the approximations of 

its flexibility. However, the variation in the density and hydrogen bonding and 

conformations between structures, for example the relative lattice energies of 

structures C5 and CANNOL and GM, are likely to be sensitive to the lattice energy 

model, as investigated in Chapter 6. 
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In this small flexible CBN search after the point charge model optimization, 

CANNOL is ranked as the 6th lowest structure, but the CrystalOptimizer models 

calculate the CANNOL lattice energy to be much lower (~ 15 kJ/mol) than GM in 

the CBN search. The difference in ranking between CrystalOptimizer and 

CrystalPredictor shows the limitation of CrystalPredictor, which will be discussed 

in chapter 6. 

4.4.1 Lattice energies for comparisons for predicting co−crystal formation and 

stoichiometry 

The experimental structure was not found in the limited search and the lattice 

energy of GM in this search is far higher than the experimental structure, the 

lattice energy of the experimental structure (optimizing the pentane tail, hydroxyl 

group and ring by CrystalOptimizer20) E(CBN,exp,opt) = −140.499 kJ/mol,  will be 

used to evaluate the co−crystallization energy to analyse the co−crystal 

searches. 
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Appendix of Chapter 4−The crystal structure of CBN after CrystalOptimizer refinement. 

Table 4 The lowest CBN crystal structures generated by flexible search and experimental structure (CANNOL) optimized by DMACRYS with PBE0 6−31G(d,p). The generated 
structured are numbered by the rank after point charge + FIT optimized by CrystalPredictor. CANNOL opt is the experimental structure CANNOL optimized by CrystalOptimizer. 
C5 has the similar hydrogen bond graph sets to experimental structure, which has been highlight by green and shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19.  

* Hydrogen bond graph sets: Ga,b,(c) G: C means chain, D means noncyclic dimers and other finite hydrogen bonds sets R means ring. a, b are number of acceptors and donors. 

Label hydrogen bond 
graph sets* 

Space 
Group 

a /Å b /Å c /Å a /° ß /° γ /° Density 
/gcm−3 

intra 
energy 
mol1/ 
kJmol−1 

Intra 
energy 
mol2/ 
kJmol−1 

Intermolecular 
Lattice Energy 
/kJmol−1 

Repulsion 
Dispersion 
Energy 
/kJmol−1 

Lattice 
Energy 
/kJmol−1 

CANNOL C1,1(6) a D1,1(2) 
b D3,3(9) >b>a<b 

P21/c  20.658 18.166 13.517 90 18.166 90       

CANNOL 
opt 

C1,1(6) a D1,1(2) 
b D3,3(9) >b>a<b 

P21/c  20.4386 18.1765 13.6051 90 133.677 90 1.1281 13.98761 3.49 −151.34 −243.03 −140.499 

C9 D1,1(2) a  P−1  10.1774 10.7714 17.7754 83.151 83.305 80.245 1.0867 5.47028 4.006 −131.12 −242.4 −126.381 

C39 C1,1(6) a  P21  12.4663 27.8993 5.4794 90 96.872 90 1.0898 4.42206 6.18015 −130.79 −242.37 −125.488 

C56 D1,1(2) a  P−1  10.6008 8.7326 20.6606 92.434 78.371 92.075 1.1021 9.86595 7.52588 −133.92 −249.72 −125.223 

C5 C1,1(6) a D1,1(2) 
b D3,3(9) >b>a<b 

P21/c  13.4917 21.8264 12.9664 90 80.322 90 1.0956 16.38315 6.77632 −136.62 −243.86 −125.04 

C12 no P−1  26.3125 6.316 11.7811 76.779 84.628 91.006 1.0875 2.51226 7.0598 −128.79 −246.45 −124.003 

C52 D1,1(2) a  P−1  6.0712 28.7433 11.0623 97.647 79.498 95.045 1.0984 9.0191 10.00684 −132.92 −249.42 −123.406 

C48 no P21/c  23.4517 6.2219 26.6178 90 74.979 90 1.0993 4.62593 8.24376 −128.92 −250.3 −122.484 

C14 no P21  7.6431 20.658 12.3079 90 82.017 90 1.0714 4.29189 4.25037 −126.09 −240.46 −121.818 

C4 D1,1(2) a  P212121  14.3139 17.36 15.3032 90 90 90 1.0845 5.33913 10.34877 −129.29 −251.78 −121.445 

C75 D1,1(2) a P−1  26.9887 8.7565 8.6729 75.573 99.578 86.132 1.0604 4.01057 8.06425 −126.87 −239.68 −120.832 

C7 no P21/n  25.8395 5.3378 27.4367 90 91.083 90 1.0899 9.15042 7.80498 −129.21 −247.29 −120.732 

C31 no P−1  8.7234 15.2646 14.7036 80.146 82.043 84.88 1.0817 4.17153 2.99241 −124.1 −239.3 −120.517 

C38 no P−1  15.6739 17.5525 7.6542 98.259 93.597 72.242 1.0391 7.687 7.21375 −127.45 −236.76 −119.999 
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5 Co−crystal CSP  

In section 1.2.2, the challenge of the Blind Test target XXX has been introduced, 

that is the stoichiometry challenge for the co−crystal structure prediction formed 

with flexible co−former, cannabinol (CBN) and tetramethyl pyrazine (TMP). 

5.1 Methodology for 7th CCDC Blind Test 

Based on the last two chapters, it is decided to keep TMP rigid and make CBN 

flexible in co−crystal search to save cost. In chapter 1, the method of assessing 

the co−crystal stability has been introduced, which is the co−crystallization 

energy24 (Equation 1). To compare the co−crystal stability among different 

stoichiometries of CBNm:TMPn the co−crystallization energy is 

Equation 4 ∆𝐸 =
( ) ( )

− 𝐸 (𝐶𝐵𝑁) 

so that all co−crystallization energies are relative to CBN.  

5.1.1 Generation of crystal structures 

CrystalPredictor2.4.3.218,19 is used to generate structures for TMP:CBN= 1:1, 1:2, 

2:1 with 1 formula unit in the asymmetric unit cell requesting 1,000,000 structures. 

All co−crystal searches cover the 61 most possible space groups (shown in 

2.4.1.1) for organic molecules in the CSD, adapting the method used for TMP in 

chapter 3 and CBN in chapter 4. Generated structures are optimized using a point 

charge model in CrystalPredictor first and ranked. CrystalOptimizer2.4.7.120 is 

used to refine the selected torsion angles (same as in chapter 4) alongside the 

cell parameters for the ranked low energy structures in the last step. The 

conformational databases for the molecular flexibility of CBN used in Chapter 4 

can be reused for the co−crystals, as discussed in sections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.2.1. 

When the number of flexible degrees of freedom increases, the cost will increase 

drastically. However, all searches in this thesis must use the same methodology 

for the energies to be comparable. The intermolecular interactions between TMP 

and CBN were given by the combining rules for the exp−6 repulsion −dispersion 

and the electrostatic term is additive. The PBE0/6−31G(d,p) ab initio method was 

used to provide the CHELPG potential−derived point charges which were used 

in CrystalPredictor.  
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In these searches, CrystalOptimizer is used to rank the generated structures as 

the accurate model. The distributed atomic multipoles up to hexadecapole are 

calculated by GDMA2.280,81 with PBE0/6−31G(d,p), which were used in 

CrystalOptimizer to calculate the electrostatic component of the intermolecular 

lattice energy and the PBE0/6−31G(d,p) ab initio method was also used for the 

intramolecular energy penalty Eintra in GAUSSIAN79. Atom−atom exp−6 

repulsion−dispersion potential with the FIT parameters85,86,87 were used to 

calculate all other terms in the intermolecular energies. The initial parameters for 

CrystalOptimizer are as follows: Intermolecular local approximation settings: 

PBE0/6−31G(d,p), torsion cut off: 5.0°; bond angle cut off 5.0°; bond length cut 

off 0.2 Å; intramolecular local approximation settings: PBE0/6−31G(d,p), torsion 

cut off: 5.0°; bond angle cut off 5.0°; bond length cut off 0.2 Å; multipole moment 

derivatives: torsion: 0.2; bond angle 0.2; bond length 0.01; perturbations for 

numerical gradients of intermolecular energy with respect to flexible degrees of 

freedom: torsions: 0.5, bond angles: 0.5 and bond lengths: 0.2.  

In the clustering step, structures were considered as duplicates when: energy 

difference < 1.00 kJ/mol, density difference < 0.1 g/cm3; pXRD similarity > 0.9; 

RMSD30 < 0.25 Å. 

5.1.1.1 Some changes in 2CBN:TMP and 2TMP:CBN searches 

A problem was observed for 2CBN:TMP and 2TMP:CBN searches that is caused 

by the density limitation in CrystalPredictor shown in section 2.4.1.1. So the cell 

length parameters in those two searches had been increased and each search 

has been divided into two batches with different space groups. 

The search parameters for 1TMP:1CBN are as follows: cell angles: 50−130°; cell 

length: 3−40 Å; maximum intermolecular/intramolecular energies: 20 kJ/mol; 

minimum cell density: 300 kg/m3, region of polymorphism: 15 kJ/mol. Also, 

compared to the CBN search in Chapter 4 and TMP search in Chapter 3 and 

1CBN:1TMP co−crystal search, in the 1CBN:2TMP and 1TMP:2CBN co−crystal 

searches, the cell length limitation is increased from 40 Ǻ to 50 Ǻ in 

CrystalPredictor. As can be seen from the molecular structure shown in Figure 1, 

there are 49 atoms and a large pentane tail in CBN conformation. There are 3 

molecules including 2 CBN and 1 TMP for 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal. In the 
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CrystalPredictor step, based on the log file, many candidates of some space 

groups (e.g R−3c) are eliminated. The reason why CrystalPredictor became stuck 

is that the limitation of the cell length makes many candidates eliminated within 

40 Å cell length limitation for some space groups (e.g R−3c). Longer cell length 

was applied to 1CBN:2TMP and 2CBN:1TMP only, not to CBN and 1CBN:1TMP. 

Furthermore, it is decided to run CrystalPredictor in two batches. The first batch 

calculated the ten most probable space groups, and other 51 space groups were 

calculated in another batch, which improved the CrystalPredictor efficiency. After 

both batches are finished, the stable structures in those two batches will be added 

together and run ANALYSE together. Two batches were for 1CBN:2TMP and 

2CBN:1TMP only. For 1CBN:2TMP and 1TMP:2CBN searches, the searches 

were done with 10 most common space groups for 100,000 structures and other 

51 groups for 10,000 structures separately and then put them together. 

Furthermore, the cell length range is changed to 3−50 Å. As to other parameters, 

they are the same as the parameters in chapters 3 and 4. 

5.2 Results  

In these co−crystal searches, the unit kJ/mol for lattice energy means kJ per mol 

asymmetry unit cells instead of kJ per mol molecules. In other words, as to 

1CBN:1TMP, kJ/mol means kJ per 1 mol CBN molecules and 1 mol TMP 

molecules. As to 1CBN:2TMP, kJ/mol means kJ per 1 mol CBN molecules and 2 

mol TMP molecules. As to 2CBN:1TMP, kJ/mol means kJ per 2 mol CBN 

molecules and 1 mol TMP molecules. 

5.2.1 1CBN:1TMP co−crystal  

Based on Equation 4, the structures under the blue line (Figure 20) are more 

stable than the separate co−formers, because their co−crystallization energy is 

lower than 0. The lattice energies of only 11 structures are lower than the sum of 

experimental CBN and TMP lattice energy. However, in the study24, some 

1CBN:1TMP co−crystal structures whose crystallization energy is about 8 kJ/mol 

have been found. if the result in this study are applied, the co−crystallization 

energy of stable co−crystal can be extended to 8 kJ/mol, indicates more than 50 

potential co−crystal structures. The most stable structures are shown in Table 5. 
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Figure 20 Lattice energy landscape (density) for co−crystal 1CBN:1TMP search. Blue line: 
E(CBN,exp,opt)+E(TMP,matching exp,rig)= −214.499 kJ/mol, the sum of experimental CBN and TMP lattice 
energy after CrystalOptimizer. 

There is a balance between packing (dispersion) and hydrogen bonding. Figure 

21 is the lattice energy landscape against packing coefficient in %. In Figure 21, 

some of the lowest energy structures have relatively low packing coefficients, and 

inspection (Table 5) shows that these structures contain hydrogen bonds. 

Generated 1CBN:1TMP co−crystals with low lattice energy have a lower packing 

coefficient than experimental CBN (67.5%) and TMP (68.7% and 70.5%). The 5 

highest packing coefficient structures (in the right of Figure 21 landscape) do not 

have any hydrogen bonds. Forming CBN(OH)…TMP(N) hydrogen bond will lead 

to the voids and low packing coefficient, because of the big difference in size of 

those two molecules. But forming hydrogen bonds will stabilize the intermolecular 

energy. All the most stable structures have hydrogen bonds as shown in Table 5. 

So, considering the balance between hydrogen bond and density (packing 

coefficient), the landscape shape is reasonable, although it is different from the 

other CSP result shape caused by dispersion, such as the TMP landscape in 

Chapter 3. 
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Figure 21 Lattice energy landscape (packing coefficient) for co−crystal 1CBN:1TMP search. Blue line: 
E(CBN,exp,opt)+E(TMP,matching exp,rig)= −214.499 kJ/mol, the sum of experimental CBN and TMP lattice 
energy after CrystalOptimizer.  

There is also a balance between the intermolecular energy and CBN 

intramolecular energy caused by the hydrogen carbon pentane tail. The 

intramolecular energies of CBN for most low crystal energy structures are 

between 4 kJ/mol and 10 kJ/mol shown in Table 5. CT279 is the global minimum 

structure in this 1CBN:1TMP search with Uinter=−225.25 kJ/mol and 

ΔEintra(CBN)=6.883 kJ/mol. CT5 has the lowest intermolecular energy in Table 5. 

It is the third lowest energy structure in this search with Uinter=−226.21 kJ/mol and 

ΔEintra(CBN)=9.521 kJ/mol. CT119 has the  most stable CBN conformation in 

Table 5. It is the 9th lowest energy structure in this search with the Uinter=−220.03 

kJ/mol and ΔEintra(CBN)=4.538 kJ/mol. All structures in Table 5 have hydrogen 

bonds between CBN and TMP.  

The CBN conformation will affect the lattice packing, shown in Table 5, all 

structures’ CBN intramolecular energy are higher than 4 kJ/mol, which is caused 

by the hydrogen carbon pentane tail conformation. To reduce the intermolecular 

energy, the hydrogen carbon pentane tail cannot be in the lowest conformation. 
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The limited flexibility of the hydrogen carbon pentane tail may have led to a 

packing problem in the CBN:TMP co−crystal search, since the packing 

coefficients are all low. 
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Table 5 The most stable CSP generated co−crystal structures of CBN:TMP are named as the rank after point charge + FIT optimized by CrystalPredictor, for example, CT1 is 
the global minimum structure after point charge + FIT optimization. Reference energy is: E(CBN,exp,opt)+E(TMP, matching exp,rig) = −214.499 kJ/mol. Co−crystallization energy 
is calculated by ∆Ecc=Elatt(co−crystal)−Elatt(TMP)−Elatt(CBN). Structures that co−crystallization energies are lower than 0 are coloured as green. 

* Hydrogen bond graph sets: Ga,b,(c) G: C means chain, D means noncyclic dimers and other finite hydrogen bonds sets R means ring. a, b are number of acceptors and donors. 

Label Hydrogen 

bond 

graph 

sets* 

Space 

Group 

a /Å b /Å c /Å a /° ß /° γ /° Density 

/gcm−3 

ΔEintra 

/kJmol−1 

Intermolecular 

Lattice Energy 

/kJmol−1 

Repulsion 

Dispersion 

Energy 

/kJmol−1 

Lattice 

Energy 

/kJmol−1 

co−crystallization 

energy kJmol−1 

CT279 D1,1(2) a P−1  13.0864 9.2408 11.8221 83.101 73.823 81.494 1.0961 6.883 −225.25 −170.95 −218.367 −3.918 

 

CT93 D1,1(2) a P212121  25.5543 8.8093 12.1603 90 90 90 1.0837 7.195 −225.31 −168.04 −218.115 −3.666 

 

CT5 D1,1(2) a P21/n  19.0071 8.4776 16.7069 90 88.138 90 1.1025 9.521 −226.21 −170.53 −216.689 −2.24 

 

CT59 D1,1(2) a P−1  10.0731 8.5162 18.3574 85.122 107.472 66.909 1.1033 9.131 −225.75 −174.46 −216.619 −2.17 

 

CT60 D1,1(2) a P−1  9.4488 14.8139 10.6521 72.696 72.814 91.704 1.0999 7.998 −224.49 −170.12 −216.492 −2.043 

 

CT814 D1,1(2) a P21/c  12.492 29.7938 7.3436 90 86.015 90 1.088 6.017 −222.35 −169.42 −216.333 −1.884 

 

CT459 D1,1(2) a P21/c  8.8795 25.2144 12.1848 90 85.473 90 1.0908 7.239 −223.32 −165.6 −216.081 −1.632 

 

CT229 D1,1(2) a P21/n  13.8442 11.7398 16.6711 90 90.444 90 1.0949 9.262 −224.81 −168 −215.548 −1.099 

 

CT119 D1,1(2) a P21/c  12.3564 30.6036 7.2637 90 86.709 90 1.0818 4.538 −220.03 −166.19 −215.492 −1.043 

 

CT67 D1,1(2) a P21/c  13.8928 12.6925 15.6965 90 72.174 90 1.1258 5.4 −220.09 −184.04 −214.69 −0.241 

 

CT674 D1,1(2) a P−1  8.4703 18.3144 12.4792 54.404 92.462 116.105 1.0971 9.377 −224.02 −171.18 −214.643 −0.194 
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5.2.2 1CBN:2TMP co−crystal 

   

Figure 22 Lattice energy landscape (density) for co−crystal 1CBN:2TMP search. Blue line: 2E(TMP, 
matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−288.399 kJ/mol, the sum of experimental CBN and 2 TMP lattice 
energy after CrystalOptimizer.  

The lattice energies of 6 CBN:2TMP structures are lower than the sum of 

experimental CBN and 2 TMP lattice energies (Equation 4). More than 20 

structures’ co−crystallization energies are lower than 8 kJ/mol. 

Shown in Figure 23 and compared to Figure 6 TMP landscape against packing 

coefficient and Figure 17 CBN landscape against packing coefficient, the two 

lowest energy CBN:2TMP structures’ packing coefficients are higher than CBN 

experimental structure and near to TMP orthorhombic experimental structure and 

are denser than the stable CBN:TMP structures.  

The most stable CBN:2TMP co−crystal structures (Table 6) have a hydrogen 

bond between CBN and TMP. There is no packing problem in CBN:2TMP search, 

because one more small TMP improves the packing coefficient. Furthermore, 

some of the structures have some π−π stacking between TMP and CBN. 
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Figure 23 Lattice energy landscape (packing coefficient) for co−crystal 1CBN:2TMP search. Blue line: 

2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−288.399 kJ/mol. Blue line is the sum of experimental CBN 
and 2 TMP lattice energy after CrystalOptimizer.  

There is also the balance between the intramolecular energy and intermolecular 

energy and the packing problem caused by the CBN hydrogen carbon 

conformation. Shown in Table 6, CTT32 is the GM structure in this search with 

Uinter=−303.94 kJ/mol and ΔEintra(CBN)=7.337 kJ/mol. CTT347 has the lowest 

CBN intramolecular energy in Table 6 and it is the 5th most stable structure in this 

search with Uinter=−293.82 kJ/mol and ΔEintra(CBN)=4.032 kJ/mol. As shown in 

Table 6, the CBN intramolecular energies of most CBN:2TMP co−crystal 

structures are near 10 kJ/mol, which is caused by the hydrogen carbon pentane 

tail conformation. Similar to CBN:TMP search, low energy structures do not have 

the CBN gas phase conformation, which means that there is a balance between 

the inter and intra molecular energy and CBN hydrogen carbon pentane tail 

conformation will lead to the packing problem in the limited search. 
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Table 6 The most stable CSP generated co−crystal structures of CBN:2TMP are named as the rank after point charge + FIT optimized by CrystalPredictor, for example, CTT1 is 
the global minimum structure after point charge + FIT optimization. Reference energy is: 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−288.399 kJ/mol. Co−crystallization 
energy is calculated by ∆Ecc=Elatt(co−crystal)−2Elatt(TMP)−Elatt(CBN). Structures that co−crystallization energies are lower than 0 are coloured as green. 

*Hydrogen bond graph sets: Ga,b,(c) G: C means chain, D means noncyclic dimers and other finite hydrogen bonds sets R means ring. a, b are number of acceptors and donors. 

Label Hydrogen 

bond 

graph 

sets* 

Space 

Group 
a /Å b /Å c /Å a /° ß /° γ /° Density 

/gcm−3 
ΔEintra 

/kJmol−1 
Intermolecular 

Lattice Energy 

/kJmol−1 

Repulsion 

Dispersion 

Energy 

/kJmol−1 

Lattice 

Energy 

/kJmol−1 

co−crystallization 

energy/ kJmol−1 

CTT32 D1,1(2) 

a 

P−1  15.687 9.3902 11.8734 97.221 81.715 94.102 1.129 7.337 −303.94 −246.58 −296.60 −8.204 

CTT332 D1,1(2) 

a 

P−1  9.2575 11.9235 16.3007 76.902 92.856 97.357 1.1139 7.29 −301.39 −237.6 −294.1 −5.701 

CTT514 D1,1(2) 

a 

P21/n  9.552 26.4774 14.1671 90 80.294 90 1.0961 8.567 −302.02 −233.03 −293.45 −5.054 

CTT130 D1,1(2) 

a 

P−1  9.0984 9.2343 22.8779 86.258 91.91 68.06 1.0901 9.569 −299.63 −232.38 −290.06 −1.662 

CTT374 D1,1(2) 

a 

P21/n  16.5741 8.9165 25.4451 90 72.439 90 1.0798 4.032 −293.82 −220.87 −289.79 −1.389 

CTT572 D1,1(2) 

a 

P−1  8.1128 15.3993 23.1806 59.978 65.723 107.497 1.104 8.419 −296.94 −236.39 −288.52 −0.122 

CTT370 D1,1(2) 

a 

P21/c  13.6229 8.8472 30.8536 90 76.052 90 1.0727 7.345 −295.47 −229.69 −288.12 0.274 

CTT752 D1,1(2) 

a 

P−1  19.2787 8.7166 10.6885 96.766 93.016 86.325 1.0885 7.419 −294.54 −238.24 −287.12 1.278 

CTT157 D1,1(2) 

a 

P−1  16.6872 15.6076 7.9865 72.846 86.569 63.328 1.0938 8.168 −294.82 −233.7 −286.65 1.747 

CTT349 D1,1(2) 

a 

P212121  8.9341 30.3757 13.4632 90 90 90 1.0595 7.112 −293.34 −229.42 −286.23 2.171 
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5.2.3 2CBN:TMP co−crystal 

 

Figure 24 Lattice energy landscape (density) for co−crystal 2CBN:1TMP search. The line is not drawn like 
1CBN:1TMP and 1CBN:2TMP co−crystal searches because all of those structures are higher than this 
cut−off energy which is Cutoff = 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−354.948 kJ/mol. 

Because of the limitation of the calculation resource, only 572 2CBN:TMP 

co−crystal structures have been optimized by CrystalOptimzier20. 

In Figure 24 and Figure 25, there are no 2CBN:TMP stable co−crystal structures. 

The lowest lattice energy is −336.046 kJ/mol in 572 structures optimized, whose 

co−crystallization energy is 9.451 kJ/mol. The co−crystallization analysis shows 

that no stable 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal structures have been found in this search.  

Comparing Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 25, the packing 

coefficients of 2CBN:TMP are lower than CBN:TMP and CBN:2TMP, which 

shows the bad packing in the limited 2CBN:TMP search. The 2CBN:TMP 

structures have one or no hydrogen bonds (Table 7) and such hydrogen bonds 

are between the hydroxyl groups in the CBN, which is similar to CBN search. No 

structures with two CBN molecules forming OH...N hydrogen bonds to the same 

TMP molecule were generated. 
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Figure 25 Lattice energy landscape (packing coefficient) for co−crystal 2CBN:1TMP search. The line is not 

drawn like 1CBN:1TMP and 1CBN:2TMP co−crystal searches, because all of those structures are higher 
than this cut−off energy, which is Cutoff = 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−354.948 kJ/mol.  

As shown in Figure 26 and Table 7, the GM structure CCT166 has a hydrogen 

bond between hydroxyl groups in CBN, which is similar to the low energy 

structures in the CBN search results. But this hydrogen bond structure is poorer 

than CANNOL, so there is more intermolecular interaction for CCT166 than 

CANNOL. Furthermore, this structure has a significant lower density than other 

1CBN:1TMP and 1CBN:2TMP and CANNOL, which is also shown in the voids 

analysis. In general, hydrogen bonds can stabilize the intermolecular interaction, 

but it is not enough for the limited 2CBN:TMP co−crystal search, meanwhile, the 

low density and packing coefficient means it is not stabilised by dispersion 

energy. Especially compared with CANNOL, CANNOL will have a more stable 

structure than GM structure in the search. In GM structure, the CBN molecules 

are not in the gas phase conformation but as shown in Figure 26, one molecule 

has the high intramolecular energy caused by the hydroxyl group out of the plane 

and another one is caused by the hydrogen carbon pentane tail.  
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As to the second lowest structure, this structure has a higher density than GM, 

but it is still smaller than CANNOL. Furthermore, there is no hydrogen bond, 

which causes the intermolecular higher than others that have hydrogen bond.  

As to the 3rd lowest structure shown in Figure 26, there is a hydrogen bond 

between TMP and CBN, which is similar to CBN:TMP and CBN:2TMP search, 

but its intermolecular energy is still higher than GM structure too much. 

Furthermore, there are the lowest CBN intramolecular energy (3.41 kJ/mol and 

2.76 kJ/mol), which are near to gas phase conformation. 

  

GM co−crystal structure of 1TMP:2CBN structure  

(Uinter=−351.09 kJ/mol ΔEintra(CBN1)=5.91 kJ/mol ΔEintra(CBN2)=9.14 kJ/mol) voids calculated 

with radius=1.2 Å and grid =0.7 Å by Mercury 

  

Third lowest lattice energy co−crystal structure of 1TMP:2CBN 

(Uinter=−336.12 kJ/mol ΔEintra(CBN1)=3.41 kJ/mol ΔEintra(CBN2)=2.76 kJ/mol) voids calculated 

with radius=1.2 Å and grid =0.7 Å by Mercury 

Figure 26 Crystal cell and voids for the lowest energy 1CBN: 2TMP co−crystal structures. The lowest 
structure contains H−bond and π−π stacking. 
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Thus, there is a complex balance among intramolecular energy, hydrogen bond, 

dispersion terms in determining the relative stability of the co−crystals. A CSP for 

2CBN:TMP is a big challenge, and the CSP was very limited CBN…TMP…CBN 

may be a good hydrogen bond structure that could have a low lattice energy if 

this motif can pack densely. There is not any CBN…TMP…CBN structure in the 

search. It could be that the assumptions in the CSP prevent such a structure 

being generated, or it may be impossible for such a structure to form a dense 

crystal. 
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Table 7 The most stable CSP generated co−crystal structures of 2CBN:TMP are named as the rank after point charge + FIT optimized by CrystalPredictor, for example, CCT1 
is the global minimum structure after point charge+ FIT optimization. Reference energy is: 2E(TMP, matching exp,rig)+ E(CBN,exp,opt) =−354.948 kJ/mol. Co−crystallization 

energy (∆𝐸 ) is calculated by 
( ) ( )

− 𝐸 (𝐶𝐵𝑁). To compare stabilization of co−crystal with different stichometry, the co−crystallization energy is calculated 

with respect to 1 mol CBN. 

*Hydrogen bond graph sets: Ga,b,(c) G: C means chain, D means noncyclic dimers and other finite hydrogen bonds sets R means ring. a, b are number of acceptors. and donors. 

Label Hydrogen 

bond 

graph 

sets* 

Space 

Group 

a /Å b /Å c /Å a /° ß /° γ /° Density 

/gcm−3 

Intra 

energy 

mol1/ 

kJmol−1 

Intra 

energy 

mol2/ 

kJmol−1 

Intermolecular 

Lattice Energy 

/kJmol−1 

Repulsion 

Dispersion 

Energy 

/kJmol−1 

Lattice 

Energy 

/kJmol−1 

co−crystallization 

energy/kJmol−1 

CCT166 D1,1(2) a P−1  17.7708 11.1877 12.326 80.528 82.874 71.826 1.0981 5.90548 9.13789 −351.09 −308.7 −336.046 9.451 

CCT4 no P−1  26.7141 14.1672 6.1314 96.676 84.632 78.812 1.12 9.02982 6.88602 −346.57 −324.96 −330.653 12.1475 

CCT496 D1,1(2) a P−1  10.6962 12.4294 18.4566 92.995 74.404 84.079 1.0733 3.40723 2.75947 −336.12 −300.57 −329.952 12.498 

CCT383 D1,1(2) a P212121  22.0799 22.5574 9.3079 90 90 90 1.0847 7.54903 4.47466 −341.06 −285.38 −329.035 12.9565 

CCT399 D1,1(2) a I2/a  29.3132 12.164 26.4437 90 82.925 90 1.0748 8.92431 15.40568 −352.73 −289.68 −328.399 13.2745 

CCT88 no P−1  16.899 22.1484 6.1459 94.443 91.004 77.27 1.1239 7.88806 8.5437 −342.77 −330.38 −326.337 14.3055 

CCT74 D1,1(2) a P−1  10.687 15.6755 14.4577 87.869 84.862 71.448 1.0994 6.26021 8.67324 −340.25 −306.97 −325.316 14.816 

CCT569 D1,1(2) a P−1  20.1587 12.4868 11.7929 102.709 72.705 63.079 1.0944 5.2218 8.48173 −337.46 −297.67 −323.756 15.596 

CCT221 no P21/a  17.8262 40.0502 6.3714 90 83.366 90 1.1129 7.44776 7.63528 −338.53 −323.91 −323.446 15.751 

CCT125 no P−1  15.6765 16.7139 10.2489 99.023 91.234 59.367 1.1044 5.53356 8.11866 −336.51 −322.96 −322.857 16.0455 

CCT60 D1,1(2) a P21/c  23.1693 23.313 8.6093 90 85.223 90 1.0851 3.36401 10.91374 −337.13 −295.27 −322.851 16.0485 

CCT352 D1,1(2) a P−1  14.3591 16.5379 11.1922 97.756 86.142 63.945 1.0736 10.09964 7.30713 −340.04 −286.63 −322.632 16.158 

CCT143 D1,1(2) a P−1  16.7624 12.1909 13.74 65.37 114.497 101.684 1.0832 4.96675 4.57113 −332.1 −282.5 −322.561 16.1935 

CCT30 D1,1(2) a P−1  29.1483 7.0182 11.2824 80.354 90.078 92.933 1.1065 6.77786 4.88607 −334.04 −319.44 −322.375 16.2865 
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5.3 Conclusion  

There are 11 CBN:TMP and 7 CBN:2TMP structures generated whose lattice 

energies are more stable than those of the components. GM and 2nd and 3rd 

lowest lattice energy 1CBN:2TMP co−crystal structures have lower 

co−crystallization energy and higher density than 1CBN:1TMP GM. There is no 

2CBN:TMP structure whose co−crystallization energy is lower than 8 kJ/mol. In 

the limited search, after ranking with co−crystallization energy, 2CBN:TMP GM 

structure is not in the 100 lowest energy structures. Thus, calculations in this 

thesis predict that the CBN:TMP ratios 1:1 and 1:2 are the experimental 

stoichiometries. 

5.3.1 Blind Test submission of structures in order of ΔECC.  

The requirements of the Blind Test were to predict the stoichiometries of the two 

observed co−crystals which had different stoichiometries (with fewer than 4 

molecules in the formula unit) and submit two ranked lists of 100 and 1500 

structures. All generated co−crystal structures (including 1CBN:1TMP, 

1CBN:2TMP, and 2CBN:1TMP) are ranked by co−crystallization energy using 

equation Equation 4 to get normalized energy respecting CBN. Only one 

2CBN:1TMP structure was submitted, because the lowest 2CBN:1TMP structure 

is ranked 114. In the lowest 99 structures, there are 65 1CBN:1TMP co−crystals 

and 34 1CBN:2TMP co−crystals. The lowest 3 structures are 1CBN:2TMP 

co−crystals with co−crystallization=−8.204 kJ/mol, −5.701 kJ/mol, −5.054 kJ/mol, 

but the rest of the list is dominated by 1CBN:1TMP. The co−crystallization 

energies of 100 lowest structures are lower than 9 kJ/mol, based on the study24, 

all 100 structures are potentially stable. 

5.3.2 Limitations of methods and confidence. 

Firstly, the biggest concern is that the CBN experimental structure (CANNOL) 

was not found in the CBN search, so it is necessary to assess whether the CSP 

search in this thesis can generate all stable structures and not ignore them after 

point charge + FIT optimization in the limited time although the CrystalOptimizer20 

computational method has been proved suitable. Based on the polar hydrogen 

bond analysis and the balance between the intermolecular and intramolecular 

energy, the crystal structure and the lattice energy after CrystalPredictor18,19 will 
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have high error because of the balance hydroxyl group position in the co−crystal 

and CBN search. 

5.3.3 Completeness of search and energy rankings 

These searches were not completed as the low energy structures were not found 

lots of times.  It is usually hoped to have all the lowest energy structures 

generated more than 20 times in the search, which is not feasible for 

multicomponent systems. But each co−crystal search have generated 1,000,000 

unique structures after point charge + FIT potential85,86,87 optimization. Similarly, 

the CBN search is not enough. All those uncompleted searches are caused by 

the flexible CBN, and more details will be discussed in the next chapter.   

In the 6th Blind Test, the co−crystal experimental structure was in the second 

batch of 1,000,000 structures generated in the search37 with fewer degree 

freedoms. As shown in the CBN conformational analysis, there are two so 

different conformations in the experimental asymmetric unit that those degrees 

of freedom cannot be ignored. Because of the time limitation (the deadline for 

submission is June 2021) and many degrees of freedom, the co−crystal searches 

are not completed (the lowest structure just has been found once). 

In this search, the lattice energy was calculated without free energy. To accurate 

calculation of Elatt model, the free energies calculation or PBE−TS/MBD* 

refinements should be done. 

5.3.4 What are submitted  

The 1500 structures landscape and 100 most likely structures by the ranking of 

those 3 searches were submitted. Confidence level for this submission is poor, 

as there is no possible CBN…TMP…CBN with good hydrogen bonds and the 

CBN tails in different conformations that nicely wrapped around TMP. But in the 

co−crystal searches, there are hydrogen bonds between CBN and TMP in the 

lowest energy structures for 1CBN:2TMP and 1CBN:1TMP and the lowest 

2CBN:1TMP structure. Some structures where CrystalOptimizer20 makes 

hydrogen bonds were generated, but far too few for confidence that the correct 

structure is generated. The inability of the CBN search to find the experimental 

structure CANNOL supports this hypothesis that this search is not sufficiently 

complete to generate a hydrogen bonded structure. 
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5.3.5 Co−crystal confidence 

As to 1CBN:1TMP and 2TMP:1CBN searches, most low energy 1CBN:1TMP 

structures are formed by CBN…TMP dimer as shown in Figure 27. Their 

co−crystallization energies are lower than or close to 0 calculated using the CBN 

experimental energy shown in Chapter 4. The lowest co−crystallization energy 

with a CBN···CBN hydrogen bond for CCT is 9.451 kJ/mol shown in Table 7. 

 

Figure 27 1CBN:2TMP GM structure with the hydrogen bond and π−π stacking. The distance of the 
hydrogen bond is 2.8 Ǻ, hydroxyl group torsion angle is −6.99°, which is near 0° in the ring plane.  

The lowest 5 co−crystallization energy structures (CTT32, CTT332, CTT514, 

CT279, CT93) have good hydrogen bonds and π stacking and close packing. 

Comparing the CBN:TMP co−crystals, CBN:2TMP co−crystals usually have 

closer packing and π stacking, which lead to the 3 lowest crystallization energy 

structures are CBN:2TMP co−crystal.  

But shown in Figure 27 most of the submitted structures do not have the gas 

phase CBN conformation caused by the hydroxyl group or the hydrogen carbon 

pentane tail. So, there is a balance between the CBN conformation 

(intramolecular energy) and packing (intermolecular energy). It seems difficult to 

generate structures for CBN or its co−crystal that have a good packing coefficient 

and strong hydrogen bond because it is an awkward shape. This may be why 

CANNOL is Z’=2 with a high energy conformation with hydroxyl group out of the 

ring plane to form a hydrogen bond. This search method is inadequate for finding 

the CBN experimental structure CANNOL, which leads to low confidence in the 
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co−crystal results. It is hoped to find the CBN…TMP…CBN structure, but there 

is no this structure. Because of the time limitation, after submission of the Blind 

Test, the assumptions in those searches were analysed to improve confidence.
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Appendix Submission to CCDC for the co−crystal challenge 

The most likely stoichiometries for two co−crystals of cannabinol (CBN) and tetramethyl pyrazine (TMP) are CBN:2TMP and 

CBN:TMP. The list of up to 1500 co−crystal structures submitted is stored on the Crystal Navigator Database and is available from 

Dr. Louise Price. The list of 100 structures, ranked in the likelihood of observation is in Table 8. 

Table 8 The submitted 100 co−crystal structures including the label, space group, density and co−crystallization energy. 

Label 

Density 

/gcm−3 
co−crystallization 

energy kJ/mol Label Density /gcm−3 

co−crystallization 

energy kJ/mol Label 

Density 

/gcm−3 
co−crystallization 

energy kJ/mol 

dfCTT32 1.129 −8.204 dfCTT22 1.1209 2.226 dfCT230 1.1072 6.323 

dfCTT332 1.1139 −5.701 dfCT601 1.0915 2.308 dfCT793 1.1047 6.331 

dfCTT514 1.0961 −5.054 dfCTT754 1.0911 2.32 dfCTT634 1.0791 6.523 

dfCT279 1.0961 −3.918 dfCTT643 1.0806 2.426 dfCT50 1.0982 6.527 

dfCT93 1.0837 −3.666 dfCTT262 1.0819 2.473 dfCT325 1.1187 6.671 

dfCT5 1.1025 −2.24 dfCT105 1.0866 2.712 dfCT472 1.091 6.71 

dfCT59 1.1033 −2.17 dfCTT569 1.1083 2.727 dfCTT793 1.0675 6.761 

dfCT60 1.0999 −2.043 dfCTT544 1.069 3.533 dfCT920 1.0915 6.786 

dfCT814 1.088 −1.884 dfCT61 1.1013 3.737 dfCT1 1.1281 6.867 

dfCTT130 1.0901 −1.662 dfCT711 1.0985 4.04 dfCTT539 1.0714 6.904 

dfCT459 1.0908 −1.632 dfCTT122 1.0522 4.086 dfCT697 1.0942 6.909 

dfCTT374 1.0798 −1.389 dfCT374 1.1193 4.264 dfCT751 1.0829 6.929 

dfCT229 1.0949 −1.099 dfCT741 1.1006 4.317 dfCTT91 1.0684 7.163 
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dfCT119 1.0818 −1.043 dfCTT760 1.081 4.36 dfCTT138 1.0506 7.233 

dfCT67 1.1258 −0.241 dfCT168 1.0964 4.52 dfCT719 1.0938 7.346 

dfCT674 1.0971 −0.194 dfCT104 1.1296 4.607 dfCT151 1.0777 7.358 

dfCTT572 1.104 −0.122 dfCT880 1.1224 4.615 dfCT370 1.0851 7.506 

dfCT316 1.0921 0.07 dfCT807 1.0764 5.011 dfCTT405 1.0743 7.632 

dfCT595 1.061 0.09 dfCTT640 1.0672 5.24 dfCT78 1.0941 7.775 

dfCTT370 1.0727 0.274 dfCTT404 1.0765 5.321 dfCTT355 1.0879 7.806 

dfCT317 1.1151 0.306 dfCT28 1.1054 5.338 dfCT667 1.0946 7.854 

dfCT4 1.1182 0.655 dfCT106 1.0643 5.402 dfCT287 1.1017 7.886 

dfCT113 1.0529 1.099 dfCTT165 1.12 5.474 dfCT74 1.0867 8.152 

dfCTT752 1.0885 1.278 dfCT155 1.1177 5.477 dfCT23 1.1015 8.209 

dfCT135 1.1132 1.504 dfCT273 1.088 5.538 dfCT545 1.0823 8.24 

dfCT871 1.0783 1.556 dfCT175 1.1157 5.637 dfCT397 1.1043 8.241 

dfCT8 1.12 1.631 dfCT26 1.102 5.655 dfCTT783 1.076 8.284 

dfCT344 1.0716 1.705 dfCT353 1.0836 5.749 dfCT192 1.1332 8.501 

dfCTT157 1.0938 1.747 dfCT68 1.0896 5.773 dfCT187 1.0853 8.683 

dfCT929 1.0883 2.025 dfCT236 1.081 5.884 dfCTT222 1.062 8.781 

dfCT52 1.1105 2.049 dfCTT856 1.0849 6.185 dfCT165 1.0714 8.797 

dfCTT349 1.0595 2.171 dfCT126 1.0815 6.206 dfCTT532 1.058 8.831 

      dfCCT166 1.0981 9.451 
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6 Analysis of limitations of the CSP method used for CBN and TMP 

and co−crystals 

Firstly, in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, the rigid molecule assumption was used for 

TMP CSP. This chapter assess whether this assumption is reasonable. Secondly, 

in Chapter 4 CBN experimental structure (CANNOL) had not been found and so 

in Chapter 5 the co−crystallization energy is calculated with the lattice energy of 

the experimental structure optimized by the same model as used in the CSP 

(Chapter 4). This chapter investigates why the CSP search method did not find 

the CBN experimental structure (CANNOL), to suggest improvements in the CSP 

methodology that will provide more confidence in the prediction of any crystal 

structure containing CBN.  

6.1 Rigid methyl group assumption for TMP 

To access whether the rigid assumption is suitable for TMP, the relaxed 

conformational energy has been scanned for TMP versus 1 methyl group torsion 

angle.  

6.1.1 A flexible CSP for TMP  

As shown in Figure 28, the rotation of one methyl group will not lead to much 

intramolecular energy change (less than 3.5 kJ/mol).  

 

Figure 28 Relaxed conformational energy scan of one methyl group in TMP (H2_C5_C2_C1) at PBE0 

6−31G(d,p). The black line shows that there is very little molecular energy difference (no more than 0.5 

kJ/mol) between the conformations with the methyl dihedral between 50° ~ 70°. The neighbouring methyl 

group shows a small change during the scan showed that the interaction among neighbour methyl group is 

weak. 
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The neighbouring methyl groups will affect each other. Hence TMP LAM grid of 

energies is formed by those 4 methyl groups. These methyl groups are ranging 

over 120° because of the symmetry of the methyl group. 

Table 9 Torsion group ranges in CrystalPredictor LAM generation for TMP flexible search 

Torsion angle Start 

point(°) 

interval (°) Finish 

point(°) 

range 

H1_C5_C2_C1 15.0⁰ 30.0⁰ 105.0⁰ 0°−120° 

H4_C6_C1_C2 15.0⁰ 30.0⁰ 105.0⁰ 0°−120° 

H7_C7_C3_C4 15.0⁰ 30.0⁰ 105.0⁰ 0°−120° 

H10_C8_C4_C3 15.0⁰ 30.0⁰ 105.0⁰ 0°−120° 

*Each LAM point is valid over a 30° range, so the point calculated at 15° covers 0°−30° degrees and so on. So in this 

case, the range of LAM points is 15°−105°, but these methyl groups are ranging over 120°. 

There are two steps in CSP process (section 2.4), so whether the rigid 

assumption is reasonable will be assessed for those two steps separately. 

6.1.2 Comparing TMP rigid search and flexible search generated in CrystalPredictor 

 

Figure 29 The torsion angles of the TMP CH3 groups (H7_C7_C3_C4, H10_C8_C4_C3 H1_C5_C2_C1, 

H4_C6_C1_C2,) for generated structures after the CrystalPredictor flexible search and are optimized using 

point charge + FIT. The black arrows denote the conformation in the rigid search. 
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Firstly, whether the rigid assumption is reasonable for the generation and rough 

optimization step in CrystalPredictor18,19 will be assessed. CrystalPredictor2.4.3.2 

was used to generate both rigid and flexible CSP searches, and optimize them 

using the FIT potential85,86,87 model and point charge model. 

The distribution of angles for each methyl group in the flexible search after 

optimization is shown in Figure 29, which shows the CH3 torsion angles of the 

flexible search are around 50° ~ 70°. In the rigid search, the methyl groups were 

kept at the TMP gas phase conformation. Figure 28 shows little molecular energy 

difference (less than 0.5 kJ/mol) when a methyl group is between the 50° ~ 70° 

relaxed optimization. Therefore, keeping methyl groups rigid during the 

generation step in CrystalPredictor is reasonable and will not lead to too many 

errors. 

6.1.3 Comparing TMP rigid search optimized by CrystalOptimizer for flexible methyl 

groups and DMACRYS with rigid methyl groups 

Next, whether the rigid assumption is reasonable for the accurate optimization 

step in CrystalOptimizer20 will be assessed. 

 

Figure 30 Workflow for comparing TMP rigid search (chapter 3) optimized by CrystalOptimizer for flexible 
methyl groups and DMACRYS with rigid methyl groups. 

Based on the conclusion of the last generation part in CrystalPredictor, the rigid 

model is reasonable for the first global generation. So, in the accurate but 

expensive optimization stage, crystal structures generated in the rigid search will 

be optimized by CrystalOptimizer (marked as Axxx) with flexible methyl groups 

and DMACRYS39 with rigid methyl groups (marked as Txxx, in chapter 3).  
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Figure 31 Lattice energy landscape summary plot for TMP from Z’=1 rigid molecule search after 

CrystalOptimizer (left) and after DMACRYS rigid refinement (right). The orthorhombic polymorph is depicted 

by the orange diamond, which is lattice energy minimum structure from MPYRAZ02, and the GM structure 

with monoclinic polymorph is depicted by orange round, which is approximately a supercell of MPYRAZ03. 

In Figure 31, rigid searches with flexible and rigid optimization find the two 

experimental structures in the CSD98 database separately, as shown in Figure 

31. In the rigid search with flexible optimization, the GM (A1193) matches the cell 

monoclinic  polymorph (MPYRAZ03 (P21/c)) in CSD98 with −77.458 kJ/mol, and 

the 6th lowest energy structure (A362) matches the cell of orthorhombic 

polymorph (MPYRAZ02) in CSD98 with −75.402 kJ/mol. In the rigid search with 

rigid optimization (Chapter 3), the GM (T11) matches cell MPYRAZ03 (P21/c) in 

CSD98 with −75.06 kJ/mol and 2nd lowest energy structure (T131) matches cell 

MPYRAZ, MPYRAZ01, MPYRAZ02 (Pbca) in CSD98 with −73.95 kJ/. Between 

rigid and flexible optimization results there is about a 1.5~2.5 kJ/mol difference. 

There is a bit of reranking between flexible and rigid optimization. But the energy 

differences between those two experimental structures in those two optimization 

results are similar (2 kJ/mol and 1 kJ/mol) and small. The difference between 

flexible search and rigid search is so small that the use of rigid TMP in the 

co−crystal CSP is a reasonable approximation. 

To compare the rigid optimization result and flexible optimization result, the 

RMSD15 and RMSD1 had been calculated in the Mercury for the generated 

monoclinic polymorph (A1193 and T11) and orthorhombic polymorph (A362 and 

T131) in those flexible and rigid optimization results.  

In Figure 32, the monoclinic and orthorhombic polymorphs in both searches are 

similar to each other (RMSD15 and RMSD1 are no more than 0.11 Å), and the 
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difference between TMP conformations is the hydrogen atoms (methyl groups 

position), but this difference is also small (no more than 10°, which will lead to the 

energy difference lower than 1 kJ/mol for each methyl group shown in Figure 28. 

To TMP CSP search, the rigid optimization and flexible optimization will not lead 

too many differences and the rigid assumption in the optimization stage is 

reasonable. 

 

 

RMSD15=0.062 Å and RMSD1=0.108 Å (including H) between monoclinic 

polymorphs found from two rigid searches optimized by CrystalOptimizer 

(flexible) and DMACRYS (rigid).  

 

  

RMSD15=0.101 Å; RMSD1=0.089 Å (including H) between orthorhombic 

polymorphs found from two rigid searches optimized by CrystalOptimizer 

(flexible) and DMACRYS (rigid).  

Figure 32 RMSD15 and RMSD1 between the generated structures matching the experimental structures 
optimized by CrystalOptimizer with 4 methyl groups and DMACRYS.  

6.1.3.1 PBE−TS and single point optimization 

The experimental structure and the predicted structures are also optimized by the 

periodic electronic structure method using CASTEP with the PBE + TS. Periodic 

electronic structure method (cry) relaxes all atoms to optimize the crystal 
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structure (section 2.3), which is different from two level approximation in 

CrystalOptimizer20 (section 2.4.2.1). cry is more accurate than mol method, thus, 

periodic electronic structure method can be used to analyze if there is something 

missed in the molecular conformation optimization in crystal.  

The RMSD1 and neighbor atoms have been calculated and shown in the Mercury 

to compare the generated structure matching orthorhombic polymorph (A362) 

and experimental structure (MPYRAZ02) optimized by CASTEP and 

CrystalOptimizer to access if the rigid assumption is reasonable for the pyrazine 

ring, which was used in the rigid searches and both rigid and flexible optimization.  

GM structure in both searches is close to the (2,1,1) supercell of MPYRAZ03. 

MPYRAZ03 has no coordinates in CSD98, which has been discussed in chapter 

3. Thus, there is no comparison for this polymorph.  

 

Structure 

Optimized by: 

A362 Optimized experimental 

structure (MPYRAZ02) 

RMSD1 / Å 

CASTEP in 

PBE−TS 

Light grey grey 0.00577 

CrystalOptimizer Blue Cyan 0.00228 

RMSD1 / Å 0.0131 0.0132  

Figure 33 The comparison among A362 and experimental structure optimized by CASTEP with PBE−TS 

and CrystalOptimizer with PBE0/6−31G(d,p) +FIT potential. 

As can be shown from the table in Figure 33, the RMSD1 between the 

experimental structure and A362 optimized by CASTEP in PBE−TS is 0.006 Å 

and optimized by CrystalOptimizer in PBE0 6−31G(d,p) is 0.002 Å. This small 
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RMSD1 shows that A362 and T131 match the experimental structure 

(MPYRAZ02). Furthermore, the RMSD1 between the experimental structure 

optimized by CASTEP and CrystalOptimizer is 0.0132 Å, and the RMSD1 

between A362 optimized by CASTEP and CrystalOptimizer is 0.0131 Å. This 

small RMSD1 shows that there is not much difference between the cry and mol 

optimization methods for TMP, and mol method is good enough for TMP. 

Table 10 Cell parameters and details of A1193, A362 and MPYRAZ02 optimized by PBE−TS or single point 
optimization. 

 Space 

group 

Z’ a/Å b/Å c/Å β/° Lattice 

energy/ 

(kJ/mol) 

RMSD1

5 with 

exp/Å 

MPYRAZ03 P21/c 0.5 5.481(2) 6.936(3) 10.302(3) 99.90(3)   

T11 P21/c 1 11.3075 6.7404 10.5452 82.881 −75.06 

 

 

T11 + PLATON P21/c 0.5 5.6537 6.7404 10.5452 98.0346      

A1193 P21/c 1 11.2077      6.8098    10.4740 98.0346    −77.46  

A1193 + PLATON P21/c 0.5 5.604 6.8098    10.4740 98.0346      

A1193+CASTEP P1 4 11.092 6.78 10.07 99.98 0  

A1193+CASTEP+PLA

TON 

P21/c 0.5 5.546 6.78 10.07 99.98 0**  

 

 

MPYRAZ02 Pbca 0.5 8.331(6) 9.225(5) 10.148(9) 90   

MPYRAZ02 

+DMACRYS  

Pbca 0.5 8.5816 9.1758 10.2507 90 −77.21 *  

MPYRAZ02+castep P1 4 8.237 9.148 9.953 90   

MPYRAZ02+CASTP+

PLATON 

Pbca 0.5 8.237 9.148 9.953 90 3.60**  

 

 

T131 Pca21  1 10.107 9.2944 8.7085 90 −73.95  0.172 

T131 after PLATON Pbca 0.5 8.7085 9.2944 10.107 90  0.172 

A362 P212121 1 9.2125 10.2681 8.5455 90 −75.40  0.112 

A362 after PLATON Pbca 0.5 8.5455 9.2125 10.2681 90  0.112 

A362+CASTEP P1 4 9.153 9.947 8.235 90 3.61** 0.093 

A362+CASTEP+PLATON Pbca 0.5 8.235 9.153 9.947 90  0.093 

*Minimum with the experimental conformation does not include the conformational energy penalty. In other words, in this 
case, the TMP molecule is not in the gas phase conformation. 

** The lattice energies of crystal structures optimized by the CASTEP are relative to the lattice energy of A1193 optimized 
by CASTEP in PBE−TS. 
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More details have been listed in Table 10 including cell parameters, lattice energy 

and RMSD15 compared to the experimental structure. As shown in Table 10, the 

rigid and flexible optimization will not lead to too many errors in the crystal 

structure cell parameters. The intramolecular energy differences for both 

polymorphs are no more than 1 kJ/mol, and the intermolecular energy differences 

are no more than 4 kJ/mol. Furthermore, the energy difference between the 

global minimum (monoclinic polymorph shown in chapter 3) and orthorhombic 

polymorph is 3.6 kJ/mol by crys(PBE−TS) and 2.2 kJ/mol (rigid optimization) or 

2.0 by the mol method, with both giving a reasonable reproduction of the crystal 

structures. Thus, optimized by CASTEP and CrystalOptimizer will not have too 

much difference for experimental structure in the landscape.  

When the generated structure is optimized with a different method, the cell 

parameters changes. As shown in Table 10, generated structure optimized by 

CrystalOptimizer and CASTEP is similar to the experimental structure optimized 

by CrystalOptimizer and CASTEP respectively. But after DMACRYS39 

optimization for generated structure and experimental structure, there is an 

obvious difference for cell parameters.  

6.2 CSP for TMP experimental structure without atomic coordinate in CSD  

Table 11 TMP monoclinic polymorphs crystal parameters. MPYRAZ03 is the experimental crystal structure 
in CSD. A1193 is the structure generated by CrystalPredictor with rigid search and optimized by 
CrystalOptimzier with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). T11 is the structure generated by CrystalPredictor with rigid search 
and optimized by DMACRYS with PBE0/6−31G(d,p). A1193 opt by CASTEP is the structure optimized by 
CASTEP with PBE−TS starting from A1193.  

 a b c β Standard 

deviation (%)* 

MPYRAZ03 5.48 Å 6.94 Å 10.3 Å 99.9°  

A 1193 opt 

by CASTEP 

+(4.7%)** −2.3% −2.2% +0.08% 5.73 

A1193 +9.04% −1.87% +1.69% −1.87% 9.57 

T11 +12.68% −2.88% +2.38% −1.87% 13.35 

*It is calculated by (
∆

) + (
∆

) + (
∆

) + (
∆

)   

** These data are relevant to the experimental data. 

The cell parameters of the monoclinic structure optimized by a variety of methods 

different from those of the experimental structures for monoclinic polymorph as 
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shown in Table 11. Although the CASTEP optimization gives the best overall 

reproduction, the effect of these small errors on the powder patterns needs to be 

considered.  

The pXRD results of generated structures optimized by different methods and 

experimental structures for monoclinic polymorph and orthorhombic polymorph 

have been shown in Figure 34 and Figure 35. As introduced in chapter 2, pXRD 

is the fingerprint for crystal which could be used to identify a new sample of the 

orthorhombic form. So finding the accurate pXRD pattern for crystal is important. 

 

Figure 34 pXRD of MPYRAZ02 (which has atomic coordinates) and MPYRAZ02 optimized by different 
methods. The major peaks are labelled by the lattice planes. 

For the orthorhombic polymorph with known atomic coordinates, the CASTEP 

optimised structure gives a power pattern (Figure 34), that is closest to the 

experimental structure. The (021) peak is overlapping with the (200) peak in the 

simulated experimental structure and the CASTEP structure. There is not too 

much difference between the rigid TMP structure (optimized by DMACRYS39) and 

the structure where the methyl groups can rotate (CrystalOptimizer20 results), but 

the peaks are at a smaller 2θ than the experimental results of MPYRAZ02. 
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Figure 35 pXRD of generated structure matching the monoclinic MPYRAZ03 optimized by different methods. 
The major peaks are labelled by the lattice planes 

As shown in Figure 35, the generated structure of the monoclinic polymorph 

optimized with different methods will have different pXRD results. In the rigid 

molecule DMACRYS optimization, the (011) and (100) peaks cannot be 

separated; the (021) and (112) peaks cannot be separated; (11−2) peak is so 

weak and near to the strong peak (102) that it is difficult to measure. As Table 11 

suggests that the closest cell match is that given by CASTEP, and this provides 

the best reproduction of the known orthorhombic pXRD (Figure 34), it seems 

probable that the CASTEP optimization is providing the best estimate of the 

crystal structure of the monoclinic form. Thus, the “.res” file is in the Appendix.  

6.2.1 Conclusion  

Since the observed structures have been found near the global minimum in lattice 

energy and these minima reproduce the experimental structures well in both rigid 

and flexible searches, the energy model (DMACRYS39 with PBE0/6−31G(d,p)) is 

adequate for the interactions between TMP molecules for the co−crystal studies.  

A model for atomic coordinates of the monoclinic form has been put in the 

Appendix. Should an experimental sample of the monoclinic polymorph be 

obtained, its pXRD should be compared with Figure 35. If there is a match, within 

the variations of the different computational models, the CSP generated .res file 
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could be used as a starting point for refining the TMP monoclinic polymorph 

structure against the experimental pXRD pattern.  
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6.3 Limitations of CrystalPredictor in CSP of CBN 

In chapter 4, the experimental CBN structure (CANNOL) was not found in the 

limited CBN Z’=2 search and generated structures in this search were less dense 

and less stable (Figure 16) than the CBN experimental structure (CANNOL) 

optimized with the same model.  

Whether the CrystalOptimizer20 is suitable for the experimental structure 

CANNOL has been proved in Chapter 4, but as discussed in chapter 5, if the 

reason why there is no experimental structure in the search used in chapter 4 can 

be found, confidence in co−crystal searches will be improved. 

Thus, whether the CrystalPredictor18,19 is suitable for the CBN will be assessed 

in this section. As shown in 2.4.1.1, there are two steps in CrystalPredictor 

including the generation step using Sobol sequence and the rough optimization 

and ranking step using the point charge + FIT potential85,86,87 model. Thus, in this 

section, those two steps will be assessed separately. 

6.3.1 Limitation of Sobol sequence (generation step) 

Firstly, whether the Sobol sequence is suitable for the CBN will be assessed in 

this section. To assess it, as shown in Figure 36, the structures will be generated 

with rigid experimental conformations and rigidly optimised using point 

charge+FIT potential model85,86,87 in CrystalPredictor18,19. Those results will be 

compared to the experimental structure optimized using point charge+FIT 

potential model to assess if the experimental structure can be generated in Sobol 

sequence. The optimization in CrystalPredictor using point charge + FIT potential 

model in this section is different from chapter 4. In chapter 4, there is the flexible 

optimization with flexible hydrogen carbon pentane tail and hydroxyl group, but in 

this section, there is the rigid optimization with rigid CBN conformation.  

Optimization with a flexible hydroxyl group using point charge model is not 

suitable for the CBN, which will be discussed in the next section. 

In Figure 10, the hydroxyl group torsion angle of gas phase CBN conformation 

molecule is 0°, which is described as the hydroxyl group is “in the ring” in this 

thesis. The hydroxyl group torsion angle of the conformation of molecule 1 in the 

experimental structure’s is 49.58°, which is defined as “out of the plane of the 

ring” in this thesis. 
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Figure 36 Workflow for rigid CBN search with experimental conformations and experimental structure.  

6.3.1.1 Testing structure generation with rigid experimental conformations 

The small search with only P21/c space group for Z’=2 with rigid CBN 

experimental conformations is tested in CrystalPredictor2.4.3.218,19 with 100,000 

structures and 0.6−1.2 g/cm3 optimized by the FIT potential85,86,87 + point charge. 

Then they will be compared to the experimental structure rigidly optimized by the 

FIT potential + point charge. The optimizing experimental structure with the same 

model was 11 kJ/mol more stable than the GM structure in this rigid search.  

The CBN experimental structure (CANNOL) cannot be found in this rigid search 

with experimental molecular conformation and experimental space group (P21/c). 

Compared to the rigid search, flexible search would require more degrees of 

freedom. Furthermore, in this rigid search, just the experimental space group has 

been considered, but in the search 61 common space groups are required at 

least. Thus, for CBN in Z’=2 would need to be extremely exhaustive before it 

could generate the experimental structures for enough space group. 

6.3.2 Limitation of point charge + FIT model 

The wrong hydrogen atomic exp−6 potential parameter is used in chapter 4. So, 

it is necessary to make sure whether FIT potential85,86,87 + point charge causes 

the error in the original search use. The repulsion−dispersion interaction is 

calculated using Equation 3. In Equation 3, the A, B, C parameters of hydrogen 

atoms are dependent on the atom types that are bonding to the hydrogen atom 

(such as C−H, N−H or O−H), because the hydrogen atom only has one electronic 

and one positive charge in the nucleus. Coombes polar hydrogen atomic potential 

parameter87 (AHH=5029.68 kJ/mol, BHH=4.66 Å−1, CHH= 21.50 kJmol−1Å) are fitted 

to the hydrogen atom in N−H; Beyer polar hydrogen atomic potential parameter86 
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(AHH=2263.3 kJ/mol, BHH=4.66 Å−1, CHH= 21.50 kJmol−1Å) are fitted to the 

hydrogen atom in O−H; and the standard non−polar hydrogen atomic potential 

parameter (AHH=11971 kJ/mol, BHH=3.74 Å−1, CHH= 136.4 kJmol−1Å) are fitted to 

the hydrogen atom in C−H (non−polar H). In chapter 4, the standard non−polar 

hydrogen atomic potential parameters (C−H) were used. As shown in Figure 40, 

there is a big difference compared to the polar hydrogen model, but these non 

exp−6 parameters were only used in CrystalPredictor18,19, which will be corrected 

in the CrystalOptimizer20. More details are shown later in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 37 Figures from left to right are CANNOL, CANNOL optimized by FIT + point charge with non−polar 
hydrogen atomic potential parameters, CANNOL optimized by FIT + point charge with Beyer polar 
hydrogen atomic potential parameters respectively. The hydrogen bond contact distance is defined as 
smaller than the vdW radii (defaults in Mercury).  

The experimental CANNOL structure is used as the starting point for MINIMISE 

with flexible hydroxyl group and hydrogen carbon pentane tail (which is the 

optimization program in CrystalPredictor with point charge + FIT potential85,86,87 

model used in chapter 4) to access whether the FIT + point charge model is 

suitable for CANNOL experimental structure. MINIMISE optimization results with 

Beyer polar hydrogen atomic potential parameters and non−polar hydrogen 

atomic potential parameters have been shown in Figure 37 and compared to the 

experimental structure. To easily compared optimization results, there are some 

renumbers for OH…O hydrogen bond.  

After the optimization using point charge + FIT86,87 model, the O2_H2…O3 is 

optimized to the middle of the O1_H1 and O3. Hence, the second reason why 

the experimental structure CANNOL was not found in chapter 4 is that FIT + point 
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charge model does not suit for hydroxyl group in CANNOL. This could be 

because the point charge model does not represent the electrostatic effects of 

the lone pairs on the oxygen atoms. This will be corrected using the atomic 

multipoles in CrystalOptimzier or cry method. 

Table 12 Testing different optimization models starting from different structures to find the suitable model 
that can form CANNOL. 
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  Starting point End point 

1 Nonpolar hydrogen* FIT 

potential + point charge 

(CrystalPredictor step in 

chapter 4) 

Exp** YES 49.58 NO 1.83 3.476 

3.272 

0.516 

2 Polar hydrogen* FIT + 

point charge 

Exp YES 49.58 NO 16.82 3.015 

3.260 

0.525 

3 Polar hydrogen* William 

potential +point charge 

Exp YES 49.58 NO −30.2

4 

2.889 

3.320 

0.606 

4 Polar hydrogen FIT 

potential + DMA  

(CrystalOptimier step in 

chapter 4) 

Exp YES 49.58 YES 51.62 3.078 

2.769 

0.17 

5 Polar hydrogen FIT 

potential + DMA 

CSP in Chapter 4  

End2*

* 

NO 1.83 YES 45.41 3.148 

2.737 

0.238 

6 DFTB3−D3 Exp YES 49.58 YES 44.85 2.891 

2.732 

0.314 

7 DFTB3−D3 End2 NO 16.82 YES 22.37 3.308 

2.774 

0.63 

* Nonpolar hydrogen means using the standard non−polar hydrogen (C−H) in point charge optimization, polar hydrogen 
means using the Coombes polar hydrogen parameters (N−H) in point charge optimization.  

** As to starting structures, “Exp” means the experimental structure with added hydrogen atoms in section 4.1 collected 
from CSD using Mercury; “End2” means the end structure in No.2 of Table 12, which is the experimental structure with 
added hydrogen atoms optimized by the Minimise using polar hydrogen FIT potential + point charge. 

*** In this table, atoms are numbered as in Figure 37. And the experimental data are 2.921 Å and 2.734 Å 

**** Hydrogen bond is defined by the Mercury default parameters. 
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In Table 12, CBN experimental structures (CANNOL exp) or CANNOL optimized 

with point charge model (end2) are optimized using different models to compare 

whether different models are suitable for CANNOL and to investigate whether the 

models can retrieve the correct structure starting from a minimum obtained with 

the point charge model, as would be generated by CrystalPredictor. 

After the FIT + point charge optimization, the O1_H2…O2_H2…O3 hydrogen 

bond in experimental structure (CANNOL) cannot be formed, but using 

CrystalOptimizer or DFTB3−D3 optimization67, the O1_H2…O2_H2…O3 

hydrogen bond will be formed. Results of CrystalOptimizer and DFTB3−D3 show 

that the O1_H2…O2_H2…O3 hydrogen bond structure is the lowest energy 

structure. It means that in chapter 4 the hydrogen atoms are added to the 

experimental structure correctly. But the results of FIT + point charge shows that 

point charge model is not suitable for this search regardless of exp−6 model used 

for the hydroxyl group.  

As to optimization No. 5 and 7 (the last DFTB3−D3 result) in Table 12, the starting 

structure is the minimise structure optimized by point charge + FIT. After 

CrystalOptimizer optimization, the O1_H2…O2_H2…O3 is corrected and the 

RMSD15 compared to the experimental structure is small. But after the 

DFTB3−D3, O1_H2…O2_H2…O3 is corrected to some extent but the hydroxyl 

group (OH) torsion angle is not good enough, and RMSD15 to the experimental 

structure is also poor. Furthermore, compared with the distance between oxygen 

atoms, CrystalOptimizer results agree with the experimental structure well 

whatever the starting point is; the DFTB3−D3 result agree with the experimental 

structure only when the starting point is the experimental structure, as to start 

with the wrong structure optimized by point charge model, the mol2 molecule will 

be optimized far away from the mol1.  

6.3.3 Conclusion  

1, In section 6.3.1, a rigid search with 100,000 structures using experimental 

conformations for space group P21/c cannot find the CBN experimental structure 

(CANNOL). As to completed flexible search, more degrees of freedom and space 

groups should be considered than the rigid search, thus, Sobol sequence 

requires millions of generated structures for flexible CBN search to generate the 
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experimental structure. In other words, it is difficult to use Sobol sequence to 

generate CANNOL experimental structure.  

2, The hydroxyl group hydrogen bond system with lone pairs is not well modelled 

with the used in CrystalPredictor18,19 point charge model. When CANNOL is 

optimized with point charge model, the hydroxyl group that was out of the plane 

of the attached ring will switch to being in the plane of the ring forming an 

unrealistic structure with the two hydroxyl groups pointing toward each other. 

Checking the log file, the hydrogen bonds fluctuate a bit during the optimization, 

and then the hydrogen bonding region expands so there is space for the hydroxyl 

group to swing around. Then they close back up to make the "incorrect" hydrogen 

bond. This incorrect O−H...H−O hydrogen bond was seen a few times in the CBN 

limited searches, so it is favourable on the point charge + FIT potential85,86,87 

energy surface, which shows point charge model is not suitable for the lone pair 

hydrogen bond.  

There is very little movement from cell parameters or atoms apart from the 

hydroxyl group dihedral. The problem with the point charge model in 

CrystalPredictor was found in rigid coronene. The point charge model cannot give 

a lattice energy minimum for one of the coronene experimental polymorphs1. 

Coronene experimental polymorphs will be optimized to the same structure when 

those two coronene experimental structures are optimized by point charge+FIT 

model. Two structures keep distinct after optimization with DMACRYS39 using a 

distributed multipole electrostatic model, which shows point charge model is poor. 

The anisotropic nature of the delocalized π system is needed to define separate 

minima for the two polymorphs in a way that point charges cannot. Coronene 

have delocalized π bonds, and experimental CBN has the lone pair in the 

hydroxyl group, their delocalized π bond or lone pair cannot be presented by point 

charge model accurately. Coronene experimental structure was found in 

Molpak99 search and ranked as low energy because the multipoles can express 

their electronic structure accurately 2 . MOLPAK cannot be used for flexible 

 
1 Dr. Rui Guo did the coronene CSP search using CrystalPredictor, but only one experimental 
structure has been found.  
2 Dr. Louise Price did this Molpak search. 
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molecules like CBN, however it appears that point charge model is not suitable 

for delocalized π bonds and multipoles model is suitable for delocalized π bonds. 

So, the point charge model cannot present the π stacking and lone pairs where 

CrystalPredictor2.4.3.2 is failing. CrystalOptimizer20 with atomic multipoles can 

present the lone pair and π−bond with anisotropy. DFTB3−D3 67 can present the 

lone pair to some extent.  

The group of Pantelides and Adjiman at Imperial College is trying to adapt 

CrysyalPredictor to use the multipole model instead the point charge model to 

deal with this problem, however the code is not yet available.   

6.4 Testing alternative methods 

 

Figure 38 3 workflows for a CBN CSP search. Workflow 1 is the original search, and it is used in the 

co°−crystal search. Workflow 2 and Workflow 3 are investigated new CSP workflows using DFTB3−D3 

based on workflow1 and aim to correct the problem caused by the point charge model. 

Two new workflows have been investigated (Figure 38) to test with limited 

searches. The Beyer polar hydrogen atomic FIT potential85,86,87 was used for all 

repulsive and dispersion models. Workflow 1 in Figure 38 was used for the first 

CBN flexible search (chapter 4) and co−crystal searches (chapter 5).  

6.4.1 New search using Workflow 2  

As shown in Table 12, after optimizations by DFTB3−D367, CBN experimental 

structure can keep the hydroxyl group out of the plane, so this DFTB3−D3 cry 
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relaxed all atoms optimization model is suitable for CBN lone pair with the limited 

computational resource. 

The DFTB3−D3 method is used instead of the FIT potential85,86,87 + point charge 

optimization model in the first rough lattice energy calculation and ranking stage. 

The lattice energies were calculated using the DMACRYS39 shown in Figure 38 

workflow 2.  

1,000 structures are generated in the small Z’=2 search with only P21/c space 

group (CBN experimental structure space group) from 0.3 to 0.6 g/cm3 density. 

Then generated structures are optimized using DFTB3−D3. Finally, DMACRYS 

is used to calculate lattice energies of those optimized structures.  

The experimental structure in this small search still was not found. The GM lattice 

energy after DFTB3−D3 and DMACRYS optimization is −135 kJ/mol which is 

different from the CANNOL lattice energy after DFTB3−D3 and DMACRYS with 

−150 kJ/mol. There is still a large gap between the GM and experimental 

structure, but it is a small search for this very flexible molecule. GM forms the 

hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl group and the oxygen atom in the ring by 

the same symmetry equivalent molecules, which is similar to experimental 

structure, but other symmetry equivalent molecule is still formed with different 

ways from the experimental structure. 

In theory, if the search is large enough and completed, this workflow could find 

the experimental structure because the DFTB3−D3 is suitable for modelling the 

lone pair in the hydroxyl group of CBN. Although the DFTB3−D3 model is cheaper 

than CrystalOptimizer20 in PBE0/6−31G(d,p) and FIT potential, it is still more 

expensive than point charge model too much. It is difficult to optimize more than 

100,000 structures using DFTB3−D3 model in small computer and as shown in 

section 6.3.1, 100,000 structures search is far away from the completed Sobol 

sequence search.  

6.4.2 New search using workflow 3 

To assess the larger search than the search in section 6.4.1, workflow 3 is 

investigated. As shown in Table 12, after the poor point charge model 

optimization and DFTB−D367 optimization, the hydroxyl group in CBN molecule 

of CANNOL can be corrected to some extent. So Sobol sequence generated CBN 
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crystal structures are roughly optimized and ranked using point charges+FIT 

potential85,86,87 model firstly, then DFTB3−D3 is used to optimize the lowest 300 

structures and their lattice energies are calculated by DMACRYS39 shown in 

Figure 38 workflow 3.  

There is a balance between the inter− and intra− molecular energy in the lattice 

energy calculation. When the conformation is not the gas phase, but the hydrogen 

bond can be formed, there is more intermolecular energy reduction than the 

intramolecular increase and the total lattice energy will reduce. there is a balance 

between the intermolecular interaction and the intramolecular interaction.  

After the generation step if the density of a structure is low and molecules in this 

structure are far away with each other, during the optimization, the intramolecular 

energy usually will be optimized to the gas phase conformation firstly. The 

intermolecular energy is negligible as the molecules are too far apart, so those 

molecules are difficult to be changed from the gas phase to get the lower 

intermolecular interaction in the Minimize step. So, increasing the density in the 

generation step can reduce the distance among molecules and make the 

intermolecular and intramolecular interactions are optimized together. So, the 

density limitation is increased in workflow 3 of Figure 38 from 0.3−0.6 g/cm3 to 

0.6−1.2 g/cm3 to improve the accuracy.  

There is a significant reranking after the DFTB3−D3 optimization. GM structure 

in workflow 3 of Figure 38 is formed with the OH…O ring hydrogen bond, but this 

hydrogen bond is formed between the symmetry equivalent molecules which is 

different from the experimental structure CANNOL. The lattice energy of the GM 

is 8 kJ/mol higher than the experimental structure using the same optimization 

model. 

In Table 12, after FIT and point charge optimization and DFTB3−D367 

optimization, the hydroxyl group is optimized to the correct position to some 

extent, but there is a still large error compared to the experimental structure. So, 

there are some better structures in workflow 3 than workflow 1 (which will be 

chosen and briefly introduced in section 6.5), but it is still an unsuccessful 

improvement on the search, this DFTB3−D3 corrects the hydrogen bonding 

conformation but it is not sufficient. 
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6.4.3 Conclusion  

As shown in Table 12, FIT potential85,86,87 + point charge model forces the 

hydroxyl group into the plane of the ring where it cannot form the hydrogen bond 

in CANNOL. DFTB3−D367 can keep the hydroxyl group out of the ring and form 

the hydrogen bond, but it cannot correct the hydrogen bonding conformation 

sufficiently, and it is expensive. 

In this section, two new workflows have been investigated aiming to deal with the 

limitations in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. Although the experimental structure was 

still not be found, it can be believed that the experimental CBN structure should 

be found in a workflow 2 search that was extensive enough. However, 

DFTB3−D3 is more expensive than point charge model, so new workflow 2 is too 

expensive. Workflow 3 is investigated to reduce the cost of workflow 2, but it is 

unsuccessful because DFTB3−D3 cannot correct the hydrogen bonding 

conformation sufficiently. 

6.5 Sensitivity to potential model  

This section is used to test the relative energy for CBN crystal intermolecular 

energy surface to make sure that the polar hydrogen atomic FIT potential85,86,87 

model used in chapter 5 co−crystal CSP in final energy evaluation, ie using 

atomic multiple, is reasonable. 

6.5.1 Methodology  

To test the effect of different potential, basis sets and charge density, CSP 

generated structures are selected which are low in energy after the DFTB3−D367 

and DMACRYS39 optimization, but differ in hydrogen bonds.  
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Figure 39 Workflow of testing sensitivity to potential model in DMACRYS with different basis sets, functional, 
and potential parameters. The colours of the rectangles match the colours of the arrows in Figure 41.  

GM structure in the workflow 3 of Figure 38 is formed with the OH…O ring 

hydrogen bond, but this hydrogen bond is formed between the symmetry 

equivalent molecules which is different from the experimental CANNOL structure. 

8th and 9th lowest structures form the chain with the same symmetry equivalence 

molecule which is similar to the experimental structure. However, another 

symmetry equivalence molecule does not form a hydrogen bond with others, 

which disagree with the experimental structure. The 14th lowest structure forms 

the chain by the same symmetry equivalence molecule.  

The single point energy calculation and DMACRYS optimization will be calculated 

by different models including changing the hydrogen atomic exp−6 FIT 

potential85,86,87 and using a different charge density for the atomic multipoles, ie 

MP2, PBE rather than PBE0 and 6−311++G(2d,p) rather than 6−31G(d,p) basis 

set. 
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6.5.2 Results  

 

Figure 40 Dispersion−repulsion potential for hydroxyl group along non−polar hydrogen (grey)  (AHH=11971 

kJ/mol, BHH=3.74 Å−1, CHH= 136.4 kJmol−1Å), compared to that along Coombes polar H(orange) 

(AHH=5029.68 kJ/mol, BHH=4.66 Å−1, CHH= 21.50 kJmol−1Å) and Beyer polar hydrogen model (blue)  

(AHH=2263.3 kJ/mol, BHH=4.66 Å−1, CHH= 21.50 kJmol−1Å). Black arrows highlight the O…H bond distance 

in the hydrogen bonds in the experimental structure CANNOL. This shows the experimental hydrogen bond 

repulsion and dispersion energy is sensitive to the different hydrogen parameters.  

Coombes potential is the most popular potential. This polar hydrogen atomic 

potential model is usually used in the repulsion−dispersion interaction calculation 

using Equation 3. This Coombes potential model is based on the hydrogen bond 

formed by N−H, but the O−H…O hydrogen bond is different from N−H…O 

hydrogen bond. Thus, there is another Beyer potential that is used to present the 

hydrogen bond formed by the donor O−H. As shown in Figure 40, when the 

distance between the accepter and hydrogen atom is longer than 3.5 Ǻ, there is 

not too much difference between Coombes and Beyer polar hydrogen atomic 

potential, but if the distance between the accepter and hydrogen atom is smaller 

than 3.0 Ǻ, the difference between those two polar hydrogen atomic models 

cannot be ignored, for example, in the experimental structure distance about 1.8 

Å, those two models will lead to about 5 kJ/mol difference. As to the non−polar 

hydrogen model, there is a big difference compared to the polar hydrogen model, 

but these non−polar exp−6 parameters were only used in CrystalPredictor18,19, 

which will be corrected in the CrystalOptimizer20. 
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Figure 41 Energy comparison among 5 structures using different methods. Green arrow means the single 

point calculation using Beyer potential shown in Figure 39. Red arrow means the single point calculation 

using 6−31G(d,p) shown in Figure 39. Blue arrow means the single point calculation using MP2 shown in 

Figure 39. 

The experimental structure is more sensitive to different polar hydrogen 

potentials, and charge densities for multipoles than the other CSP generated 

structures. Compared to the model used in CSP chapter, different polar hydrogen 

potentials, DFT method and basis set will lead to a large energy difference 

between the crystal structures after optimization.  
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The other CSP generated structures are not sensitive to the different polar 

hydrogen potentials, because their hydrogen bond is longer than the 

experimental structure. After the Coombes potential is changed to Beyer potential 

and the structure optimization, the final repulsion−dispersion energies are close 

to each other with small crystal structure changes (RMSD15 is less than 0.1). In 

the model that is not accurate enough, the experimental structure has the lowest 

lattice energy as well. Other generated structures are not sensitive to the different 

models, whose packing coefficients are lower than the experimental structure and 

distances between hydrogen are longer than the experimental structure.  Hence 

the shorter hydrogen bond in the experimental structure means that the relative 

lattice energy is sensitive to the charge densities used for the electrostatics model 

and the polar hydrogen parameters. 

6.6 Conclusion  

1. CSP approach used for co−crystal is adequate for TMP rigid assumption 

and has been used to propose a structure for the monoclinic polymorph 

shown in section 6.1.3.1. The results are only slights affected by keeping 

TMP rigid. However, it is not adequate for CBN. 

2. Sobol sequence is difficult to be used to generate the CBN experimental 

structure CANNOL, because the rigid 100,000 structures search with the 

experimental space group did not find the experimental structure 

CANNOL. The flexible CBN search with 61 space groups will be expensive 

because of the big search. 

3. Point charge model cannot present the lone pairs in hydroxyl groups, so 

point charge model optimization method will lead to large errors for CBN 

experimental structure (CANNOL). 

4. There is a balance between the intra− and inter− molecular energy in CBN 

experimental structure (CANNOL). When the hydroxyl group is not in the 

gas phase conformation and the intramolecular energy will increase, but 

two hydrogen bonds can be formed to reduce the intermolecular energy in 

CANNOL.  Furthermore, the CBN hydrogen carbon pentane tail is so 

flexible that it affects the packing. When two symmetry equivalences are 

near to each other, hydrogen carbon pentane tail will cause steric 

hindrance in the search. In Figure 9, CSP generated structures are likely 
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to have molecules that are parallel to each other, but in the experimental 

structure, the molecules’ tails are perpendicular to each other.  

5. Using DFTB3−D367 for the initial lattice energy optimisation in 

CrystalPredictor18,19 instead of a point charge model is in principle an 

improvement that should lead to finding the experimental structure 

CANNOL. However, it is too expensive to test within a sufficiently large 

CSP search. Adapting CrystalPredictor to take multipoles rather than just 

the atomic charge in the initial lattice optimisation may be more 

cost−effective than using DFTB3−D3 method to represent lone pair and π 

bond that stabilises the out of plane hydroxyl group. 

6. The density in the generation step was increased to ensure that the 

intermolecular and intramolecular interaction are optimized together. 

Although the experimental structure of CBN still was not found, this 

emphasises that all the parameters in CrystalPredictor need to be 

considered for large systems.  
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6.7 Appendix: monoclinic TMP suggested .res file 
TITL   monoclinic TMP suggested .res file. 
CELL  1.54180   11.09186   6.782278   10.06723         90   99.98487         90 
LATT −1 
SFAC H C N 
 
H       1   0.4800833151621  0.1884921912568  0.4550810054986  
H       1   0.5199166848379  0.8115078087432  0.5449189945014  
H       1   0.4800833151621  0.3115078087432  0.9550810054986  
H       1   0.5199166848379  0.6884921912568  0.0449189945014  
H       1   0.3479380696649  0.0362280990852  0.4488500743783  
H       1   0.6520619303351  0.9637719009148  0.5511499256217  
H       1   0.3479380696649  0.4637719009148  0.9488500743783  
H       1   0.6520619303351  0.5362280990852  0.0511499256217  
H       1   0.3726484801162  0.1720292253847  0.3045558172615  
H       1   0.6273515198838  0.8279707746153  0.6954441827385  
H       1   0.3726484801162  0.3279707746153  0.8045558172615  
H       1   0.6273515198838  0.6720292253847  0.1954441827385  
H       1   0.3668230105287  0.4935249456820  0.2087002879952  
H       1   0.6331769894713  0.5064750543180  0.7912997120048  
H       1   0.3668230105287  1.0064750543180  0.7087002879952  
H       1   0.6331769894713 −0.0064750543180  0.2912997120048  
H       1   0.3937110664057  0.7363596136773  0.2757732554603  
H       1   0.6062889335943  0.2636403863227  0.7242267445397  
H       1   0.3937110664057  0.7636403863227  0.7757732554603  
H       1   0.6062889335943  0.2363596136773  0.2242267445397  
H       1   0.4940606853525  0.5386201937647  0.3367425627866  
H       1   0.5059393146475  0.4613798062353  0.6632574372133  
H       1   0.4940606853525  0.9613798062353  0.8367425627867  
H       1   0.5059393146475  0.0386201937647  0.1632574372134  
H       1   0.0059451145798  0.4614313964807  0.6633227101787  
H       1   0.9940548854202  0.5385686035193  0.3366772898213  
H       1   0.0059451145798  0.0385686035193  0.1633227101787  
H       1   0.9940548854202  0.9614313964807  0.8366772898213  
H       1   0.1061065531250  0.2633615346973  0.7240801063508  
H       1   0.8938934468750  0.7366384653027  0.2759198936492  
H       1   0.1061065531250  0.2366384653027  0.2240801063508  
H       1   0.8938934468750  0.7633615346973  0.7759198936492  
H       1   0.1332322806378  0.5060070113593  0.7913998260735  
H       1   0.8667677193622  0.4939929886407  0.2086001739265  
H       1   0.1332322806378 −0.0060070113593  0.2913998260735  
H       1   0.8667677193622  1.0060070113593  0.7086001739265  
H       1   0.1273511842519  0.8277609459304  0.6955089968864  
H       1   0.8726488157481  0.1722390540696  0.3044910031136  
H       1   0.1273511842519  0.6722390540696  0.1955089968864  
H       1   0.8726488157481  0.3277609459304  0.8044910031136  
H       1   0.1521192366524  0.9636112562190  0.5512599606558  
H       1   0.8478807633476  0.0363887437810  0.4487400393442  
H       1   0.1521192366524  0.5363887437810  0.0512599606558  
H       1   0.8478807633476  0.4636112562190  0.9487400393442  
 

H       1   0.0199466869342  0.8113889743922  0.5449460863210  
H       1   0.9800533130658  0.1886110256078  0.4550539136790  
H       1   0.0199466869342  0.6886110256078  0.0449460863210  
H       1   0.9800533130658  0.3113889743922  0.9550539136790  
C       2   0.3204127719251  0.5370378162941  0.4056865832517  
C       2   0.6795872280749  0.4629621837059  0.5943134167483  
C       2   0.3204127719251  0.9629621837059  0.9056865832517  
C       2   0.6795872280749  0.0370378162941  0.0943134167483  
C       2   0.3121789008966  0.3460243885466  0.4588046703312  
C       2   0.6878210991034  0.6539756114534  0.5411953296688  
C       2   0.3121789008966  0.1539756114534  0.9588046703312  
C       2   0.6878210991034  0.8460243885466  0.0411953296688  
C       2   0.1795818943524  0.4627745424175  0.5943561343612  
C       2   0.8204181056476  0.5372254575825  0.4056438656388  
C       2   0.1795818943524  0.0372254575825  0.0943561343612  
C       2   0.8204181056476  0.9627745424175  0.9056438656388  
C       2   0.1878319703725  0.6537983329615  0.5412534177224  
C       2   0.8121680296275  0.3462016670385  0.4587465822776  
C       2   0.1878319703725  0.8462016670385  0.0412534177224  
C       2   0.8121680296275  0.1537983329615  0.9587465822776  
C       2   0.3816626772575  0.1759760427082  0.4147827830931  
C       2   0.6183373227425  0.8240239572918  0.5852172169069  
C       2   0.3816626772575  0.3240239572918  0.9147827830931  
C       2   0.6183373227425  0.6759760427082  0.0852172169069  
C       2   0.3979636889847  0.5792230665630  0.3010390606076  
C       2   0.6020363110153  0.4207769334370  0.6989609393924  
C       2   0.3979636889847  0.9207769334370  0.8010390606076  
C       2   0.6020363110153  0.0792230665630  0.1989609393924  
C       2   0.1020015060922  0.4205545208000  0.6989713092037  
C       2   0.8979984939078  0.5794454792000  0.3010286907963  
C       2   0.1020015060922  0.0794454792000  0.1989713092037  
C       2   0.8979984939078  0.9205545208000  0.8010286907963  
C       2   0.1183624022712  0.8238588645172  0.5852841083532  
C       2   0.8816375977288  0.1761411354828  0.4147158916468  
C       2   0.1183624022712  0.6761411354828  0.0852841083532  
C       2   0.8816375977288  0.3238588645172  0.9147158916468  
N       3   0.2582317513727  0.6877467871141  0.4478112987475  
N       3   0.7417682486273  0.3122532128859  0.5521887012525  
N       3   0.2582317513727  0.8122532128859  0.9478112987475  
N       3   0.7417682486273  0.1877467871141  0.0521887012525  
N       3   0.2417733482344  0.3120715532969  0.5522401821741  
N       3   0.7582266517656  0.6879284467031  0.4477598178259  
N       3   0.2417733482344  0.1879284467031  0.0522401821741  
N       3   0.7582266517656  0.8120715532969  0.9477598178259  
END 
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7 Conclusions, before and after receiving experimental structures 

for co−crystals 

In this thesis, CSP studies on TMP and CBN and their co−crystals are reported 

in chapter 3,4,5, which was the entry for the 7th Blind Test target XXX. 

Predicted co−crystal structures of target XXX in this thesis were submitted to 

CCDC, the required lists of generated 1500 structures and co−crystallization 

energy ranked the most stable 100 structures shown in Table 8 on 29th June 

2021. Further work on CSP CBN revealed that the method used in Chapters 4, 

and 5 was inadequate for CBN, because the experimental conformation with 

hydroxyl group (OH) out of the plane was too energetically unfavourable. 

Thus, this thesis suggested an alternative strategy for CBN CSP, but it is too 

expensive to be carried out for CBN Z’=2. This thesis also proposed a structure 

for TMP monoclinic form. In the CSD, there are no atomic coordinates for this 

polymorph. 

On 15th July 2022, a summary of blind test results was provided from CCDC. For 

target XXX, there are 2 stoichiometries of the experimentally observed forms, 

which are CBN:TMP=1:1 and 2:1. 1CBN:1TMP and 1CBN:2TMP stoichiometries 

are predicted in chapter 5, which does not agree with the experimental results. In 

the generated and optimized 572 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal structures, 

co−crystallization energy ΔEcc of GM is 9.451 kJ/mol, which means that no 

generated 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal structures are more stable than the 

components, whereas this stoichiometry co−crystal had been found. 

The CCDC compared every group that submitted 1500 generated structures to 

the experimentally observed forms with the Crystal Packing Similarity tool, using 

a cluster of 20 molecules with 25% distance tolerance and 25 degrees for angle 

tolerance. They reported that the list of 1500 structures had not included either 

observed crystal structure. No group found the experimental form B 

(2CBN:1TMP), but as to the form A (1CBN:1TMP), two groups has generated 

experimental structures with the best match being RMSD20=0.08 Å. 
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At the end of August, the experimental structures were provided from CCDC, 

whose CBN conformations have a folded hydrocarbon pentane tail and in−plane 

hydroxyl group (OH).  More detail is in section 7.2. 

7.1 Conclusions – towards a CSP method for CBN structures 

In CBN searches of 6.3, it is noticed that the point charge model is not suitable 

for CBN molecules: 

 Minimising the experimental structure starting with a point charge model 

gives a distorted structure shown in section 6.3.2 Table 12 and Figure 37. 

The local energy minimum with a point charge model is so poor that it is 

unlikely to be found in the method used in chapters 4, 5. 

 Relative energies for experimental structures optimized by point charge 

model are very poor in comparison with the better methods (such as 

multipoles model, DFTB3−D3). In the small flexible CBN search after the 

point charge model optimization, CANNOL is ranked as the 6th lowest 

structure, but the CrystalOptimizer20 and DFTB−D367 models calculate 

the CANNOL lattice energy to be much lower (~ 20 kJ/mol) than GM in 

the CBN search (chapter 4).  

 The Z’=2 CANNOL structure was not found in the rigid CBN search of with 

experimental conformation and P21/c space group, this search used 

100,000 structures, so a full search considering the flexibility and in all 

space groups will be very expensive for Sobol sequence approach.  

The cause of this problem appears to be the hydroxyl group needing to be out of 

the plane in the experimental CANNOL structure. The intramolecular energy 

penalty for distorting the hydroxyl group out of the plane of the ring was not 

compensated for by the intermolecular energy from forming the hydrogen bonds 

with the atomic charge model that was the basis of the initial structure generation 

method. Modelling CBN needs a more realistic description of the hydrogen 

bonding, either using distributed multipoles to represent the lone pair electrons, 

or a cry method.   

The CrystalPredictor18,19 methodology used in the Blind Test submission for XXX 

used the atomic point charge model as the first crude lattice energy minimisation. 

The lattice energy minimisation using DFTB+77 for structures generated by the 
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Sobol sequence should prove a more effective way of producing realistic 

structures (6.4.3).   

7.2 The experimental information on XXX, the co−crystals of CBN and TMP. 

 

Figure 42 The CBN molecule with black curved arrows qualitatively indicates the range of the flexible group 
torsions used in the CSP searches (Table 3). 

At the end of August 2022, the CCDC provided the two experimental crystal 

structures of the co−crystals of XXX, on a strictly confidential basis, because 

there is a patent application associated with this system which the providers are 

waiting to be granted, expected Q3−Q4 2022.  

The structure of the 1CBN:1TMP co−crystal has a hydrogen bond between the 

TMP and CBN. The 2CBN:1TMP structure has the CBN…TMP…CBN structure. 

It does have the hydrogen bonding that has been discussed in chapter 5 might 

be stabilising the 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal, but this structure had not been 

generated in the search used in this thesis. 

In the co−crystal experimental structures, the hydrocarbon tails of CBN are 

folded, and in conformations that were not sampled in the search. In the 

1CBN:1TMP experimental structure, dih18 is 68.95°, whereas the analysis of 

structures in the CSD done by Dr. Louise Price, showed that 88.5% of structures 

had this angle close to 180° (Figure 14 in chapter 4). In the CCT experimental 

structure, one molecule has dih20=66.90°and the other is disordered with 
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dih20=−68.78° in the major component and −173.04° in the minor.  This suggests 

that a long straight hydrocarbon pentane tail will lead to a packing problem in 

structures with hydrogen bonding because the TMP is so small.  

The experimental structures are well reproduced after they have been lattice 

energy minimised (Table 13) showing that computational method used in this 

thesis is suitable. 

Table 13 RMSD15 comparing experimental co−crystal structures and those optimised by CrustalOptizmier 
with PBE0/6−31G(d,p) 

 CT CCTmaj CCTmin 

RMSD15/Å 0.248 0.265 0.308 

As shown in Table 14, the folded tails, although not in the gas phase minima, do 

not lead to a high intramolecular energy penalty, (no more than 5 kJ/mol ) 

consistent with the CBN intramolecular energy scans (Figure 12 in chapter 4).  

Table 14 The lattice energy optimized experimental structures of XXX compared with the global minimum in 
each search (Table 5Table 6Table 7Table 8). 

CCT CBN1 

ΔEintra 

kJ/mol 

CBN2 

ΔEintra 

kJ/mol 

Intermolecul

ar energy 

kJ/mol 

Total 

lattice 

energy 

kJ/mol 

Density 

g/cm3 

CBN1 dih 

C18_C17 

_C16_C15 

CBN2 dih 

C18_C17 

_C16_C15 

Co−crystal

lization 

energy 

kJ/mol 

ExpMajor* 5.32 6.86 −375.04 −362.87 1.0977 −67.67 62.17 −3.959 

ExpMinor* 6.14 4.14 −371.25 −360.97 1.1005 −169.82 77.40 −3.009 

GM 5.91 9.14 −351.09 −336.05 1.0981 177.35 178.02 9.451 

CT      CBN dih  

C16_C15 

_C14_C8 

CBN dih 

C15_C14 

_C8_C7 

 

Exp*  3.96  −226.38 −222.42 1.0983 68.95 89.14 −7.972 

GM 6.88  −225.25 −218.37 1.0961 179.89 −9.45 −3.918 

#2 7.20  −225.31 −218.12 1.0837 −173.49 −22.35 −3.666 

#3 9.52  −226.21 −216.69 1.1025 −173.58 −12.68 −2.24 

CTT         

GM 7.34  −303.94 −296.60 1.1290 179.44 −8.93 −8.204 

#2 7.29  −301.39 −294.10 1.1139 179.94 −10.19 −5.701 

*” Exp” means the experimental structure. “Major” means the major structure and “Minor” means the minor structure. 
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The intramolecular energies for CBN in the experimental co−crystal structures 

are more than compensated for by the intermolecular lattice energies. Although 

for 2CBN:1TMP the conformations are similar in energy to those in the GM 

structure, the intermolecular lattice energy with two hydrogen bonds is so much 

more stabilising that the co−crystallization energy is about 12 kJ/mol more 

stabilising. This is consistent with the 2CBN:1TMP search did not include the 

most obvious motif with a CBN molecule hydrogen bonded to the two nitrogen 

atoms of TMP. The structures that were generated did not have many hydrogen 

bonds (shown in Table 7), so it is not surprising that they were not low enough in 

energy to be plausible co−crystals. This explains why a 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal 

could not be formed in the process in chapter 5.  

As the 1CBN:1TMP co−crystal structure, the three lowest energy structures in 

the search have a similar intermolecular energy to the experimental structure, but 

all have a higher intramolecular energy of CBN than the experimental structure. 

This is caused by the torsion angle between the pentane tail and the aromatic 

ring being a high energy conformation (Figure 11 and Figure 42) in the CSP 

generated structures.  

Comparing the co−crystallization energies between the stoichiometries, the GM 

and next most stable 1CBN:2TMP structures are competitive with the 

experimental structures. So, maybe there are other 1CBN:2TMP co−crystal 

structures that have not been found experimentally. However, the 

co−crystallisation energy differences between the observed 2CBN:1TMP, 

1CBN:1TMP structures and the most stable 1CBN:2TMP hypothetical structures 

are small, considering the likely errors in the lattice energies (6.5) and that these 

errors do not cancel when comparing stoichiometries. The disorder in the pentane 

tail of 2CBN:1TMP suggests that thermal motion and dynamic disorder could be 

stabilising the 2CBN:1TMP structure. Indeed, given the closeness of the lattice 

energies in (Table 14) the relative stability of the co−crystals at ambient could 

favour the two observed structures. 

The reason why the experimental structures cannot be found in chapter 5 is that 

the CSP did not treat the hydrocarbon pentane tail as sufficiently flexible. In 

chapter 4, combining the fragment search (Figure 14), CBN intramolecular 
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energy scans (Figure 12) and the computational limitation, it is decided to 

generate the LAM only between 140° and 220° for torsion angle 

(C16_C15_C14_C8)  (C17_C16_C15_C14)  (C18_C17_C16_C15). This led to 

the search only covering structures with limited flexibility in the pentane tail as 

shown in (Figure 42) which could not generate the experimental structures. It 

seems there are different challenges in the CANNOL CSP and co−crystal CSP, 

as the analysis in Chapter 6 suggested that it was the hydroxyl group 

conformation that caused the problems with finding CANNOL.  

7.3 Outlook for CSP 

The ability to predict co−crystal formation and structures is important as 

co−crystals can be useful pharmaceutical materials (chapter 1). Previous work 

has shown that it is challenging. However, groups participating in the 7th Blind 

Test are testing whether recent CSP methods are suitable for co−crystals 

containing an API (CBN) and a much smaller co−former (TMP). Only 2 

submissions from the companies that provide CSPs to industries had 

successfully predicted the 2CBN:1TMP co−crystal. These large teams of 

professionals used millions of CPU hours for the blind test. Hence CSP for 

pharmaceutical co−crystals is still a challenge and requires more work to make it 

accessible for academic research.  

One proposal from this work is that CrystalPredictor18,19 needs to be adapted to 

use distributed multipoles, particularly for molecules like coronene and CBN 

where there is reason to believe that the point charge model will not even produce 

a lattice energy minimum corresponding to the structure.  

A model has been generated for atomic coordinates for MPYRAZ03. This might 

help solve the crystal structure from the powder pattern if someone did the 

experimental work on it. 

Hence in this research project, this thesis has been contributing to the 

development of CSP methods for organic co−crystals.  
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